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Applications 
exceed 8,600 
by JuUe Faublc 
staff reporter 
Hie University has received 
more applications for fall se- 
mester than ever before, said 
John Martin, director of admis- 
sions. 
More than 8,600 applications 
were received before the March 
21 deadline, he said. This num- 
ber is approximately 800 more 
than last year. 
Because of the 15,000 student 
ceiling on Bowling Green's en- 
rollment, there are only 3,000 
spaces available for incoming 
freshmen next fall, about 300 
fewer openings than the year 
before, he said. 
Other residential, state-sup- 
ported institutions, such as Ohio 
State University and Miami Uni- 
versity, have also seen a rise in 
freshman applications despite a 
decrease in the number of high 
school graduates in Ohio, Martin 
said. 
Generally, more students go 
away to colleges when there is a 
period of higher employment 
and this may contribute to the 
increase in applications, he said. 
HE SAID financial aid cuts 
may also make the lower tuition 
of state-supported schools more 
attractive. 
There also has been an in- 
crease in the percentage of out- 
of-state and minority students 
applying to the University be- 
cause of more programming in 
the admissions office intended to 
reach these students, Martin 
said. 
Last July. Clarence Terry was 
appointed the newly-created po- 
sition of director of minority 
recruitment to increase mi- 
nority awareness of Bowling 
Green, he said. 
The greater number of appli- 
cations and the fewer available 
spaces in the freshman class 
have led the University to raise 
admissions requirements 
slightly, Martin said. 
"I expect to have a better 
quality freshman class as mea- 
sured by high school require- 
ments and test scores," he said. 
Fountains Again 
After  being  inactive   for  the  past   four  years,   the   fountains   in 
front of the Administration Building are going to operate again 
BG News/Jim Sakola 
this spring. Here, BGSCI plumbers Dick Leady, left, and John Head, 
perform maintenance repairs on the fountains. Neither of the 
men knew why the fountains were inactive for so long. 
Airplane bombing blamed on known terrorist 
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - Palestin- 
ians who know the dark world of Arab 
terrorism say the TWA aircraft bomb- 
ing is the latest work of Abu Nidal, the 
elusive mastermind whose followers 
have spread blood across three conti- 
nents. 
The Israelis have blamed Abu Nidal, 
a code name that means "father of 
struggle," for 103 terrorist attacks 
since he split with Yasser Arafat's 
mainstream Fatah Palestinian guerril- 
las in 1974. 
The U.S. State Department says his 
group is "among the most dangerous 
Middle East terrorist organizations." 
It holds him responsible for 60 attacks 
in the past eight years in which hun- 
dreds of people have been slaughtered, 
many of them innocent bystanders. 
Abu Nidal has used many names for 
his group. Officials of Syrian-backed 
Palestinian organizations that also op- 
pose Arafat say the Arab Revolution- 
ary Cells, which claimed responsibility 
for planting the bomb of the TWA jet, is 
the latest one. These officials spoke on 
condition of anonymity. 
THE BOMB blew a hole in the Boeing 
727 as it was approaching the airport 
Wednesday at Athens, Greece, hurtling 
four Americans to their death. 
Terrorists doing Abu Nidal's bidding 
have bombed andmurdered from Am- 
man to Islamabad, Vienna to London. 
He first gained notoriety in 1974 when 
his men attacked a Pan Am jet in Rome 
with incendiary bombs, killing 30 pas- 
sengers. 
ADU Nidal was blamed for the hijack- 
ing of an Egyptian airliner last Novem- 
ber in which60 people were killed, most 
of them when Egyptian commandos 
stormed aboard while the jet was 
parked at the Malta airport. 
Just after Christinas, terrorists be- 
lieved to be Abu Nidal's followers at- 
tacked passengers at the Rome and 
Vienna airports. Twenty people were 
killed, including five Americans and 
four terrorists, and more than 110 peo- 
ple were wounded. 
Interpol, the international police or- 
ganization, posted worldwide wanted 
notices for him after the Rome and 
Vienna attacks. 
His actions have precipitated inter- 
national events. 
THE UNITED States accused Libyan 
leader Moammar Khadafy of harbor- 
ing Abu Nidal and cut economic ties 
with his regime after the airport mas- 
sacres. The latest chapter in U.S.-LI- 
byan relations was a naval conflict last 
week in the Gulf of Sidra. 
On June 3, 1982, Abu Nidal claimed 
responsibility for the attempted assas- 
sination in London of Israeli Ambassa- 
dor Shlomo Argov, who was crippled 
for life. 
City to expand downtown parking 
by Zora Johnson 
staff reporter 
Construction of 98 new parking spaces 
downtown could begin as early as July or 
August, according to one city official. 
The increase will be the first phase of a 
long-range plan designed to add 145 park- 
ing spaces to a downtown lot, said Wes 
Hoffman, city administrator. 
The spaces will be added to Lot 2 which 
lies south of East Wooster Street and east 
of Smith Prospect Street. 
The city will purchase property nec- 
essary for the expansion from a group of 
downtown businessmen, Hoffman said. 
Some of the houses along Prospect Street 
will have to be purchased to complete the 
project. 
"The city has a joint public and private 
partnership with a group of downtown 
businessmen and we will purchase the 
property from the group as it is required 
to build the lot," be said. 
The city has not bought any property 
yet, he said. 
THE SECOND phase of the plan which 
will add 47 more spaces will be imple- 
mented in about three years, Hoffman 
said. 
The cost of the first phase will be about 
$740,000, with the second phase costing 
about $122,000, he said. 
"There will be no increase in meter 
rates to pay for the work," Hoffman said. 
"The money borrowed for the project will 
be paid back by meter revenues, commit- 
ments by downtown merchants and local 
tax monies." 
Hoffman said the expansion is nec- 
essary if the downtown area is to con- 
tinue to serve  merchants  and  their 
customers. 
"The city has to invest in the downtown 
to keep it viable," he said. "In places 
where the downtown has simply decayed, 
the first thing that happens is that malls 
are built with plenty of parking and the 
people go there." 
BUT THE project is not a direct result 
of the proposed construction of the Wood- 
land Mall in Center Township, he said. 
"The timing of this project is largely 
coincidental, he said. "This is not a 
reaction or response to the mall." 
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Patrick Henry, left, and his lawyer Lafeyette    alleged kidnap and rape of a University woman 
Tolliver watch the proceedings during the third    by three Toledo men.           ._-«..  t day of jury selection.                                         Opening statements are scheduled to begin 
A nine-man, three-woman Jury was finally     this nwrning after the Jury is shown the rele- 
fhflttn but night for the trial involving the     vant scenes of the alleged crime. 
Four blacks killed 
in racial attacks 
JOHANNESBURG, South Af- 
rica (AP)-White and black 
leaders in Natal Province yes- 
terday began debating a propo- 
sal to create the nation's first 
racially-integrated regional 
government. 
Meanwhile, police headquar- 
ters said four blacks died in 
racial attacks around the coun- 
try, including two black youths 
killed in street battles with po- 
lice patrols in the black town- 
ship of Vosloorus, southeast of 
Johannesburg. 
A court had imposed harsh 
restrictions on a funeral for a 
suspected black nationalist 
guerrilla shot by police last 
week. 
Roving security vehicles Bred 
repeated barrages of tear gas 
and birdshot to break up groups 
of blacks who gathered for the 
service in defiance of the re- 
strictions, and militant youths 
enforced a one-day protest 
strike by workers in the town- 
ship, witnesses said. 
IN DURBAN, a conference of 
420 delegates began talks on a 
proposal to combine the white 
Natal Province government 
with that of the Kwa-Zulu black 
homeland, made up of 25 sec- 
tions of land scattered across 
Natal. 
Thirty-one organizations, in- 
cluding Natal's main business 
groups, attended the opening 
session of the talks. 
Militant anti-apartheid groups 
boycotted the gathering, saying 
the plan implied recognition of 
the white-led government's pol- 
icy of granting political rights to 
blacks only in tribal homelands. 
In other news, government 
officials said restrictions on 
black activist Winnie Mandela 
were still in force. They denied 
her lawyer's statement that an 
agreement had effectively lifted 
her banning order. 
She had been barred from 
living in Soweto for nine years to 
keep her from participating in 
the anti-apartheid campaign. 
Sign up 
deadline 
slated 
The deadline for register- 
ing to vote in the upcoming 
primary elections is Monday, 
April 7. 
The May 6 primaries will 
select party representatives 
for governor, U.S. Senate and 
House members, state court 
justice and county auditor for 
the November general elec- 
tion. 
APPLICATIONS for regis- 
tration can be filled out at the 
Wood County Board of Elec- 
tions Office, located on the 
fifth floor of the County Office 
Building in back of the court- 
house. The office will be open 
Saturday from 8:30 a.m.- 
12:30 p.m. and Monday from 
8:30 a.m.-9 p.m. 
To qualify for registering, 
one must be a resident of the 
state of Ohio and use Wood 
County as a permanent ad- 
dress. 
If residents have moved to 
another precinct or changed 
their name, the elections of- 
fice must be informed about 
the change. 
Students opting to vote ab- 
sentee in their home county 
must contact their county 
board of elections office 
They need to inform the office 
about what party they want to 
vote for, the reason they are 
voting absentee, and the ad- 
dress they want the ballot 
sent to. 
Absentee ballots for Wood 
County residents can be 
c^c^oHh.,*^ 
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ABCs of cap and gown 
Graduation is possibly the best time for a college 
student. It is surely the prize which students 
tried so hard to attain through their years of study. 
And because of a University rule which was first 
employed at last December's commencement, it is 
a tune when those students will be treated like 
numbers. 
This spring commencement, graduating seniors 
must sit in alphabetical order by colleges. 
Vice President of University Relations Dwight 
Burlingame said seating graduates in alphabetical 
order will assist in the effort to make the ceremony 
orderly. He said it would avoid the problem of 
students sitting in groups of friends and possibly 
becoming rowdy or drinking alcohol. 
We believe he is missing the point. 
It would make sense to seat people in alphabeti- 
cal order if their names were being called and they 
were walking to the podium to receive a diploma. 
But unlike December's ceremony, individual 
students will not be recognized. 
This nixes the need for alphabetical seating. 
Burlingame said seating students in alphabetical 
order will keep them from sitting in groups of 
friends to which we say: what is wrong with sitting 
with friends? 
Graduation is a special time. But what fun is a 
special time when you can't share it with the 
friends who saw you through the past four years? 
Students go through about four years of college 
with their friends, yet according to the University, 
they cannot sit with them when it all comes to- 
gether at graduation. 
That seems absurd. 
University President Paul Olscamp sent a letter 
to graduating seniors asking them to use their 
heads at the commencement ceremony. He urged 
them to act with dignity and to shun the use of 
alcohol in the ceremony. 
We agree. 
But we believe college seniors are mature enough 
to heed that advice. They don't need to be placed in 
alphabetical order to make them behave. 
New voices in society's dialogue 
by Dave Larabee 
Modernism seems to be a 
dirty word these days. With it 
comes the breakdown of che- 
rished values, disillusionment 
with institutions, a loss of direc- 
tion and just about every other 
nasty thing that can ravage a 
social structure - or so we are 
led to believe. A scrutiny of the 
fear of modernism and the wish 
to resuscitate the wonderful past 
reveals not just the assumptions 
inherent in the tradition, but 
clarifies the real revolution 
going on in literature, politics, 
philosophy and criticism. 
There is a natural connection 
between power and knowledge. 
To illustrate, power structures 
such as universities dictate what 
is "worthy" of study and what is 
not. Thus, action theory is veri- 
fied as "true" knowledge and 
therefore designated to a philos- 
ophy course, while parapsycho- 
logy is deemed "unscientific" 
and therefore a course in it is 
"unwarranted." 
Conversely, to function in the 
university arid gain knowledge 
is to suddenly become credible 
and responsible enough for lead- 
ership. Just as we should con- 
strue "power" and "politics" 
broadly, we should think of 
"knowledge" and "leadership" 
in terms beyond actual facts or 
official posts, respectively. The 
argument is that those who are 
allowed into the dialogue of so- 
ciety arc tacitly given some 
measure of authority. 
To answer the critics of mod- 
ernism and block a futile return 
to a past that isn't as glorious as 
it seems, we must take one fur- 
ther step. Now that we've clar- 
ified the often unobserved link 
between power and knowledge, 
authority and discourse, we 
must look at what the traditional 
authority has been. 
Unfortunately, we don't have 
to look far. It has been repeat- 
edly pointed out that our culture 
has been dominated by the white 
male. Indeed, he has been ac- 
customed to being the only voice 
that speaks, forming a lan- 
guage, social structure, value 
system and institution that to- 
gether form a white male econ- 
omy that all have to work or face 
ostracism. 
To us that sounds absurd, but 
only because that economy is 
the only one we have known, 
until now there have been few 
alternatives to throw it into re- 
lief. In order to see the magni- 
tude and scope of this economy, 
it is useful to weigh the "chaos" 
of today in these terms. 
To begin that weighing, let us 
ask some questions. First, why 
is society threatened by the 
movement for equal rights? 
Such an amendment seems like 
an obvious legal consequence of 
this country's constitution. 
But there's more at stake 
here. It's not merely a question 
of equality. As we have said, 
authority and discourse cannot 
be artificially separated. To 
grant the right of women to join 
the "authority" is to implicitly 
grant them a place in white 
male discourse, to admit that 
what they have to say is "legiti- 
mate" knowledge. 
But white men are not so will- 
ing to give up their privilege of 
being the only voice that speaks. 
Meanwhile, women, homosex- 
uals, blacks, Hispanics and 
other disenfranchised groups 
are using the fact that "the door 
swings both ways." 
As they enter literature, for 
example, on their own terms 
rather than on the terms of the 
strict, white-male economy, 
these groups thereby are claim- 
ing authority. 
As white males and their 
agents, such as Phyllis Schlafly, 
guard the political door, those 
who have been cast aside as 
"minorities" by the Western, 
Judeo-Christian dialectic are 
nevertheless coming in through 
the door of discourse. 
Second, why does society find 
the final emergence of the gay 
and lesbian communities so 
threatening? They too, upset the 
worn-out definitions of "male- 
ness" and "femaleness," calling 
for a move beyond these entrap- 
ping myths. Like the women s 
movement, this movement lib- 
erates us all from absurd dis- 
tinctions. Gays and lesbians are 
demanding to be heard, claim- 
ing their experience is just as 
"valid" as the white-male expe- 
rience that has been incessantly 
chronicled for some 25 centu- 
ries. And, after 25 centuries, this 
one voice is becoming strained 
and boring. 
Why does society consider the 
collapse of "sturdy values" as a 
scourge on modernism? Part of 
the answer lies in what we h?ve 
already said: those currently in 
power unconsciously sense the 
breakdown of their discourse, a 
breach in their secret code. 
Meanwhile, groups long cut 
off from the dialogue of society 
are questioning the values that 
feed white-male authority. They 
realize that the order's language 
inculcates WASP male "superi- 
ority" and its institutions at- 
tempt to transform women, 
homosexuals, blacks and His- 
panics into well-behaved white 
males who can succeed in a 
white world. 
The other part of the answer 
lies in the superficial reasons we 
throw up to obscure the power 
struggle raging and threatening 
below, like "Society has no di- 
rection," or "No one knows what 
to believe in anymore." 
In sum, only with the influx of 
brilliant, exciting literary and 
philosopic work wrought by rep- 
resentatives of these groups 
(Leasing, Fierstein, Walker and 
Marquez) has the grip of the 
exhausted old order been loos- 
ened. The "chaos" of modern- 
ism is no more than a 
multiplication of voices in our 
sodefy's discourse (with its con- 
comitant claims of power). The 
fear of this refreshing diversity 
alone should indicate now singu- 
lar society has been for so many 
centuries. 
Larabee is a senior math and 
physics major from Bowling 
Green. 
Letters 
Senior Challenge 
As a member of the graduat- 
ing senior class, I would like to 
encourage all May, August and 
December 1986 seniors to partic- 
ipate in the Senior Challenge 
program. 
This year the Senior Challenge 
Executive Committee has set a 
goal of $57,000 to be raised from 
the senior class by making a 
pledge to the program. The 
money for this year's challenge 
will go toward the University 
Placement Center and beautifi- 
cation of Peregrine Pond. 
Many of you may be reluctant 
to contribute to this worthwhile 
tradition since you feel you have 
"paid enough dues" to the Uni- 
versity. Senior Challenge, how- 
ever, is structured over a 3-year 
period, which means your first 
payment will not be due until a 
year after you graduate. 
During the week of April 14-18, 
which is designated as Senior 
Giving Week, over 400 Senior 
Challenge volunteers will be so- 
liciting their classmates and 
peers to explain the purpose and 
goal of Senior Challenge. 
I encourage everyone to take 
this program seriously and con- 
sider that your contribution will 
directly help us in reaching our 
goal of $57,000. More impor- 
tantly, as future alumni who will 
have made a considerable in- 
vestment in your education, you 
need to insure Bowling Green is 
to remain the fine institution 
that it has worked hard to 
achieve through programs such 
as Senior Challenge. 
Susan Magee 
PubUcity Chair 
Senior Challenge 
Policy ignorance 
Phillip B. Wilson's recent arti- 
cle "Ignorance Means Trouble 
Abroad'' (April 2) raised a very 
pertinent issue pertaining to 
American foreign policy in the 
Middle East. 
We need to examine why we 
are ignorant about the Middle 
East and why broad aggressive 
foreign policy has gone undone. 
The dilemma between the 
warring factions in Lebanon is 
only a piece of the complex 
puzzle that makes up the conflict 
in the Middle East. Yes, Ameri- 
cans have very little knowledge 
of why turmoil plagues this re- 
gion, and American foreign pol- 
icy reflects this ignorance. 
Experts feel that if the 
Reagan administration was gen- 
uinely concerned with resolving 
the strife in toe Middle East, he 
would use his popularity and 
leadership to address the region 
with more backbone. 
If America truly wanted to see 
an end to terrorism we would 
look at the cause and not the 
effect. Simply, finding a home 
for the Palestinians is the real 
issue, not the crossing "the line 
of death" in the Gulf of Sidra. 
King Hussein has been a long- 
time friend of the United States, 
but rejecting the sale of the F-ls 
fighter plane illustrates that our 
policies toward the region are 
not really in our best interest. If 
they were, we would not have 
lost 50,000 jobs in war-related 
industries. 
The Middle East with its strat- 
egic location and vast resources 
is important politically and eco- 
nomically to the U.S. Our 
relationship   with   Israel   is 
emerging as a conflict of inter- 
est. If a just and lasting peace is 
to be reached it is imperative 
that the U.S. play an active role 
in reaching a solution. 
To achieve this overdue peace 
we as Americans need to find 
out why Christians are fighting 
Moslems and Arabs are fighting 
Jews. If we do not understand as 
a people, we might be fighting 
another Vietnam. 
Kelly McCoy 
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Sometimes an ordinary situa- 
tion drives me crazy because it 
is so pointless. One such in- 
stance is the awkward, uncom- 
fortable feeling of being 
confined in an elevator with a 
stranger. 
I constantly notice that feeling 
on the elevator at the Jerome 
Library. It's such a silly situa- 
tion: there you are with a fellow 
human being, yet some mutual 
unwillingness to open up and say 
something forces you to stand 
there in pathetic silence. 
With the elevators as they are, 
the trip to the eighth floor takes 
enough time. Passing the time in 
silence only makes it worse. 
Think about it. There you are, 
looking at the floor counter over 
the door as though you expect it 
to tell your fortune. Or maybe 
you read the Otis Elevator sign 
and mentally calculate how 
many midgets could be stuffed 
in the elevator without exceed- 
ingthe load limit. 
what I always regret after 
getting off the elevator Is that I 
could have easily broken the 
awkward silence with a simple 
conversation. 
Respond 
The BGNews editorial page is 
your campus forum. 
The News reserves the right to 
reject submissions we consider 
to be in bad taste, malicious or 
libelous. 
All submissions are subject to 
pntwUnafi^rm please include ad- 
dress and telephone number. 
Please direct submissions to: 
Editorial Edltor 
The BGNews 
ZMWettHaD. 
I usually rationalize that there 
is nothing to talk about. What 
the elevators need, I believe, is 
some kind of "icebreaker," so 
that there would be something to 
talk about. 
Right now both elevators have 
a "Library and Learning Re- 
sources Location Guide" posted, 
but that doesn't quite make for 
stimulating conversation. I can 
imagine the rapport a guy and a 
girl on the elevator could build 
from it: 
Be (hesitant): "So what's your 
favorite Dewey Decimal Num- 
ber? I'm an 800s man myself. 
You know, literary criticism, 
contemporary drama, romantic 
She (showing interest): "I'm 
into the 200s myself: psychic 
BLOOM COUNTY 
phenomena, holistic medicine, 
humanistic psychology." 
He (gaining confidence): "Oh 
really? You mow I've always 
been fascinated with Sciento- 
logy!" 
She (excited): "Wow! You 
know the two of us should get 
together sometime and compare 
our favorite psychoanalytic 
techniques ..." 
It's a nice idea, but I don't think 
it will ever happen. 
Therefore, I appeal to the li- 
brary to help break the reign of 
silence: post something in the 
elevator that could lead to a 
discussion. (Putting a chair by 
the elevator wouldn't hurt ei- 
ther.) 
It wouldn't take much: a 
comic strip, a thought for the 
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day, a nasty statement about 
Libya, maybe a portrait of Pres- 
ident Reagan in the nude; as 
long as it encourages conversa- 
tion.    
Even if the people at the li- 
brary don't listen to me, you 
can. Next time you get on the 
elevator with a stranger, smile, 
say hi talk about the weather, 
talk about the asinine elevator 
column you read in this morn- 
ing's BG News. Just do some- 
thing. The walls of silence can 
only be broken by saying some- 
thing. 
Coulter, a junior news/edito- 
rial journalism major from 
Rocky River, is a staff reporter 
for the News. 
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Chomsky: U.S. falls to right 
by Don Lee 
editorial editor 
What is called conservatism In the United States is really "part of 
a drift toward a kind of crypto-fascism," said Noam Chomsky, 
professor of linguistics and philosophy at Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology. 
Every seat In one of the Math Science building's large lecture balls 
was filled and overflow crowds sat in the aisles or stood in the back 
of the auditorium when Chomsky, a lean, bespectacled, silver- 
haired 57 year old, gave the keynote address last night for a seminar 
on "The New Right in America: Thought and Policy," sponsored by 
a number of University organisations and departments. 
"A true conservative like Robert Taft would turn over in bis grave 
if be heard how the word 'conservative' was being used (today)," 
Chomsky said. 
"Concepts are used in such a way as to prevent thought," be said. 
The political climate in the United States has reached a "level of 
indoctrination rarely achieved by totalitarian states," he said, 
calling the people's minds "closed and fixed by the theology" which 
he said was promoted by the government. 
"... (M)odern theologians... feel it's enough to point to heresy, 
give it a name, then forget it and go on to the tub-thumping that's 
called intellectual discussion," be said. 
"The genius of the American indoctrination system is not that it 
has succeeded to a very significant extent not only in constraining 
what people can say, but what they can see/' be said. 
This indoctrination system is necessary, Chomsky said, because 
"... the more the people's voice is heard, the more you have to 
ensure that that voice says the right thing." 
CHOMSKY DISPUTED U.S. claims of promoting freedom and 
human rights abroad, saying instead that U.S. foreign policy was 
geared to protecting U.S. business investments abroad and U.S. 
"rights of access" to the natural resources of other countries." 
" 'Our' raw materials which happen to be located in their' 
countries by accident," he said. 
"Human rights is an irrelevancy as far as VS. foreign policy is 
concerned," he said, "... but the investment climate (for U.S. 
businesses) is not an irrelevancy." 
The U.S. government maintains popular support for its actions at 
home by maintaining a "war scare,   he said. 
"You ve got to keep the people alarmed. That's the point of 
countries like Libya,   he said. 
Fighting the Soviet Union is "much too dangerous. They might 
fight back ... Fortunately, (Libyan leader Moammar) Khadary's 
easy to hate. It's useful to have a place like Libya that we can beat 
up in peace," he said. 
LOFT RENTAL 
REGISTRATION 
For Fall Semester '86 Is Ap.il 3 — May 10 
Call for a registration form and a list of rates — 
352-M36 
9-5    Mon.-Frl. 
LOFT CONSTRUCTION 
BG News/Jim Sakola 
Noam Chomsky 
All Lost & Found Articles 
Including bikes must be claimed at 
Campus Safety and Security by April 
11th. Must have positive I.D. and 
Serial Number, or they will be up for 
auction on April 16th at the Charities 
Board Bike Auction. 
Services host 
benefit game 
Proceeds to aid MIAs families 
by Michelle Fisher 
reporter 
The goal is to raise f 1 for 
each of the 2,500 persons 
missing in action in Southeast 
Asia. 
Through a joint effort, the 
members of the University 
Air Force and Army cadets 
are sponsoring a benefit bas- 
ketball game today 7:30 p.m. 
in Anderson Arena to raise 
money for the National 
League of Families of Viet- 
nam MIAs and prisoners of 
war. 
The Arnold Air Society, a 
fraternity within the Air 
Force, works to create contin- 
ued awareness of the POW 
issue, said Rich Brown, a 
pledge of the fraternity and 
cadet in the Air Force ROTC. 
Brown, sophomore social 
studies major, said he wanted 
to continue furthering the ef- 
fort so he decided to organize 
a charitable money-maker 
such as a basketball game. 
"We want the University to 
have the opportunity to give 
family members of MJVs 
and POW's moral support 
and show them that 15 years 
later they aren't forgotten," 
he said. 
THE MONEY will be do- 
nated to the regional head- 
quarters located ui Finals y in 
the name of the Army and Air 
Force cadets of the Univer- 
sity. 
Jon Bisher, chairman of 
Aerospace Studies and B-52 
bomber pilot in Vietnam, said 
he is pleased that the cadets 
took the initative to support 
the cause. 
"Whether the game Is suc- 
cessful or not is immaterial. 
It is important that these ca- 
dets saw something they want 
to help in society, and took the 
responsibiity to see it 
through," Bisher said. 
At the event, spectators can 
also enjoy an Army repelling 
demonstration and the St. 
Thomas More clown troop 
will perform during half time. 
Freddy and Frieda Falcon 
are also expected to attend 
the event and cheer on the 
teams. 
Tom Gebbie, freshman 
business major and member 
of the Air Force ROTC team, 
said he looks forward to the 
game and encourages every- 
one to attend. 
"It's a fun thing to do for a 
good cause. We're going to 
give the Army team a good 
game," he said. 
Purchase any 12" or 16" 
Superb cheasa pizza only. 
$A99 4 
Additional Items $1™ 
"J     Bowling Green 352-1539 
WSA PRESENTS: 
International Week 
April 7-12, 1986 
A 
[4* (/cent   ass°/ 
[G> O\ PC 
,1V to 
An International Understanding 
Through the Arts 
Monday, April 7 
"International Foods" 
Prout: 4-6 p.m. 
Falcon's Nest: 4:30-7:00 p.m. 
(Must pay at the cash register) 
Entertainment: Jazz Keyboardist 
Tyrone Vernon 
Falcon's Nest: 6-8 p.m. 
European Coffee Hours 
International Lounge 
(411 South Hall) 
2-4:30 p.m. 
Tuesday, April 8 
"Art Show" 
International Lounge: 11 a.m.-4 p.m. 
Faculty and Student Works 
Randy Horst to speak on the 
History of Art 
(Free and open to all) 
African Coffee Hours 
International Lounge 
2-4:30 p.m. 
(Free and open to all) 
Wednesday, April 9 
"Readings of Literature" 
International Lounge: 1 p.m. 
(Free and open to all) 
"International Fashion Show" 
Town Room: 8 p.m. 
(Free and open to all) 
Coffee Hours of the Americas 
International Lounge 
2-4:30 p.m. 
(Free and open to all) 
Thrusday, April 10 
"Black Theater" 
International Lounge: 2:30 p.m. 
Speaker: Dr. John Scott 
(Free and open to all) 
Reggae with Crucial DBC 
N.E. Commons 
8-12:30 a.m. 
(Admission: FREE!) 
Asian Coffee Hours 
International Lounge 
2-4:30 p.m. 
(Free and open to all) 
Friday, April 11 
"An Afternoon of Foreign 
Films" 
International Lounge 
12:30 p.m.- 
(Free and open all) 
Saturday, April 12 
"International Dinner" 
Time: 7:00 p.m. 
Place: St. Aloysius Church 
(Tickets IS. Tickets can be 
obtained at 16 Williams 
Hall. (372-2247) 
NO Tickets will be sold at 
the door. 
Co-sponsors: GSS, USG, UAO, COCO, LSU, APA, MASA, SPANISH CLUB, GERMAN CLUB, FRENCH 
CLUB, ROMANCE LANGUAGES DEPT., CARIBBEAN ASSOC., STUDENT ACTIVITIES, 
UNIVERSITY UNION, SCHOOL OF ART, CENTER FOR INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS, 
AND HOST FAMILIES COMMITTEE. 
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Low-rate day care offered 
by Greg Connel 
reporter 
For low-income families or 
undergraduate students who 
have children, the Title XX day 
care program may provide free 
or reduced rate day care serv- 
ice. 
Title XX is a federal grant 
given to the states to use for 
social services. One of the pro- 
grams offered in Wood County is 
free or reduced rate child care 
for low-income parents. 
This program has existed 
since the 1970s, but Wood County 
social worker Judy Kellermeier 
said there are many families in 
Wood County who are eligible 
for the service and do not know 
about it. 
"To be eligible, a parent must 
be on government assistance or 
employed 100 hours per month 
but still be in the low income 
bracket or enrolled in a Job 
training   program  below   the 
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WEEKEND 
SPECIAL 
2 Spot's Hoagie Specials 
2 Sodas and 
1 Lg. Bag of Lay's Potato Chips 
$7.00 
expires 4/9/86 
Hours: 
WE DELIVER   _______    1UXMO0M-F 
125 EAST COURT • DOWNTOWN 352-SPOT    4:00-1 M Sat 
graduate level," she said. 
Depending on the parents in- 
come, they may receive the 
service free of charge or at 
reduced rates. But no parent 
will pay more than 10 percent of 
his or her monthly income for 
the service, she said. 
"Of the 70 parents currently 
being served, 35 are students at 
schools other than BGSU and 
five are BGSU students," she 
said. 
THE PARENTS may request 
a day care provider or a day 
care aid. The day care provider 
takes care of the children in the 
providers home, which must be 
approved by the Department of 
Human Services. 
"The home is checked by our 
department to make sure it is 
sale for small children," Keller- 
meier said. "There may be as 
many as four children under six 
years old in the home at one 
time." 
A day care aid cares for the 
child in the parent's home. 
In either case, the person car- 
ing for the children must meet 
several requirements. 
They must be IB or older, must 
have at least six months experi- 
ence in child care, must have no 
convictions of child abuse or 
neglect and must pass a physi- 
cal examination. 
"We also have an on-going 
training program for providers 
and aids. We hold meetings once 
or twice per month where child 
care experts from the area as- 
sist in the training process," she 
said. 
Title XX day care may also 
provide jobs for qualified stu- 
dents. Providers and aids are 
paid $1.25 per hour per child. 
There are nine families who 
are eligible for the service but 
are awaiting providers or aids, 
she said. 
Kellermeier said day care 
hours can be arranged around 
class schedules. 
11tem Urge Pizza 
$4.95 Delivery 
$3.95 In House 
■1 
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CISG attempts 
to 'spend it all' 
by Caroline Longer 
staff reporter 
Spending every last dime is 
an easily attainable goal for 
the Undergraduate Student 
Government. 
USG received $20,000 for 
the 196546 academic year 
budget, from the Advising 
Committee for General Fee 
Allocations, said Dan Dokma- 
novich, USG treasurer. 
"We try to spend it all be- 
cause it's the student's money 
for that year," he said. 
The treasury has about $100 
dollars left, he said. 
"Things are working out just about right, we should be 
down to about nothing at the 
end of the year," Dokmano- 
vichsaid. 
About half of the budget is 
used on office expenses, such 
as paying the three secretar- 
ies, renting telephones and a 
copier, Dokmanovich said. 
The general assembly votes 
whenever an expense is over 
$50 or would be used in sup- 
port of another organization, 
Dokmanovich said. 
"We don't vote on supplies, 
though," he said. 
About $2,000 was spent by 
USG this year to suppjrt 
other organization's events, 
he said. 
"We like to support speak- 
ers that would be beneficial to 
a large amount of people ... 
that would be educational in 
some way," he said. 
THE STUDENT govern- 
ment often contributes from 
$100 to $200 to help other orga- 
nizations finance their events 
because big projects can be a 
burden on an organization's 
budget, Dokmanovich said. 
Having dollars to donate to 
events is a prime consider- 
ation when budget requests 
are made to AGFA, he said. 
The recommendation for 
next year's budget is $22,000. 
Part of that money will be 
used for advertising, which 
accounts for approximately a 
quarter of the budget. 
The rest of the money is 
spent on the annual USG ban- 
!|uet, a retreat each semester 
or members, and traveling 
expenses for people attending 
state and national confer- 
ences, as well as any miscel- 
laneous items which may 
come up, he said. 
"We like to be flexible with 
the budget, we don't like to 
put aside set amounts," Dok- 
manovich said. 
Formal Cruise 
on the 
Arawanna Princess 
il 5, 1986 S|'l ( I M.SSKKM'.I) MONDAY 
Judy & Clark 
Lori & Fred 
Sherri & Vince 
Mary & Ed 
Julie & Jeff 
Beth & Mark 
Cindy & Tom 
Linda & Rob 
Siobhan & Charlie 
Nanci & Adam 
Dee & Mark 
Holly & Scott 
Dee & Ric 
Josette & Stuart 
Michele & Jan 
Sue & Mike 
Arleen & Bruce 
Mary & Jack 
Pam & Ric 
Jan & Mike 
Beth & Chris 
Colleen & Brad 
Tricia & Brian 
Cindy & Mike 
Connie & Craig 
Sarah & Tom 
Julie & Matt 
Sue & Jim 
Rochelle & Mike 
Christi & Josh 
Pam & Jim 
Jenny & Chip 
Betty & Frank 
Jenny & Jim 
Spanky & Melvin 
Julie & Steve 
Molly & Jack 
Debbie & Steve 
Tina & John 
Darby & Scott 
Jenny & Scott 
"Grace & Dandy" 
Sue & Eric 
Robin & Steve 
Anne & Bill 
Jenny & Andy 
Allison & Scott 
Ann & Jim 
Chris & Carl 
Beth & Gregg 
Suzy & Brooke 
Diane & Dave 
Julie & Amos 
Jill & Steve 
Kelley & Bud 
$m wim mim APR 
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1 
Tuna 
Croissant 
'2.99 
2 
IssM 
Batsd Potato 
'1.99 
3 
Chickan 
Salad 
•2.99 
4 
Parch 
UTN-Cain 
'399 
hM     5 
Mo* 
lfri.1 
•3.25 
6 
Sunday 
Brunch 
•5.75 
7 
Eggs 
Bonodlct 
'2.99 
S 
Grilled Ham 
> Ch.... 
•2.99 
HmmUmi    9 
li*»lt» I 
•2.99 
10 
Soup C 
Salad 
•2.50 
It 
Parch 
M-TM-Can-M 
•3.99 
12 
Chickan 
Strips 
'2.99 
13 
Sunday 
Brunch 
•5.75 
14 
Chlck.n 
Oriental 
'2.99 
IS 
Chickan 
Strips 
•2.99 
n 
Eggs 
Bonodlct 
•2.99 
17 
Hot (east 
Bos. 
•2.99 
IB 
Perch 
U-tW-Caa-lat 
•3.99 
Loaoto Bakso 
Potato 
•1.99 
20 
Sunday 
Brunch 
•S.75 
Mot«o«» 
BMf 
•2.99 
Cook" 
Salad 
•2.99 
Chickan23 
Cordon Blou 
•3.99 
24 
S.afood 
Salad 
•3.99 
25 
TmSoU 
CnissMt 
'2.99 
hM   26 
Msa 
tMn 
'3.25 
Sunday 
Brunch 
•5.75 
26 
Chicken W«d 
Croiiiant 
•2.99 
H 
Fottucini 
Alfredo 
'3.25 
Moat 
Loaf 
'3.25 
Citi>rtt« V«ur 
Urthd.y o. 
A rlfttv* ftary 
Cilrtmi 
«M IMS 
Complimentary 
Flow»r, 1 Cak* 
Soofood 
BuH.t 
•»«ry Friday 1 
'12.95 
RIBS 
1550 rt. WousU-r St., Bowling <;ivrii:i.V'-.V»ll 
CONFERENCE ON THE NEW RIGHT IN AMERICA:   THOUGHT & POLICY 
Friday. April 4 In the Alumni Room, Student Union 
9:00 a.m. 
10:00 a.m. 
11:15 a.m. 
1:30 p.m. 
3:30 p.m. 
Coffee and discussion with Dr. Noam Chomsky. 
Joseph Gerson will speak on the Deadly Connection: Nuclear War 
and U.S. Interventions Abroad. 
Dr. Ronald Takaki will present White Popular Wisdom: Neo-Conser- 
vative Scholarship in America, 1975-1984. 
A panel discussion on The New Right in America 
Moderator, Vivian Patraka 
Donald McQuarie: "The New Right & the Question of Ideological 
Hegemony" 
Marilyn Friedman: "Women, Poverty, & Federal Policy" 
Micheal Robins: "Irving Kristol & Pornography" 
Marcia Bedard: "Fascism & New Right Ideology" 
David Swanson:  "Federal Government Information Gathering 
Policies" 
Drs. Chomsky, Gerson, & Takaki will be available for discussion. 
Co-sponsored by The Group for Progressive Alternatives, Graduate Student Senate, College of Arts & Sciences, Department of History, 
Department of Philosophy, Department of Sociology, Department of Psychology, Department of English, Women for Women, and 
■■*    University Activities Organization. tm 
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Nuclear power plant design changes defended 
CLEVELAND (AP) - A spokeswoman for the 
Perry Nuclear Power Plant yesterday defended a 
host of plant design changes imposed by the 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, even though the 
regulations are being criticized in a new federal 
study as possibly dangerous. 
The U.S. General Accounting Office, a watchdog 
arm of the Congress, said in a study that federal 
officials may nave ordered too many safety 
changes at nuclear plants, making reactors too 
difficult to maintain and operate. The report does 
not specifically mention the Perry plant. 
"I don't think nuclear plants are more danger- 
ous, based in their histories. The industry record 
is good," said Elizabeth Shaw, technical 
spokesperson at the Perry plant. "We've had to do 
some design changes, as procedures come out or 
regulations change. Our intent was to always have 
the plant built to meet all regulations and 
guidelines. 
"Yes, we've had to put in new systems or 
redesign some systems, such as a hydrogen con- 
trol system and an extensive network of pipe 
supports. It's adding to the safety." 
In the past, the Cleveland Electric Illuminating 
Co., operator of the Perry plant, has blamed the 
NRC design changes for causing unnecessary 
delays in completion of the $4.2 billion plant, as 
well as increased costs. 
"It was sort of a backlash of ultra-conserva- 
tism," said John Stefano, the NRC's project 
manager of the Perry plant. "I think we've gone 
overboard and we can back off a little, and that's 
what we're trying to do." 
$1 million donated to help poor pay heating bills 
COLUMBUS (AP) - Joseph Kennedv II came 
here yesterday to present a check for $1 million to 
help pay winter heating bills for low-income 
Ohioans and used the occasion to do some politick- 
ing against the Gramm-Rudman deficit reduction 
plan. 
Kennedy, a Democratic candidate for Congress 
from Massachusetts, presented the check to the 
Salvation Army on behalf of Citizens Energy 
Corp.. a Boston-based company that he heads. 
Under an agreement with Columbia Gas of 
Ohio, Citizens Energy Corp. buys gas cheaply 
from producers and sells ft to Columbia for a 
profit. The revenues are applied to a fund to help 
Sty utility bills for an estimated 8,000 low-income 
hio households, and the Salvation Army adminis- 
ters the fund. 
"No matter how many dollars generated for the 
poor by Columbia Gas or any company, there's no 
way we can ever meet the need out there," 
Kennedy said. "Even with programs like these, 
there are thousands of people who can never pay 
their bills. 
"People have gotten to the point where they see 
that by taxing the public ana throwing money at 
problems, they can t make them go away. But this 
doesn't mean we should allow the government to 
get away with the cuts under the 
Gramm-Rudmann act." 
Kennedy said, though, that the U.S. govern- 
ment's deregulation of natural gas production and 
federal orders that allow pipeline operators to 
make their lines available to other suppliers have 
meant consumers pay less to heat their homes. 
CAMPUS DEMOCRATS! 
MEET YOUR CANDIDATES 
Thursday, April 10, 5:30,107 Hanna 
Tom Murray,   House of Representatives 
Joyce Kepke,   State Representative 
Alvin Perkins,    Wood County Commissioner 
Kevin Philo,    Wood County Auditor 
If you are interested in joining the Campus Democratic Movement, this 
open forum will serve as an organizational meeting as well. If you 
cannot attend but are still interested, contact Curt Seditz at 372-2831. 
* There are other alternatives* 
to today's problems 
President 
* 
* 
* COCO 
Vice-President J< Commuter Off-Campus Organization 
Communications * 
coordinator * * RUN FOR OFFICE 
Facilities * 
coordinator 
Activities 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
Applications Available - Basement Moseley 
Due Mon., April 7 by 5 p.m. 
coordinator 
Treasurer 
Candidates Open Forum 
Wed., April 9 at 11:30 a.m. 
Secretary * * 
Elections-at C0C0 
Fri., April 11 from 9-5 p.m. 
The BGSU Board of Student Publications 
is now accepting applications for 
EDITORS 
of 
Summer 1986 
Fall Semester 1986 
1987 Yearbook 
1986-87 academic year 
1986-87 academic year 
1986-87 academic year 
Thru TODAY, Fri., April 4, 5 p.m. 
Applications available at 214 West Hall 
The BG News 
The BG News 
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RESIDENCE 
HALL WEEK     m 
Association 
You-Hall-An Adventure in Living 
MONDAY - BALLOON DAY 
Balloons in union oval and but- 
tons for free admission to Uptown 
Thursday! 
TUESDAY - ROOMMATE DAY 
Look for personals in paper 
2 for 1 specials in Dining Halls 
* Look for UAO's Announcement 
of Roommate of the Year 
WEDNESDAY - HAUL YOUR 
BODY TO THE REC DAY 
Take advantage of facilities and 
attend fitness seminars 
THURSDAY - ADVENTURE IN 
LIVING DAY 
Free admission to Uptown with 
button 
Slumber Party from 10pm-? 
Eppler Gym 
FRIDAY - BEGINNING OF SIBS 
WEEKEND 
WEEK LONG EVENTS: 
Moving Movie - CADD YSHACK 
Monday, April 7 -     Amani 
Tuesday, April 8 -     Mid Am Room 
Wednesday, April 9 - Zza's 
Thursday, April 10 - McDonald Deli 
Scavenger Hunt 
We're hiding a button 
somewhere on campus 
- Look for clues in the 
personals all week! 
Blood Drive 
Competition: 
Donate blood in Grand Ballroom 
Monday - Friday.   Come 
support your hall! 
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IRS keeping up with refunds 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The 
Internal   Revenue   Service   Is 
Seared up for more than 45 mil- 
on individual tax returns that 
are expected to be filed during 
the next 12 days. But if you've 
waited this late to file, you'll 
have to wait longer than usual 
for a refund. 
Even so, Commissioner Ros- 
coe Egger Jr. promised yester- 
day, the IRS is not worried that 
the last-minute crush will create 
the kind of delays and backlogs 
that embarrassed the agency 
lastyear. 
"We are not having any real 
complaints of refunds not com- 
ing back at a reasonable time," 
Egger told a news conference. 
"There is nothing that has come 
up in the system at all this year 
that gives us any real concern 
about the possibility of some- 
thing (bad) happening." 
On the average, Egger said, 
refunds have been going out 
within five weeks after the re- 
turn is filed. As the April IS 
filing deadline approaches, that 
will be stretched to six to seven 
weeks. 
THE IRS expects 104 million 
couples and individuals to file 
returns this year. About 54 mil- 
lion had been received by March 
27, the latest figures available, 
leaving perhaps 48 million to be 
filed between that date and April 
15. (Some taxpayers will file late 
and pay a penalty; others will 
receive a four-month filing ex- 
tension). 
"In this last crunch," Egger 
said, "we get such large vol- 
umes that even with our high- 
speed equipment it takes us up 
to 10 days just to open the mail. 
Even with the IRS working at 
full speed, some taxpayers will 
be paid interest because their 
refund was not processed within 
45 days after the April 15 dead- 
line. Egger estimated the inter- 
est payments will total about $37 
million, compared with $49.5 
million last year. 
The IRS has processed 76 per- 
cent of the 54 million returns it 
has received this year. At this 
time in 1985, because of com- 
puter and personnel problems, 
only 54 percent had been proc- 
essed, forcing millions of people 
to wait months for their refunds. 
MORE THAN 30.5 million re- 
fund checks totaling $21.55 bil- 
lion have been mailed this year, 
up almost 42 percent from the 
same period last year. The aver- 
age refund is up $60, to $780. 
Egger, who is retiring this 
month after more than five 
years as commissioner, sug- 
gested the only thing that could 
foul up this filing season is if 
Congress refuses to give the IRS 
the extra $340 million operating 
funds it requested. 
Apartheid protest 
results in arrests 
BERKELEY, Calif. (AP) - 
Anti-apartheid demonstra- 
tors hurled bottles, rocks and 
eggs at baton-wielding police 
officers yesterday in a clash 
which led to 91 arrests, 29 
injuries and destruction of a 
shantvtown on the University 
of California campus. 
Two men were arrested for 
allegedly possessing fire- 
bombs after police received a 
threat that California Hall 
would be burned down. 
The conflict began before 
dawn when police placed doz- 
en! of demonstrators into 
buses to be taken to Alameda 
County's Santa Rita jail, said 
university spokesman Ray 
Colvig. Hundreds of other 
surrounded   the 
At about 7:30 a.m., police in 
riot gear cleared a path 
through the crowd. Fighting 
broke out as demonstrators 
hurled bottles, rocks and eggs 
and blocked the buses by 
hurling trash cans, setting up 
makeshift barricades. 
Contras retaliate, officials say 
KAPPA SIGMA 
Beach Club Date Party 
A groovin' deluxe time 
for the lucky few. 
Saturday, April 12 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Last month's in- 
cursion by the Nicaraguan Army into Hon- 
duras was aimed partly at retaliating 
against Honduran authorities. The authori- 
ties had released weapons and other sup- 
plies to anti-Sandinista rebels, U.S. officials 
said yesterday. 
A senior intelligence official said that 
several weeks before the March 22 border 
crossing, the Hondurans released new as- 
sault rifles, rocket-propelled grenades and 
other supplies to the contras. The rebels had 
acquired these weapons from undisclosed 
foreign sources. 
The Hondurans "opened up the ware- 
houses," said the official, who asked not to 
be identified. 
THE CONTRAS need Honduran cooper- 
ation to gain access to the supplies sent to 
them. But Honduras, worried about provok- 
ing the Sandinistas, has often withheld the 
equipment for extended periods. The rebels 
receive non-lethal equipment from the 
United States and acquire weaponry from 
other sources, the identity of which neither 
VS. nor contra sources will discuss. 
The U.S. officials here, describing the 
administration's assessment of Nicaragua's 
reasons for moving into Honduras, said that 
in addition to providing the rebels with 
access to supplies, Honduras also has begun 
allowing the rebels to use infiltration routes 
into Nicaragua in western Honduras. 
This area is far more strategic because it 
is closer to the densely populated areas of 
Nicaragua than the remote eastern region, 
where the contras had been given a freer 
hand to cross the border, they said. 
AS DESCRIBED by the officials, the 
timing of the Nicaraguan incursion ap- 
peared to have little to do politically with the 
ongoing debate at the time in the VS. 
Congress over whether to resume military 
aid to the contras. 
The Sandinistas timed the incursion to 
coincide with the onset of Holy Week, when 
"half the Honduran armed forces" were on 
vacation, one official said. 
2nd PRINT FREE 
AT 
IMctuic 
Place 
Located in the University Union 
VSZ2. 
Election Forum 
8:30 April 8 at Glsh Theatre 
Hear the candidates' platforms 
(also question/answer period) 
sssss^sssss <?&&«- frwut foot?- ws^sssssssssssd 
SPECIAL 
$6.50 
1 
16 in. One 
Item Pizza 
PlZZO'   We give you 
Free 
Delivery 
Open 4 p.m. 
1
 more 
Additional It.m, si.00 .a.                       352-5 1 66 
Chicago Sly Is Extra                                               tapir* 4 / JO/M 
 ONI COUPON PER PIZZA  
I I 
I 
I 
-I 
JOHN NEWLOVE 
REAL ESTATE 
Apartments Available for 
Summer and Fall 
521 E. Marry (near the Towers) 
2 BR—Furnished 
720 Second St. 
1 BR—Furnished 
707 & 711 Third St. 
1 BR—Unfurnished 
Furnished 
715 & 719 Third St. 
1 BR—Furnished 
723 4 727 Third St. 
1 BR—Furnished 
Unfurnished 
831 Seventh St. 
2 BR—Furnished 
840-850 Sixth St. 
2 BR—Furnished 
2 Baths 
Forest Apt!.—S. College and Napoleon 
2 BR—Furnished 
449 S. Enterprise 
1 BR—Only Stove and Refrig. furnished 
455 S. Enterprise 
1 BR—Only Stove and Refrig. furnished 
John Newlove Real Estate 
For more details, call 
354-2260 or 352-6553 
IRIVING UNDER THE INFLUENCE 
"YOUR RIGHTS" 
should you do if you are 
driving under the influence? 
Verifier and how it works, 
in Bowling Green of a 
»n. The future effect of a 
uilding 
DATE: 
TIME: 7:0 
PLACE: 
COST: Free Ad 
GUEST SPEAKE 
Walter Frajola — 
Peter Halleck — 
Sandra Scott — SLS, Iii 
Sponsored by: 
Student Legal Services, Inc. 
Sports BG Newt/April 4, Utt 7 
Kruzich, Wansbrough are All- Americans 
by Tom Skemlviu 
sports reporter 
On his first visit to the Bowline 
Green Ice Arena, 17-year old 
Gary Kruzich gazed at pictures 
of Falcon' All-Americans Ken 
Morrow and George McPhee. 
At the time, Kruzich said he 
dreamt that one day his picture 
might   one   day   accompany 
Yesterday, his dream became 
a reality. 
Kruzich, BG's junior goal- 
tender, was named a first team 
Ail-American. He is the first 
Falcon to garnish the honor 
since Gary Galley and Dan Kane 
in 1964, the year BG won the 
NCAA national championship. 
"This is a great feeling," Kru- 
zich said. "I was kind of sur- 
prised. I didn't think I would get 
it until my senior year." 
In addition to Kruzich, Fal- 
cons' right wing Jamie Wans- 
brough was honored with a 
second team selection. 
"Both Gary and Jamie were 
deserving of their honors," BG 
coach Jerry York said. "They 
have both done a fine job rep- 
resenting this program." 
National acclaim is nothing 
new to the Chicago native. In 
1984, Kruzich was named the 
Most Valuable Plaver in the 
NCAA championships after 
leading the Falcons to a pulsat- 
ing 5-4, four-overtime victory 
over Minnesota-Duluth in Lake 
Placid, NY. 
KRUZICH SAID both honors 
will shine equally on his already 
crowded trophy mantle. 
"This award is right up there 
with the NCAA award," Kruzich 
said. "They are both highly cov- 
eted awards." 
The netminder logged a 23-11 
record this season, while leading 
the nation in appearances with 
35. He also compiled the NCAA's 
highest save percentage at .894. 
Despite the excellent statis- 
tics, Kruzich foresees an even 
better campaign next year. 
"I think I can improve from 
this year's performance," Kru- 
zich said. "HI work at it, I think 
I can win thirty games and pos- 
sibly win the Hooey Baker 
Award (the nation's MVP)." 
While Kruzich hopes to win the 
award next year, Wansbrough 
was a candidate this season. 
Though he didn't win it, the 
Toronto native had a fine year. 
The senior scored 33 goals, 44 
assists and 77 points. 
Wansbrough owns the Central 
Collegiate Hockey Association 
record for career goals with 127. 
"He is, by far, the finest for- 
ward I have ever played with," 
Kruzich said. 
Jamie Wansbrough 
take a day off from smoking 
Give a hoot. 
Don't pollute. 
Sports 
Cap 
SOFTBALL — The Falcons 
will travel to Iowa to play five 
games in the Northern Iowa 
Tournament this weekend. 
Bowling Green is 10-8 overall. 
BASEBALL — BG hosts 
Ohio University this weekend 
in a four-game series. The 
Falcons play today and to- 
morrow at 1 pjn. 
TRACK — Both the men's 
and women's team will com- 
pete at Ohio University. 
GOLF — The men's team 
will travel to Benton, Ky., 
today to face Morehead State. 
TENNIS — The women's 
team will travel to Purdue 
University today and tomor- 
row. The men's squad is at 
Wright State to meet Indiana 
State and Cincinnati. 
APARTMENTS 
2 BEDROOMS 121 STATE STREET 
FURNISHED AND UNFURNISHED 
We pay your gas heat and cooking 
plus cable TV 
Very convenient location to campus, 
stores, laundromat and restaurants 
352-4673   Mon. - Fri., 7 a.m. to Noon 
352-1800   Evenings and Weekends 
ASK FOR TOM 
. 
Attention 
GRADUATE STUDENTS 
The deadline for nominations for 
the Outstanding Contributor to 
Graduate Education Award has 
been extended to April 11. 
NEWLOVE 
MANAGEMENT 
Why 
Walk to Campus 
When You Are Already 
There? 
507 E. Merry 
• 2 Bedroom Furnished 
■k Free Water & Sewer 
• 9 Month Leases 
• Studem Consumer Union Leases 
• Washers & Dryers on Premises 
HURRY, ONLY TWO LEFTl 
328 S. Main 352-5620 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
Edited by Trade Michel Jaffe 
ACROSS                       DOWN                    30 Rttrtor » maa-      49 Baptism and 
1 Batting ploys         1 Indonesian               sure                          confirmation 
6 Food thickener         island                  31 Dttt.                     St Singer Vaughan 
10 Furniture sty*         2 So-fi s-ghtings      33 Malos                       53 Nettie 
14 Walking                  3 Standard             34 Small song           53 Doeen t give — 
15 Innocent                4 Watght unit               bird*                    54 SMgtr TennWe 
16 Like eoma con-      5 in a dependable  36 Lagai action         55 Decorator ■ 
carts                         manner                37 Conatruction             chotoe 
17 Sweetheart of       6 Embellish                  beam                   57 Competent 
John flioa              7 Author ol -The    *0 Senior                  58 Blueprint 
19 Wallet items              Last Puritan         41 Poetic time ol      59 Gumshoes 
20 Philosophy             6 Barley bristle            day                      62 Realtor's space 
21 Jefferson s vice-    9 Bakery                 47 Jumble                 63 Support 
president                  products 
22 Slanders            10  A Lesson from      ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE: 
24 It s — way to         —   Fugard play 
Tipperary'               11 Emmy-winning 
25 Somewhat:               singer. 1954 and 
Suffix                         55 
26 Like some            12 Declare 
acting                   13 Muddle 
29 Downs                 18 Pair 
32 Adage                  23 Little lady 
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35 Jai —                   24 Oemayei of [ |T iNlAaaai 1 11 IOINIIBBBW 11 ll If 
36 Sign of me                Lebanon 
Zodiac                 26 Divide equally 
38 Charioteer Ben    27 Word on a 
39 Oscar winning            wanted poster 
actor: 1930-31      28 China s ch*r- 
42 Cistern                      man 1949-76 
43 Scoring point in 
HIII  nnnn  nnnnnn 
II II llli Ii   n   1      IJHMI1T1 
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nffliiniin 
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44 Mediterranean 
port 
4/4/88 
45 Curve in a road 
46 Move swiftty 
47 Lock ol hair 
48 " ..— I sew 
Elba 
50 Chinese or 
Japanese 
1 1 1 
' 
1 i i 
el 
i* i f 11 
'4 1 H 
H ii * 
» 1 
awejan 
58 Angora or 
worsted 
57 L.kery 
60 Decisive defeat 
61 Oscar-winning 
actor 1934 
64 British princess 
65 Barren of 
Hollywood 
66 "— Garden 
ii 
1 
• f1 1 
i 
BBBBT" 
Tudor ballet 
17 Omkers 
ii   1 
I 
ii ■ 
18 Beehive State 
>9 Delightful 
places 
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* n 
«* 
1 
Ittft Let Aearln Ttawa Sreatout                                                 4/4/88 
ONE DAY SOFTWARE MARATHON 
ij Copy All You Want-LEGALLY 
Thousands of valuable software programs 
$i for the IBM-PC, XT, or AT 
• More than 4,000 titles. 
• Computer   available    to    make    back-up   copies 
:£:j: copy-protected discs. 
• Software    available    for:     Home,     1985 
Taxes, Games and many other programs. 
THE INDEX 18 OVER 200 PAGES LONG. 
Bring your own blank discs or buy them at 99* (for 
10 or more) on Saturday only. 
WHEN?? 
Saturday, April 5, 1986 9:30 a.m. till 4:00 p.m. 
NOGUSKA INDUSTRIES 
741 N. County Line St.    Fostoria, Ohio    44830-1004    Phone:435-0404 
COMPUTER RENTAL TIME: $12.50/hour 
The BG News 
.Classified Information. 
Mail-In Form 
DEADLINE: Two days prior to publication no later than 4 p.m. 
(The BG News is not responsible lor postal service delays) 
RATES: per ad are 60' per line, $1 80 minimum. 
50' extra per ad lor bold type. 
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line. 
PREPAYMENT is required lor all non-university related business and individuals. 
NOTICE: The BG News will not be responsible lor error due to illegibility or incomplete information. Please 
come to 214 West Hat immediately if there is an error in your ad. The BG News will not be 
responsible for typographical errors in classified ads for more than two consecutive insertions. 
^mmmmmmmmmmmmimm mm 
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Congratulations 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON 
on receiving IFC's 
OUTSTANDING CHAPTER AWARD 
and special recognition to 
Robert Guloih on receiving the Tim Smith Award 
and to 
Steve Madonsky on receiving the Order of Omega Award 
THE EXCELLENCE CONTINUES . . . 
E«K E*K E« E*E E»B E«E E«B E*E E*B E»K E«)E E»B E«B E*E E»E S*E E»B E»EE»B E»E W 
CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM 
Name  
Address  
Social Security # or Account #  
(For billing purposes only) 
Please print your ad clearly. EXACTLY how you wish it fo appear: 
(Circle words you wish to appear In bold type)  
.Phone#. 
Classification In which you with your ad to appear: 
        Campus 4 City Events' _ 
       Lost • Found _ 
       Rld.s _ 
       Services Offered _ 
      Personals 
•Csmpus/Clly Event ads an published free of charge for one day for a non-profit event or meeting only 
Wanted 
Help Wanted 
For Sal* 
For Rent 
Dates of insertion . MaU to: (On or Off-Campus MaU) 
The BG New* 
214 West Had BGSU 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403 
(Checks payable to The BG News) 
Phone: 372-2601 
Total number ol days to appear_ 
Classifieds BG Newi/Aprfl 4,1MM 8 
COOP CORNER 
Acctg t Fsvance Junlorepeylng poertlon. era 
weeing lor you «i Defiance   San Sum  86 or 
Ml 
Coajmbua MM* Ml C S or MIS lureors w- 
COBOL lor PAD poaHon. Marl Sum 86 
RetM Sates poelbone with menegement oppor- 
lunasel Malar chain, peri start Sum 86 many 
Acctg . C 8 . a Procurement mafora needed for 
poaMona In Waanogton. D C Start Spring 87 
MANY EXTRA BENEFITS!" 
C S   major. 3 2 GPA. wanted (or position m 
Ftldtoy Summar 86 proa Fsl 86 or Spring 87 
Good pay'" 
Ml IMS I ED?? Cal Cooparalhra Education 
•t 172-2451 
PLACEMENT SCHEDULE 
GET WO LO 
GET WOL D 
GET WOLD 
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS 
AFRICAN WEEK   86 
Fn . Apr.. 4. 7pm. Amaru Panel Discussion: 
"Tha Rose ol Woman In th. Struggle Agaln.i 
Sal., Apr 5. 5pm. Amani African Olnnar 
(Don.tlon-13 00| KaynMa Speaker TtMlM 
"Majority Rula-Thara Can Ba No Corn- 
prom* ee." 
ATTENTION SENIORS ORDER YOUR CLASS 
HMO AT THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE 
APR*. 10 4 11 A REPRESENTATIVE FROM 
ARTCARVED CLASS RINGS WILL BE IN THE 
STORE FROM 
10 00 TO < CO 
Criminal Jualtce Orgerwenon moating Monday. 
Apr! 7 at 8 00 pm In 107 Henna We wel hold 
an oesclton of new officers at ttvs mooting Let's 
alba mere 
Attention Education Ma|ara 
Represent   your   major   on   tha   DEAN'S 
STUOCOT ADVISORY COMMITTEE. Appeca- 
•ona are asaafjli o 455 Ed Bug Return by 
April 7 to Rm 455 Ed 
ATTENTION OSEA MEMBERS! 
We are n the process of tabulating hours for 
awards To eaaure proper credit, please write 
your name and the committees you have work 
•don and drop I olt al 410 Education BMg by 
Thure Apr! 10 
ATTT* ALL NEWLY SELECTED OfFtCE OF 
ADMISSIONS TOUR GUIDES. PLEASE CHECK 
YOUR CAMPUS MAILIOXESI THIS IS 
REGARDING MANDATORY TRAINING 
ETINQS. IF YOU DID NOT RECEIVE ANY 
NOTIFICATION OR IF YOU HAVE ANY QUES- 
TIONS REGARDING TRAINING. PLEASE 
CALL THE OFFICE AND SPEAK TO A IOA 
BO Man's VoHeybell Invttetlonel. Saturday, 
April IS. Anderson Arena. lOOO.m - 7:00 pm 
COOP CLUB 
Neil Meeting Monday Aprs 77 30 pm 
Location 203 Hayes Hal 
Topic: Nommehona ol officers lor 1988 87 
school year and diecuasion of good summer |ob 
opportunities Al dub members and interested 
studetna are welcome 
Or. Harold Fisher will discuss U.S. madia 
coverage ot the Middle East and African Al- 
lalrs In in present slate on April 7th. Monday, 
7:30 pMa.-t.-30 at 404 Mossier Hall. AN 
political aclenca mojora and minors 
welcome. The event Is sponsored by PI 
Sigma Alpha. 
Qurtar Extravaganza 
Tha  BQSU  Gu«tara  present  Guitar night at 
MRorVs   Also  aoo—rtoQ   me  Chns Buuett 
quartet Sunday. Apr- 0, 9 30 pmNo cover, no 
Freedom for S  Africa, pre* by 
Tnarnba Plnga. African Nat'l Congress 
A prog/am to commemorate trie April 4 
assassination ot Or ML Ktng 
(Natl Divestment Protest Day 1966) 
2 30 pm. Fit Apr. 4. Ohio Suite  Union 
Soonaorad by Black Student Union and 
African Peoples Association 
LOST & FOUND 
LOST:   18" GOLD CHAM WITH STARFISH 
CHARM ON MONDAY MARCH 31   PLEASE 
HELP OUT 
REWARD 372-3787 
LOST: 24" got) chain and medium sued gold 
cross Lost In front ot Rodgers Quad on 
weekend of Fab 7-0 Incredible sentimental 
let REWARD   Call 352-4319 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Do you have a hole In your war' Worried about 
jetting your depoeit been' I can fl« ■ match at a 
vary low coat Cal soon tor an eettmate  Cal 
Brian M 
364-7133after 9:00 pm 
Have your epectel event video Taped Data Par 
bee. Formats. Weddogs. Etc Cal 353-1809 or 
352-8429  
Luaa aalgrl before aummer wtlh healthy herbal 
nutribon Cal Mr Moore st 
362-9611 
PREGNANT? CONCERNS' Free pregnancy 
Mat Objective Into Cal now 354-HOPE 
(44)73) Hre. M. Th 12 noon-Bpm T.W 10 
am-2pm: Sal 12 noon-2pm.  
Abortion 
Free Pregnancy Test 
Morning After Treatment 
Center for Choice 
161 N. fwUagen 
Toledo. Ohio 
(419)266-7769 
PERSONALS 
ALPHA DELTS 
TODAY 18 THE DAY 
UFFS A BEACH WLL BE GREAT 
I HAD A SUPER TIME PLANNING IT 
SO I HOPE YOU CANT WAIT 
L6LMARY JO 
ANNE AMADEUS. 
OOOO LUCK WITH CHEERLEADING SEMI- 
FtiALS I KNOW YOU CAN DO A GREAT JOB 
AND 
REMEMBER   SMR.E 
LOVE, YOUR OROOMtE ROOMIE 
Attention BG 
VM1 owe you a warning: on Saturday momng 
wel ba taking a drive, down 1-75  Try to ateer 
a cm DO Formal la near" 
Attention IBA MEMBERS 
Planning on attending the Chicago conference? 
You must contact Jeft (372-0596) or Todc 
364-0601 by Apr! 4 a alvand the NEXT IBA 
MEETING The meeting wB ba held Tuesday 
Aprl 8 r the Alumni Room ol the McFal Center 
(7 30) See you there"  
ATTENTION AMA MEMBERS 
Happy Hours Saturday. Apr! 8 from 4 to 7 pm 
at Uptown Free to members and $2 00 to non 
members Come and show off your tan' 
Beech. Vern. Ty. a Coaeen. 
Therwj lor being the greatest 
Mends aroundl 
Love much. Sue 
BQSU 
Only 8 Days' 
Heap Big Brothers of Arnarical 
For tickets   Contact the nearest Pike 
CONGRATULATIONS    TO    1986-87    AMA 
OFFICERS 
President   Dabble Harria 
vice President   Snarrfl Meder 
V P of Pubec natatlona   MM Nelson 
V.P ol Membership   Brad Ban 
V.P. ol Promotion    Chrla Teleni 
V.P. of Activities   SHtanle BSnchi 
V.P. of Finance . Jon Rhoadae 
Good Luck In the corning year' 
Oavld BERLIN 
Thought AND Technology 
Oray 92 50 al Groovy Records 
on Wooater BEHIND OPEN PANTRY 
RUN FOR OFFICE 
COMMUTER OFF CAMPUS 
ORGANIZATION 
PETITIONS AVAILABLE 
OFF-CAMPUS STUDENT 
CENTER 
BASEMENT OF MOSELEY HALL 
PETITIONS DUE 4-7 BY 5 P M 
DAYTONA BEACH KD'S MARY. JENNIFER. 
KRIS. LAURA, MONICA AND USA 
OUR TRIP TO SIN CITY WAS A BLAST' 
A WEEK OF BEING TOTALLY TRASHED 
THE ALPHABET GAME. LAURA GOT THE Z 
BUT I GOT PLUTO WITH THE MQI 
PENROD'S. MTV. a DELTA CHI'S TOO 
WE ARE FOREVER FAITHFUL TO THE CRUE 
WALLPAPER DOWN 1 A CAVED IN CEILING 
A IRIP TO THE VOYAGER VIA WIN DIXIE 
RUM, SLAMMERS. < LONG ISLANDS TOO 
LOCKED OUT a PASSED OUT WHAT CAN 
YOU DO? 
MICHELLE (THE BIGGEST FAN OF THE IL- 
LINOIS BASKETBALL TEAM) 
Delta Gamma Seniors 
Get ready lor tha final frontier- 
Spring Formal 1988" 
A night Dayton we) never forget' 
DQ'a and your dudes - 
ARE YOU READY? 
Tomorrow's the tag day... 
DONNA  BOB   SCENNA 
Happy 21 st Birthday 
From an "Alar Girl'  to a "Party Arernat"   Get 
psyched lor an interesting sfter hours  Love. 
Claud. PS You can thank me tonight for not 
abuangyoul 
Fear Twine 
1.2.3,4...Taking a picture of tha door waa 
never aooo much fun! WR there be a 
photographer there tonight? (Watch out tot 
those thunderstorms from hen) Where can I get 
an on campus parking ebeker (I'm not paranoid) 
Now we're even. Hay you-Mr Bartender, do 
you have a tower? Look what moon Mr Gravity 
did (In a minute In a minute I Whose turn is It 
to change the tape? How late are we going to 
be lor dinner? (Wel be ready In 3 minutes) I 
have tha Insane craving tor a croieeanwich 
Alert Alert Alert Do you know algn language? 
Thss my data Jeff So who s going to win the 
scary hair contest? Waa I mowie? Who Is going 
to pay the phone bar? Just one more quea- 
tton.. Out ol everyone hare, I ska you the moat 
Here's to leer weekend take whatever1 You're 
movng up fast on that fun effete dates 
Happy Bnhdey Km' Did you make it to 22 
because ot al the big carrots you eat? Of 
course we al know how many clothes you've 
coeected over the 22 years Is rt a ton for each 
year you've Bred? It takes a person of your age 
to rvandta the Dirty Dozen One la never 
enough1 Enjoy your day 8 your raghtf Love. 
Your Roorraaa 
Hey BANDOS 
Spring Buffo « coming* 
Sat Aprl 5th 9 p.m -1 am 
I hear it's GREAT m Deylon lor the 
Delta Gemma Formal' 
Get payched DG'af 
If you care about your student government, 
then come to tha USG election forum on April 6 
at 8 30 pm in Gash Theatre to question tha 
carvJdetes 
USG USG USG USG 
IM   MENS   SOFTBALL   TOURAMENT- 
WEEKEND OF APRIL 12 SIGN UP NOW AT IM 
OFFICE AT 108 REC CENTER DEADLINE IS 
WED APRIL 9 
LIMITED NUMBER OF OPENINGS 
MONDAY Apnl 7th 
"Sheepish Grin" 
Catch tha* 2nd BG Performance 
$1 00 drinks 
MAIN ST 
352-3703 
m JENSON 
Good luck at MACS! 
Sorry I radn't make It to any meets! 
Suzanne 
UFE'S A BEACH 
LIFE'S A BEACH 
LIFE'S A BEACH 
LOOKING FOR YOUR HAIRSTYLIST? 
Hart I am Maria GJebricti at the First Edition 
Cal now to make your epco«itmen1354 1477 
eBCHELE NEMES AND JOHN NEHRENZ 
USG PRESIOENT ANO VICE PRESIDENT 
VOTE APRIL OTH ANO 10TH 
MOLLY JENKINS 
CONQRATS ON YOUR PINNING ROOtetEl I'M 
BO HAPPY FOR YOU ANO OREO, ANO IT 
WAS A GREAT EXCUSE FOR A tUTTftrMM 
MUCH LOVE, KERI 
Pitmen. EMn Hoyden 4 Ju Ju: 
Whet ceme Fket- 
the chicken wire or THE EO0? 
Love Ye-Mel 
Pity Vetoes Dstlvsr.ll 
Great Chmeee-Onental Food 
Detvery Hours: 5:30-9:30 PM 
Cal Today■ 352-0528 
RAY DUNLAP 
I LOVE YOU. YOU'RE THE GREATEST. 
LOVE. RAY DUNLAP 
RENT TUMM FOR AUaOST AWT OCCASION 
AT VERY REASONABLE PRICES   INCLUDES 
BOUND SYSTEM ANO DJ'S. CALL 1144121 
ANO AM 
FORJM 
•••N0TICE••• 
18 Year Olds 
No Longer Admitted 
MAINS! 
362-3703 
Ml 
They say it's your bkiho.,1 
I am not reeponefcie lor any of your actions after 
a tew free beers Jsrma. 
To 2 ol the 3 J  S a A. 
(and your "mamas"): 
It s herd to beteve our |un«y yeer s elmost over 
Trsnks lor M ol the wid tanas, eepecaly 
Lauderdele' (The Club Van. Cherte and the 
Tropic Cay wB never ba the earns') You 
womene are the greatest roomies ever. Let's 
make our bast bash on Em tonight the best yet' 
I Love You Guys' 
The 3rd J. 
VERSION'S ALL STAR* 
Got payched to win on Satur day' 
Love. Ty > TA 
WENDY. JUUE. RHONDA, MAMA, 
MICHELLE ANO WENOY- 
TME MISMATCH SEVEN MAOE THE CHIPS 
FALL AU OVER COCOA BEACHI THANX 
FOR  A   TEfWFIC  WEEK   ANO   LOTS  Of 
OREAT eeEetOtWSI 
00 LOVE, ANDERSON'S ANO aSfal, KERI 
What Is a ban? 
A) A spherical or almost 
apherical object 
B) A game played wtlh such an object 
q A lormel gathering lor social denclnglei 
tor yomeeH at the 75lh Annlvereery Ball April 
19th. Contact any Mortar Board Member of 
421 Student Services for ticket Intormstlon. 
CeH 372-2151 tor more Infrxmatton. 
WOMEN IN COMMUNICATIONS, INC... IS 
SPONSORING A RESUME WORKSHOP APR*. 
I AT 1:00 PM IN THE CAPITAL ROOM. UNION 
SPEAKERS WILL DISCUSS INTERVIEWING A 
RESUME WRITING TECHNIQUES. AU MA- 
JORS ARE WELCOME. 
YOU CAN SPEND NEXT FALL IN ENGLANOII 
FIND OUT MORE: 411 SOUTH HALL EVERY 
WED. EVENBM AT 7:»0 OR CALL BETH AT 
2-4517 OR KELLY AT 2-8452. 
We k»t wanted to let you know that we're 
behind you 100% and no matter what. BWe 
love you' Good Luck1 Lots of love. 
Pam. Monks. Kary. and Us* 
Beck By Popular Demand 
"Sheepsh Grin" 
Monday. Aprl 7th 
Doors Open 9:00 PM 
MAW ST 
352-3703 
It's great n DAVTONII 
Especiely when the BG DG'S Invade tor 
SPRING FORMAL 1986111 
ITS SPRING T»*E AGAIN 
The grass s green I flowers are blooming So 
everyone's peeing oft tha levers ot winter 
dothee Watch me do the same  Mate Dancer. 
Cal 372-6222 
J T.'s Pttis 
14   Cheese FUzaOnry S2 75 
Phone 352-5476 
J T.'a Puza 
French Bread Plus Only St 76 
Phons 362-5476 
J Ts Pizza 
10" Cheeee Pms-Only SI .75 
Phone 362-6476 
J T s Pttxs 
16" Cheeee Plza-Omy S3 75 
Phone 352-5476 
Jeff T - The surf « up In Toledo eo gel reedy to 
soak up lots of sun and sudal Remember. 
Ufa's a Beech unless yours with an Alpha 
D6M 
See you tonight. Meenoa 
P.S. Now you have another personal for 
your scrapboc* 
Krta Meier. 
Did you ever get to mash on tha bsach? la riding 
in a Wavn Dude shopping cert tha newest way to 
travel? Delta Chi. what a trat (OSU and Florida) 
How many outfrta tonight? Whan you answer 
the phone try to apeak Engash! WB Daytona 
survive unM we return nest year? 
Nrf 
Kris Merer 
You are tha reggae beer bong wonder' Go back 
to Russia Neklta Hare's some hpe tor next 
break, don't dress In your drssssr drawers, 
don't pass out M 10 30, I moat importantly 
"keep me ret let. spend money" Micheaa PS 
can as sstan to the bsngss? 
LSAT MCAT-GMAT-GRE 
NTE-CPA REVTEW-NCUEX-RN 
KAPLAN EDIJCATIONAL CENTER 
NO  1 IN TEST PREPARATION 
(419) 636-3701 TOLEDO 
Mary CO Anitas. 
What heppened on the bsach to asm your sv 
Baas CO Oscar, two men on Tuesday and on 
Wadnasday a boat, a motorcycle and nan anal- 
ly las* first on the floor You sew get the tourist 
sward tor tha auntsn ol in a Benene Hops you 
had ae much lun as I dd can't wert to go beck to 
Daytona nest year 
Ml 
MARY COOK • NYC 86"'HEUO BOB: 8*0 
MONEY"* CHUCK TAYLOR * HI ORAM * 
RON ON THE 6 TRAM * GREAT PICTURE * 
CLASSIC * LA FRANCAIS * BLEECKER ' 
CBQB'S • HAT BOXES ■ THE VILLAGE • 
PRETTY M PINK ' PAUL THE MESSENGER ' 
WE U ASK JOHN • WELL BE BACK • TAXI • 
BATHSHEBA • COME TO RUSSIA BABE • 
DRUGS • CHEWY JUICY CLOUDS ■ WHSP IT 
GOOD- 
I LOVE YOU MAR  
EUEON 
WANT TO TRY "PUB-ORUB'' OR ENGLISH 
LAOER77 FBB9 OUT ABOUT ITII 
EVERY  WED.  EVEN-NO  IM  411  SOUTH 
HAUAT 
7:M OR CAU KELLY AT 2-S4I2 OR 
BETHAT2-4M7 
Mary Oecer Arses. 
Congretussaone on being tha only parson In 
Deytone to buy a tanena' I gueee we shoukl cat 
you tha motorcycle rrsma. Wel you have now 
earned the tree ol the bug-eyed CO. -2 n 1 
rajht?? 
Mkhsto Hrueovsky, 
Whet heppened m Os eteirwey? Why don't you 
show us how you danoed M Is parts. "Isn't raj 
outs." • Ptuto doaan't return as) find the MnoB 
Beeke-bel team DaBa CN'a. the cot. the Pass 
Uet too much tun Don't get sick' Whet OM you 
have to drink M Wendy's? Tha Spring Break 
wee too much fun can we avoid boredome unel 
next year? 
RUN FOR OFFICE 
COA4MUTER OFF CAA4PU8 
C4»JAMZAT!ON 
PinTTIONB AVACABLE 
Of" CAMa-LM STUDENT 
CENTER 
rJASEfwENT OF MOSELEY HAU 
PETTTION8 DUE 4-7 BY 5 P M 
s' 8chwtnri ton epllD 160 or bast offer 
Cat 362-6210 aftor BOO 
IrayeM 810 15 speed touring t*e Lees then I 
yr eta. EiaiaBawl oorvjaon S275 or beat offer 
Cat Pat 364 1530 
Bail I u stand, hstn marts IS warn boa springe 
ana more apt. rumrlure Cat evemnge 
362-12*0. 
Whan I area younger. I dreamed of flow ■ rafe> 
ttorsHp should ba s arsrlng ot goata and 
draana. eomaahsvj excalng and atweye grow 
■ig, a btenrAng of two ■noertect IndMdueas ISO 
WANTED 
Than I mat you and my dream ceme true 
Happy 8th yew amrveraery 
I love you-K 
Pa»£ BEER BLAST 
To benefit Big BroShera of America 
Saturday, Aprl 12. 3:00 pm-1 00 am 
PBs House. Corner 7th | High Streets 
Get your bokets NOW! 
SPENO A SEMESTER IN ENQLANO PLUS 
EARN    IS   HOURS   BOM   CeeWTI   FOB) 
INFORMATION: EVERY WED. EVEN-WJ AT 
746 M 411 SOUTH HAU OR CAU 
KELLY AT 2-64*1 OR 
BETH AT2-4M7 
s to chare 2 bedroom apart 
Hawan Houts  Manor  tor  Spring 
r 1967   Cat Hekt. Cavd, or 
Amy M 364-2606 
InrmseinaaiglwiaMisauea lor 66^7 echool 
rear  1 btook trom campus, low rent 1 eiec Cal 
Cheryl or JB 
et 362-7112 
ehere   saga two bedroom   ejiatllliil.   CTasp 
rani end otoae to campus Oat Jeff 
at 372-3132. 
NarrTrsoaons) looking tar aame or and to 
stem eras! aVtMRR houts tor now? tor summer? 
lor sat? 0» 
•■outre   362-1642 
7t'Ssaati 42t E 
Large tame. Iiaajlgl rack, aoft tuggege   New 
aafek, star BMMBV, good area. Aferaye garag- 
ed.uie-laiwue STOO or beet offer 354 7000 
FOR RENT 
t Bstts. tat osss to ismuua » Mil ll Sum- 
raar an*/. S6O0.00 mc uK Cel efter 6pm 
364-107*. 
2 earm tan. eat Cherrywood Soe pnvaegea 
Aprl * August rant pek) Awatsbto tnmed Con 
tact Jim or Jey M 352-8871 
2 baaroom   epertmerea  on Scott  Hamtton 
an! 
3625822 
2 bedroom furraehed ape 
362-7464 
Oray 
POMalERETTE 
ty-out 
Iritornssonal Meeting 
Aprl 8th. Education. 6:00 p m 
flaggae Journeymen 
Beck lor a United Bme only 
Rests Mouee T Shirts 
S6 Cel Jan 362-8943 
SUEHANSEN. 
I LOVE YOU AND CARE ABOUT YOU MORE 
THAN YOU VnU EVER WtOW SO LET ME 
SHOW YOU. 
LOVE. DOUG 
SUSAN. 
Thanks tor a great two montta Tha tun 
wB last Be ready to party tonight 
lues a beech 
Love. Ftch 
TEETER- 
THANKS FOR SPENOtNG SPRING BREAK AT 
BOVfUNG   GREEN   WITH    ME.   IT   MADE 
FLORIDA LOOK BOfsNQ 
LOVE, CHRISTY 
PS   CANT WATT FOR SUMMER! 
The Brothers ot Zeta Bete leu woukl Ike to e« 
lend their ccngretuteaona to MMch Berten on 
being the recpent ot the Preeldant's Awerd el 
itsK Spring 
Awarda Ceremony 
IT'S GREAT TO BE A SMIII 
TO MY 267 REEF FeDOMeES 
Blow Hole, Muffin Dew  SchmeJ. Wend 
Ihenks tor making my hrat Florida 
Spring Break Greet 
Can't Wat to Rock Rockage' 
LoveYal 
To my wtd and crary Daytona Roorraaa, 
Cen we hew the Bengtce one more bme? Smee 
tor thoee side show pUures wMl the broom 
and the crew, A-Z raemel Spring Break 66 was 
eo much fun, do you Vank we can have more 
next yeer? 
Love, the one with the DaBa CN 
from Florid! 
WEAR THAT FORMAL YOU NEVER THOUGH 
YOU'D USE AGAIN ATTEND THE 7STH AN- 
NIVERSARY BALL APR*. 19TH. 0£T YOUR 
TICKETS AT 425 STUDENT SERVICES OR 
FROM ANY MORTAR 
BOARD MEMBER. 
YO BOYS OF SIGMA NU 
Ware having a party Juat tor youl 
So bring a friend or maybe two 
| Saturday night wel drink some brawl Love 
The White Rotes ol Sigma Nu. 
•"Alpha XI Dene-" 
"Happy Hours Tonight, 44), Uaasara" 
"rtepp, Hour. Tonight, 443. uptewn" 
"Happy Hours Tonight. ♦*>. Upttsra" 
■''DaNaTaaDaNa"' 
SISOmo. Not 
372-4813 
tdsd ASAP to eher e a ater 649 Sard St. MSO-rno. plus ease 
352 9457 between 12 4pm 
Two mala roorrawatsa 
ajiatiina. Low rent 
Cat 372-3132. 
3 Badroota turrlshsd House 636 3rd 
AsBBMt May 6 tor Summer and FM Nature! 
Bit hast Can accomodats up to 4 students No 
peas Cat 362-4773 after 8. 
ese» Greet apt. Own room 
A. t.mmsr 'Be. Oraat DeeL 
Cat Soon. Jaw 372*608 
3 beoluums for aummer  Fumaarajd. washer 
dryer, one he* btook from cempue 
I John, 354-0912 
HELP WANTED 
1 year iiaw guwaiaast lajaBun to, isms, 
war, 2 amel chedren m New EnrSaid Own apt 
use of car t good weekf, eatery   Send resume 
t letter to P.O. Boa 464. Cos Cob, CT 06607 
iSSsssssittsssssiissssnsss 
Prkratt Coed Summar Camp ei Pocono MM., 
Pa    Contact    Ceyuge.   P.O.   Boa   234BG 
Keneworth. NJ. 07033 
(201) 276-0108 
Camp (^raator-Progrsm ranrilMal Pcetlone 
a ata.ili al summer camp for phyaicety dtoebl- 
ed youth end eduta June 1 though Auguet 15 
'     ■•12-336-0227. 
CRUaBESHPS: AIRUNES. HatlNQi 
Summer.   Career,   Ovtfsaaal   Call  for 
a.911 
Fun h tat Sun. Work M Wyendot Lake ti Bis 
CoUnbua eree. tit summer   For 
sppscston end Interview, sea 
Stutters, Employment 
OCHO—taiTXm S16,040-S6B.230-vr 
Now taring. Cal 1 -606-667-6000 Eat. R-9640 
lor current kedera Ml 
tsfraataonty a saahls tor 
aummer and 1B66-67 school yaw. 
Cat 364-2666 
Efficiency Now tatntng lor FsJ 
I or 2 sim..Hi seats, tuty lumjahtd 
el uattee pad liclurjng color T V 
sBn cable S2S6 month. Phone 
364-3182 or 362-1620 EverVnge 
4 bedroom turrtehed houts. Ctoss to cempue 
Awasaa S426 montl 354 1279 
A Menu 2 bedroom epertmeffl. ctoss to cam- 
pus For Summer end-or 86-87 achool year 
«26B-monrh Cel 364-4004. 
6YAANO NEW APT8 AVAILABLE FOR '66-'67 
SCHOOL YEAR. THREE BORMS . TWO FULL 
BATHS PLUS DISHWASHER ANO DISPOSAL 
CAU 364-4702 ANO ASK FOR JEFF. 
CARTY RENTALS 
Apia -Houeee-Roome 
Summer Renlaaa-3 r 
Phone 362-7366 
RUN FOR OFFICE 
COMMUTER OFF CAMPUS 
CAGANEATION 
PETITIONS AVAILABLE 
CtT-CAMPUS STUDENT 
CENTER 
BASEMENT OF MOSELEY HAU 
PETITION DUE 4-7 BY S P.M. 
Sanduaky. Otto 
SUMMER HELP: Ful or part tme « ll til 
liiisBtaa ea toori-aickMI ssftsrs. server 
aim earn, aajswatjas, ine 1 prep rjoeaa. 
Preaar to apply h person CM CWs ftoetturent. 
4307 MJMJ Rd. 
(419)825-2744 
BuasVCR EMaXOYMEhfT 
Lteguards » pod rrsnagers 
Clevetand trat. (216)741-0461 
ftJMMCR EMPLOYMENT 
ttghry reaponetas ndNkkal needed for saa-in 
oMdosra. Many rsMStona aval tor aummer or 
YEAR LONG errejaiiiiaal Seeay. room t 
board, travel espersee S CT 1 NYC eree Cat 
cosset tor kato: (203) 327-9033 or writs Nanny 
Cere. Inc 93 Hotnea Ave . Oerten. CT 06820 
Oumniai ht» M Tht Pt»thott ran Katye Ittind" 
Poataons: coots A satnsii. send resums to 
1S771 Thorpe Rd., Chagrin Fete. OH 44022 
Summer Income t beyond eaosctyjral oppor- 
runay to Mart buk*ng a career or second In- 
come before you grsdustal Pick your own 
tioura: Ba m Bustnitt ran your own Belliu»ig 
istust, known products For an aupuisnen 
osl 163-7677 
Wanted 4-6 teaeaas. Openlnge SMS. Earnings 
15-10   hr.   B   mesritttd oat PM,   3526406 
Man. asm-1pm: eves. 7-9om 
HtTaa'tYOUROtANCE 
To gem veajeOM aaaaa asparlence wise In ooj- 
tsgt at ona Of MB ragheet paying Jobs on 
Carty Rentals 
2 bdrm apt for 3-4 students 
Apt. tor 1 or 2 students 
1 bdrm nouss, 12 mo. leeee startng In I 
Phone 362-7366 
CHEAP RENT-now leasing tor eummer or I 
semaeaar A houee ecroea the street from ca 
pus. Cal Tom M 362-6000. 
Furrsehed BaasasjjaJ tor Summar rental oray 
S600. CM 364-6396 between • and 
11 pm. 
Houeee S Apia tor 6647 echool yeer 
Oaatll BIJIMS leaaati Oftce 532 ManvBe. rear 
362-9467 between 12-4. 
'2 BEDROOM FURN 1 UNFUFtN • 
•FttVATE SLEEPING ROOMS* 
Major Ijawase t Cable TV Fum. 
One hen Block Off Cemoue 
CAU TOM 
Mon -Fn   7 AM-Noon 362-4673 
Evening t wkend   362-1600 
IJStNQ S.C.U. MODEL LEASE 
Own room, 2 bats, 2 bedrooms. SBO-mo for 
aummer 353-09S1 morrariga 
l*trty Room 
CM 352-9376 
POMtaYcRETTE 
syout TheBONewa 
a ICOSpaTej ectSceaone lor arhsrtkang Basse 
itiatiiiesBiti tor the  1966-17  imlislr 
2 bedraem-pay no 
660 Scott HerrSton 2 
Phone 353-4737 (JackJal 
uaVaas-ctota to cempue 
A4Xl6-,,t16EducMton,6:0Op.m. |     I,       ■fy"-^ 
•••Alpha XIDetle-" 
"Shew oft year Ian" 
•DeBe Tea Delta-•' 
(»Jceeom«vj|ob0eecrtjtvjnaaveaYaSleet214 
asV 
a: Frt.. April 1.4 pas 
SUMMER APTS AVAILABLE WITH 2 BDRMS 
AU LtTsUTBSS PAD BUT ELEC ANO PHONE 
1375 FOR TERM OF LEASE CAU 354-4702 
LerosRep™. 
April s-10 
ALPHA DELTa-TMC BEACH M TOLEDO 
AWAIT1 SO GRAB YOUR BEACtty A-iTtRE 1 
YOUR DATE I THIS WILL BE ONE BEACH PAR- 
TY NO MAN WILL WANT TO Mtal! 
AUK AU NaTWLV SELECTED OFFICE OF 
ADstMM0IMTt)URt>1Awtsa,aUAa«CtB^ 
YOUR CAMPUS BtAB-BOXsTBI THIS IS 
REGARDING MANDATORY TRAINING 
MUlsVAU. - YOU OtO NOT IMJCBHI ANY 
NOTIFICATION OR IF YOU HAVE ANYE- 
OUe-tTTIONB RJssAJ»DBia TTsjUJBlia, PtlAatl 
CAU THE OFFICE ANO SPEAK TO A T.O-A. 
■ jltaun Ticket Betas. Beer Ticket Mas, 
Beer Server. Arjptvwatona through Student 
tjaSayaatnt OPJos.  460 Student Sarvtoss, 
through Aprl 11 
Al Student. WeioomaManraatory Meeang 
"EARN BO MOftEY". Itstunelrts Corp. It BJsta 
JttseTwIsY^ssta'ssts^ 
set prasstom tn our louring 1 sates dapt. Earn 
tigs trom 336,000 to 60,000 tret year, U 
tratwig   t   benett   programs    Cuatned.   m- 
III ndJttAtas Oaf |41t| (MU 4428 coi- 
•ct to echeduM paraonei IntsrMew Aek tor Mr 
Dempey Career opportunity or eummer work 
SUtAMER RENTALS 
1 1 2 br turn apes on 3rd St. FREE MR CON 
DrTtOISNG. water, sewer. . 
VERY Js^SONABLE 
FAU SPtsNG 66-87 
2 br. urea at BOO 3rd St. 1 824 6th St Owner 
peyetorACon3rdStandtor water, aewer S 
OM 362-6163 days. 362-4966 evae 
SUMMfB-1 bedroom apartment ctoee to cam 
ass. 1-267-3341 
Two bedroom turreshod epte   lor FM 
362-2663 
Two man epertmerv, on 4th 1 Hkjh Avaeable tor 
eummer For more tvkxrraSon CM 363-0B31 
FOR SALE 
BOO BOO 
Happy 22nd 
Bythewey. 
you 
in 
»Mptonlc 
LovaYs. 
VOtat 
Dee Gee Spring Formal 
Aprl 6. 1966 
Yoatval 
Tup tor tan 
Oray 1 more day 
RtoM to remember! 
78PBJTO. 61.000 mi, Auto, PS. pa. AM-FM 
ST. New Ball. 1 Yr. OM Tkee. NO RUBT, Muet 
Seel tlBOO-OON 362 3646 
1.6aa»lcavRsM6»70rjray lyiar 
oM    Oil till   lekaphone   tSO-Orand   new. 
1961   Dodge  Omni   2 2- new  ties,  am-lm, 
caaa . onaae. 4 speed. Imted i 
no rust, new a i eta 10 rapg. 
S3.100 CaJ 363-6406 
VEL MANOR APARTMENTS 
vacancy to. FM 4 glria OuM pasca to study 
— torn campus 352-2858 A 
Femaasa needed to rent 3 bedroom houee very 
ctoee to uaasius  Phone 372-6066 
WANTBD 1 ON 2 FEMALE NCttJJMOtrJNO 
rWOsssATEs FOR SXJMMER 66 CLOBE TO 
CAaaTUB, mfOKml RENT 1 A-C CAU 
JENNY OR AMY 
AT 363-6601 PON MORE «FORMATION 
illililli. Cal 362-6106 * rasas name 4 
etTsSenTTOMTaAV»leVAlANOiJU>Eaa 
CBtO A NEW CULTURE?? STUDY 
FOR MOM IMFO.: 
AY sTtsYBJia AT 7:M aa 411 
SOUTH HALL OR CAU BETH AT 24647 OR 
KBJ.Y AT 144S2- 
two 3-wey 00 i 
new. 1-6SSM1766. 
For Bets, 10 
MM. Elt) ill »l 
at 362-0716 
Schwlnn LaTour M 
Beetoaer CM| 
TmasaTi Manor Apati-aa 
FM»CatsatocLAtC^inrataontd 
Cat*. TV, Fumashed Efaclency I 
Laundry Faoflsaa ApptcMUn. lor 
sstaraar and PM ■ 461 Thuretn Ave 
Aoroee trom Ofrenheuer Towers 
362-6436 
ep(*s^ 
At times it seems like all the University's students are from Cleveland. The 
students, in reality, come not only from Ohio but also 48 other states, plus 
the District of Columbia and Puerto Rico, and 58 foreign nations. Our world 
is truly well-represented in Bowling Green. 
Week focuses on arts 
by Diane Docis 
Friday reporter 
In an effort to go beyond the 
politics of international rela- 
tions, the World Student Asso- 
ciation has centered 
International Week activities on 
the arts. 
"An International Under- 
standing Through the Arts" is 
the theme of the annual week- 
long program planned for April 
"People get turned off by 
world politics," Mushalwah 
Ridzwan, president of the World 
Student Association, said. "But 
a song is a song. You don't have 
to understand the words to love 
the music." 
Prout Cafeteria and the Fal- 
con's Nest will serve interna- 
tional foods Monday evening to 
begin the week's activities. In 
addition, jazz keyboardist Ty- 
rone Vernon will play from 6-8 
p.m. in the Falcon s Nest. 
Faculty and student art works 
will be displayed in the Interna- 
tional Lounge, 411 South Hall, 
from 11 a.m.- 4 p.m. on Tuesday. 
Randy Horst, a graduate stu- 
dent in the School of Art, will 
discuss the history of art at 2:30. 
Wednesday at 1 p.m. in the 
lounge, students will read fairy 
tales and children's stories from 
several different cultures to a 
group of preschoolers. WSA is 
encouraging Child Development 
classes to observe how the chil- 
dren react to stories and people 
from other countries. An inter- 
national fashion show is sched- 
uled for 8 p.m. in the Union 
Town Room. 
John Scott, director of the 
Ethnic Cultural Arts Program, 
will speak on black theatre in 
the international lounge at 2:30 
p.m. Thursday. Reggae band 
Crucial DBC will entertain at 
the Northeast Commons from 8 
p.m. to 12:30 a.m. Thursday. 
The international lounge is 
also the site of coffee hours 
Monday through Thursday, 2- 
4:30 p.m. Each gathering will 
focus on a different area of the 
world - Europe, Africa, the 
Americas and Asia, respec- 
tively. Students from the va- 
rious countries and language 
clubs will bring food and music 
from their cultures. 
On Friday, foriegn films will 
be shown in the lounge begin- 
ning at 12:30 p.m. W.S.A. will 
confirm the movies and their 
playing times during the week. 
The week concludes on Satur- 
day with an international dinner 
at 7 p.m. at St. Aloysius Church. 
Ridzwan said the meal is ah-: 
you-can-eat and includes IS 
main dishes, such as Korean 
mandu (rice wrapped in sea- 
weed), Malaysian chicken 
curry, and Greek mousaka (egg- 
plant casserole). After dinner, 
students will perform interna- 
tional dances and songs. 
Tickets for the dinner are $5 
and may be purchased at 15 
Williams Hall. All other Interna- 
tional Week events are free. 
Religious freedom not easy for many students 
by Tracey Batdorf 
Friday staff reporter 
Many foreign students find it difficult 
to enter a new culture - the different 
ways of dress, language and food. It's 
possible to buy a pair of blue jeans, 
team English and eat a Big Mac, but 
it's more difficult to try to find facilities 
to practice one's native religion. 
"Groups that don't have these facul- 
ties, such as a Hindu or Buddhist 
temple, practice their religion individ- 
ually or privately, just as Americans 
do when they are out of their country," 
Douglas Daye, director of Interna- 
tional Studies, said. 
However,   The   United   Christian 
Fellowship Center (UCF), provides one 
support network for foreign students. 
Maatmann said that UCF "keeps in 
contact" with the foreign students by 
providing worship services in the 
forms of Bible studies, individual and 
small group counseling, and multi-cul- 
tural programming. "There are also 
Moslem and Jewish student groups 
that meet every week," said Maatman. 
"Many foreign students feel adrift 
because the University and the com- 
munity are not sensitized to students of 
another culture," The Rev. Vaughn 
Maatman of UCF, said. 
Daye added that "certain countries 
have a predominant religion that for- 
eign students miss when they come to 
the U.S." He explained that national 
religious holidays are most missed by 
foreigners. "For example, Chinese 
New Year and the Moslem Holy Days," 
he said. 
According to Sister Joyce Lehmann 
of St. Thomas More Parish, many 
foreign students attend the Islamic 
Community of Toledo Mosque in Per- 
rysburg and Jewish synagogues in To- 
ledo. However, she said, there are no 
communal temples for Hindus or 
Buddhists. 
"Because there was a strong mis- 
sionary thrust, many South East Asia 
countries have been directed toward 
Christianity," Lehmann said. 
Since there are no temples in Bowl- 
ing Green or Toledo for many foreign- 
ers to practice their religions, Vinodan 
Nair, graduate student in business 
from Malaysia, said he feels free to 
practice his religion, Hindu, at home 
with his roommates who are also 
Hindu. "There is a lack of facilities, so 
I must practice at home," he said. 
Nair's roommate, Arasu Mariappan, 
senior business major, came to Bowl- 
ing Green in the spring of 1984. "I was 
disappointed to learn that there were 
no temples to practice my religion," he 
said. When he first came to Bowling 
Green, he said he felt inhibited to 
practice Hindu in the dorm he was 
staying. "There was no privacy, and 
we need a seperate room to praise," 
Marippan said. He explained that they 
are not allowed to eat bee' or pork in 
the same room that they worship. 
"This is part of the cleanliness," he 
said. 
Mariappan said that he worships 
twice a day, once in the early morning 
and once in the evening. "Before 
praise, we must be clean, and take a 
shower or bath," he said. Mariappan 
said he prays for five to 10 minutes and 
ashes are placed on the forehead. "Just 
as Catholics do," he explained. 
Aoi Kawamura, junior fashion mer- 
chandising major, who came to the 
United States seven years ago from 
Japan, said that she practices her 
religion, Buddhism, with her family. 
International student proud of home 
by Wendy Davy 
Friday reporter 
Living in another country not only "broa- 
dens your horizons," it can make you even 
more appreciative and proud of your own 
country, said a Spanish exchange student. 
"I think we realize the value of our coun- 
try," said Alberto Iturbe, a native of Bilbao, 
Spain. "After one year abroad, everyone 
loves his homeland more." 
Iturbe, a sophomore psychology major, 
has been attending the University for close 
to two years. He decided to go to school in 
the United States after attending the Univer- 
sity of Deusto in his homeland. He said there 
he was frustrated because he felt that the 
instruction he was receiving was decades 
behind what the United States had to offer. 
He thought that Spain didn't put enough 
money into research and education. 
"I am happy here," said Iturbe who is 
pleased with the University's teachers, fa- 
cilities, resources and organization. 
Traveling abroad was nothing new to 
Iturbe before coming to the United States; 
previously, he had spent five months in 
England. He also had a background in 
English after studying it for six years in 
Spain. However, Iturbe said that it isn't until 
you have to use a second language that you 
start to know it well. 
Iturbe said that he didn't experience that 
much of a culture shock when he first came 
to the United States. 
"We are very Americanized in Europe," 
he said. "I knew what to expect." 
Iturbe mentioned that much of the Euro- 
pean culture is influenced by the United 
States. Movies, for example, can be a pow- 
erful medium that portrays North America. 
Popular music in Spain, too, is American- 
ized. 
"We have our own music," said Iturbe, 
referring to Spanish artists and bands, "but 
it is influenced by America." 
Even though he adjusted well to life in the 
United States, Iturbe is still able to empa- 
thize with new exchange students. He said 
his experiences probably help him be more 
effective as a resident advisor on Compton 
Hall's international floor. 
According to Iturbe, most exchange stu- 
dents from Europe experience little diffi- 
culty in settling clown in the United States. 
Iturbe feels that African students have a 
little more adjusting to do. 
"African students are unprepared be- 
cause they live in a completely different 
way," he said. 
However, Iturbe said that most of the 
exchange students adjust well. The selection 
process for exchange students makes sure 
that the students really want to participate 
in and can handle the program. 
"You have to be very motivated," he said. 
In comparing the exchange students to the 
American students, Iturbe said that the 
latter are more aware of their country and 
government. He mentioned that the ex- 
change students enjoy talking about their 
home and want other people to know about 
their heritage. 
Iturbe said that although he might like to 
live in the United States, lie still feels proud 
of Spain. Living in another country has 
given him a chance to appreciate his home 
even more. 
"You feel proud of your country," he said. Alberto Iturbe Friday/Alex Horvath 
What effect has attending an American university had on you? 
Interviews by/Barb Symbolik 
Limln Liu, education graduate 
student, China: "There are a 
good option of classes and that 
makes you open your eyes up 
wider. I'm exposed to many 
more things and it has helped 
me better understand why I am 
studying." 
Abraham Varughese, senior 
computer science major. Malay- 
sia: "I'm aware of the different 
culture and there is much free- 
dom here. The people in Bowling 
Green are very friendly, and you 
learn to like the place. 
Ri Yad Cnoudhury, sophomore 
computer science major, Ban- 
gladesh: "I haven't changed 
much. I was brought up in Eu- 
rope, so I didn't face much cul- 
ture shock. The education is 
easier here than in Europe." 
Reginald L. Dsooxa, sophomore ■nternational management ma- 
jor, India: "Back home you 
can't date girls until you are 
getting married - here you can 
date them anytime. The educa- 
tion is different, and there is 
more privacy back home." 
Saira Abdul Majbed, junior busi- 
ness accounting major. Malay- 
sia: "I am far away from my 
parents and this has made me 
more independent. My social life 
has changed. I once stereotyped 
Americans as they are on tele- 
vision but life is better here." 
Friday /Peter Fellman 
AntohK Seferian, sophomore in- 
ternational business major, Leb- 
anon: "I am more independent, 
and I know much about the 
American way of life. Here we 
are more open to the world." 
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Dolls found in 
Home Ec Building 
Collection 53 years old, worth $3,000 
by Tracey Batdorf 
Friday staff reporter 
What DOIIS! Fr,day/D.v« Welmeye, 
The dolls pictured above are just part of the 56 figurine collection 
located in the Home Economics building. The S2.000 collection illus- 
trates the history of fashion from Egyptian times to the 1940s. 
NEWLOVE 
MANAGEMENT 
They've got style. Their 
clothes are custom-made -they 
have to be in order to fit their 20- 
inch tall bodies and 3-inch 
waists. 
The figurine collection, lo- 
cated in The Home Economics 
Building, was started in 1930 by 
Helen Henderson, former asso- 
ciate professor of home econom- 
ics. Students in History of 
Costumes classes dressed the 56 
figurines. 
The class, which was started 
by Henderson, emphasizes the 
relation of modern costumes to 
earlier forms of dress, accord- 
ing to Mary Lee Glenn, former 
professor of home economics. 
"All fashion is based on some 
period," Glenn said. 
This "period" collection be- 
gan when Henderson started to 
collect national costume dolls, 
representing 25 countries that 
she acquired through her own 
travels, and through tier friends, 
according to an article in the 
Dec. 17,1947 News. 
The figurines are hand-made 
and hand-painted by a mother 
and son. Each was designed for 
the specific period it is dressed 
for, according to Glenn. The 
figurines have basically similiar 
facial features, but are coiffured 
differently - from bouffants to 
white wig-like hairpieces. 
The students had to dress the 
figurines in the authentic 
material taken from the period 
the figurine portrayed. Some of 
the fabric was obtained by Hen- 
derson from her grandmother, 
according to the News. 
"The figurines follow fashion 
through Europe into America," 
Glenn said. The figurines are 
dressed in different Western 
costumes. The oldest costumes 
represented are the Egyptians, 
Greeks and Romans (approxi- 
mately 27 B.C. to 396 A.D.). The 
costumes' timeline ends at the 
1940s. 
The figurines have delicately 
painted eyes, noses and red cu- 
?id lips on their ivory faces. The 
920s flapper figurine is uncon- 
ventionally dressed in a long- 
waisted dress and feathered hat. 
The American Indian figurine 
wears a decorative headdress 
and tiny leather moccasins. The 
pioneer figurine wears a bonnet, 
and a dress with puffy sleeves 
and a hooped skirt. The finest 
details are the necklace with a 
crucifix dangling from her neck 
and a tiny jeweled belt around 
her waist. The collection is esti- 
mated at $2000, Glenn said. 
Glenn said the costume class 
is still taken, but there are no 
figurines left to dress. 
FREE 
■Heat • Water • Sewer • Cable TV- 
309 High St. 
• 2 Bedroom 
• 9 Month Lease 
■k Washer & Dryer on Premises 
• Student Consumer Union 
Lease 
Hurry, only one left! 
328 S. MAIN 352-5620 
Univtnitu iSall 
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I S~&jp-l BROTHERS, inc. 
■nwBfOMM 
352-8408 
■FREE DELIVERY 
Eiplroi 4/18/86 
PIZZA 
BROTHERS, inc 
352-8408 
more items 
PARTY PIZZA 
Only'9.99 
for 30 slice 
dish pizza. 
One item only 
(Not good with any other otter) BG 
|FREE DELIVERY 
E«plr»i4/18/86 
(Not good with any other offer) BG 
PIZZft Dinner for Two\ 
woTHBiw.inc. \.\q> \ |teni Pizza I 
SiX. 1 Garlic Bread 
2 Cans of Pepsi   I 
352-8408      All for $5.50 
I FREE DELIVERY 
Explrai 4/18/86 I 
(Not good with any other offer) BG   / 
ALPHA DELTS ALPHA PELTS ALPHA PELTS ALPHA PELTS ALPHA PELTS    ALPHA PELTS 
c/) 
<r> 
CD 
LIFE'S A BEACH... 
Anne & Scott 
Debbie & Ed 
Joan & Sean 
Patti & Ed 
Amy & Jerry 
The Princess & 
her courtier 
the peasant 
Heid & Homer 
Melinda & Jeff 
Countess & the Duke 
The convicts & 
their freedom 
(26 days) 
Muff & Mike 
Janet & Dan 
Ginger & the man 
Lisa & Guess Who 
JuJu & the cement block head 
The Deacon & the Sunday school teacher 
Sheryl & a beach bum 
Teresa & 
Corrie & 
Patty & Derrick D. 
Dawn & Bob 
Ann & Prince Charming 
Carol & her groupies 
Tweet & Twat 
Gayle & The Thorn 
Patman & Robin 
Bud & Stroh's 
Susan & Rich 
Cindy & Tim Cathy & Brian 
Amadeus & Constance       Tina & Dan 
Kay & Frank E's & Marion 
Wendy & Ron Michelle & Todd 
Carol & her date Nancy & the man 
Michelle & Mike Nancy & a bum 
Chrlssy & Joel 
Rhonda & Clueless 
Ellen Hayden & the Bailiff 
Rhonda & ? 
Michele & Scott 
JuJu & her palm tree crew 
UNLESS YOU'RE WITH AM ALPHA DELT! 
ALPHAPELTS       ALPHA PELTS ALPHA PELTS        ALPHA PELTS      ALPHA PELTS      ALPHA PELTS 
c/> 
Movie's a 'Pit' 
in title, quality 
byKenZakd 
Friday reporter 
The Money Pit is a perfect 
thins to call this movie faintly 
passing as a romantic com- 
edy-it reminds me of one of 
those Florida sinkholes as it 
swallows movie audience ad- 
missions in large gulps. 
Alternating a few funny sit- 
uations with tremendously 
boring scenes with little (if 
any) comedic embellishment, 
The Money Pits uneven pace 
and poorly-defined charac- 
ters makes it excruciatingly 
irritating. 
As you undoubtedly know 
from tiie gazillion ads for the 
Srture plaguing television 
is past week, Walter Field- 
ing (Tom Hanks) and Anna 
Crowley (Shelley Long) have 
purchased a large house 
which proceeds to eat up their 
combined (and borrowed) fi- 
nances in repairs. On paper 
this seems a great premise 
for a movie, with many hu- 
morous opportunities for fa- 
miliar situations to people 
who've been in the same pre- 
dicament. 
The Money Pit does have 
some funny situations. Walter 
finds himself slowly sinking 
into the floor as the carpet 
stops just before it lets him 
fall below. Trapped and 
forced to wait until someone 
finds him, the scene would fit 
in best as a breather se- 
quence between other, faster- 
paced catastrophes. But all 
the movie's situations and 
scenes are stretched out, like 
an episode of "Aiiazing Sto- 
ries' stretched to aceomo- 
date 90 minutes. 
The jokes and situations 
may have looked good as 
ideas, but as executed on film 
the result is an inordinately 
large number of dead scenes: 
you might get an initial laugh 
from them (if even that!), but 
nothing is given to escalate or 
embellish the gag. 
To make its comedy work, 
The Money Pit desperately 
needs to enlarge and comple- 
ment the initial gag s the 
scene works itself out. 
Short on well-written hu- 
mor, The Money Pit wouldn't 
be so unbearable if it had 
engaging characters you can 
identify with and enjoy 
watching. Obviously the state 
of the house illustrates the 
friction between Walter and 
Anna: as the house falls 
apart, so does their 
relationship. 
But these main characters 
in the movie are so poorly 
depicted and one-dimensional 
that a single shot of Anna 
crying after a big argument 
elicits no emotional response 
from the audience. The snot is 
clearly there for viewers to 
feel empathy for Anna, but 
you end up wondering why 
it's there 
Before you shell out the 
cash for The Money Pit, con- 
sider the relationship be- 
tween the movie's title and 
your own money: for my 
money, it's definitely the pits. 
■-HOWARD'S D 
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CRUCIAL 
DBC 
Tonight and Saturday 
• NO COVER • 
A Designated Driver Participant 
SPRING     BREAK 
Enlargement Sale 
Photo 
The Very Best 
From Your Negative   From Your Slides 
$ .20 
$1.00 
$1.75 
$5.75 
3x5 
5x7 
8 x 10 
11 x14 
.$ .50 
.$1.50-1 
. $2.00 
. $6.25 
NO OTHER DISCOUNTS APPLY • OFFER EXPIRES 4-SO-e* 
PRESENT COUPON WITH ORDER • NO QUANTITY LIMITATION 
University 
Union 
Pictiufc 
Place 
If r—f a'efuraa aran'f ftacaailna (• r«. tou aftatiM ft* cam/n* la ut.    i 
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Expo 'OC.    47 nations to participate in Vancouver's world fair 
VANCOUVER, British Colum- 
bia (API - Ten million tickets 
already have been sold to a $1.5 
billion party guaranteed to as- 
sault the senses. 
Expo '86 visitors will race into 
the future and throttle backward 
into the past as they visit thou- 
sands of colorful, moving, multi- 
media static and hands-on 
displays on the transportation 
and communication theme, 
"World in Motion - World in 
Touch." 
This international exposition, 
a world's fair, is gearing up for a 
May 2 start, with Prince Charles 
and Princess Diana expected for 
the opening. 
A brightly colored panoply of 
more than 80 pavilions has 
sprouted along the shores of 
False Creek, a fingerlike bay 
that encircles the southern 
fringe of downtown Vancouver. 
That's the main site, covering 
173 acres. 
A second site, located 1.5 
miles away and linked by train, 
offers the most spectacular per- 
manent structure of the fair -the 
$245 million, three-block-long 
Canada pavilion. It resembles 
an ocean cruise ship, with its 
forecabin a sparkling new hotel 
privately developed by a Japa- 
nese firm. Aft are an outdoor 
amphitheater, a huge thun- 
derbird of fiberglass, a cabaret 
and a restaurant. 
In between, a double deck with 
many windows, tiles and cano- 
pies of Mediterranean colors - 
white, salmon and green - 
houses the host country s exhib- 
its and a future permanent trade 
and convention center for Van- 
couver, which is celebrating its 
100th birthday this year. 
Swooping 90 graceful feet 
above the deck, poised as if 
ready to move the immense 
building into Burrard inlet, are 
10 white sails of woven fiberg- 
lass coated with teflon. 
Visitors can expect to see the 
world's largest hockey stick (200 
feet tall) and hockey puck (10 
feet wide), the world's tallest 
free-standing flagpole (279 feet), 
Canada's biggest flag (40 feet by 
80 feet), the largest wooden ca- 
noe carved from a single tree 
trunk, the first locomotive to 
pull a passenger train across the 
country, and an Egyptian ex- 
hibit featuring 67 objects from 
the 1290-1223 B.C. reign of Egyp- 
tian pharaoh Ramses II. 
By far the most distinguishing 
feature of the main exposition 
site is the permanent Expo Cen- 
ter - a 131-foot-high mirrored 
globe on the southern shores of 
False Creek. It contains the 
world's largest Omnimax the- 
ater - a screen that covers more 
than one-half of the entire dome. 
The Plaza of Nations, at wa- 
ter's edge, is a sheltered outdoor 
plaza for concerts and other 
events. During the fair, the flags 
of all participating nations will 
be flown and each country will 
hold a special celebration at the 
plaza. 
The United States' day is, pre- 
dictably, July 4. Canada's birth- 
day celebration is July 1. 
Other than the 46 national 
pavilions, most Canadian prov- 
inces are sponsoring a pavilion, 
as are the European Commu- 
nity, the United Nations, the 
states of Washington, Oregon 
and California, and several 
large corporations. 
AAeadowview   Courts 
Apartments 
Housing Openings for 1986-87 School Year 
Furnished efficiency 
$225.00 
Landlord pays gas heat 
shared electric 
Unfurnished efficiency 
$200.00 
Landlord pays gas heat 
shared electric 
One bdrm. furnished 
$270.00 
All utilities paid 
One bdrm. unfurnished 
$250.00 
All utilities paid 
Two bedroom furnished 
$270.00 
plus gas & electric 
Two bdrm. unfurnished 
$265.00 
plus gas & electric 
All residents have the 
Cherrywood Health Spa 
352-1195     21 
priviledge of using The 
ocated at ff* and High St. 
• Napoleon Rd. 
illinium inn 
Can you write, edit 
or shoot photos? 
The BG News is now accepting 
applications for summer and fall 
staff positions including all staff 
editors, photographers and report- 
ers. Most are paid positions. 
Applications may be picked up at the 
BG News Office, 214 West Hall, 
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Application deadline: April 23 
in iniini 11IUHMMMWIUM 
LATE NIGHT WEEKEND SPECIAL 
Buy the slice or buy the pie. Mj    ^ 
Between 11 p.m.-3 a.m. buy 
2 slices and get the 
3-Slice FREE!' 
Dining room open until 2a.m., 
Drive thru until 3 a.m. 
Join Us for Happy Hours 
Thursday and Friday, 5-9 p.m. 
Free Delivery from 5 until close 
176 E. Wooster 
Bowling Green, OH 
Rocky J^ Rococo 
'(of equal or less value) 352-4600 
Exhibit opens in Utah 
Egyptian artifacts showing 
CAIRO, Egypt (AP) -An 
exhibit of 3,000-year-old 
Egyptian artifacts la touring 
the United States and Can- 
ada. The artifacts are insured 
for $35 million. 
"We know they are worth 
much more than that," says 
Jeffrey R. Holland, president 
of Brlgham Young University 
in Provo, Utah. "They are 
priceless." 
The antiquities include four 
of the huge colossus statues 
for which the ancient Egyp- 
tians were known, a famous 
Bpyrus, the world's first 
own water clock and seve- 
ral items of gold and jewelry 
from the era of Pharaoh 
Ramses II. He died in 1225 
B.C. after a 67-year reign 
culturally regarded as one of 
the richest of ancient Egypt. 
Brigham Young is the site 
of the first exhibition in the 
United States. The artifacts 
will be on view there until 
April 5,1966. 
From Provo. they go to 
Vancouver, B.C., from May 3 
to Oct. 15. 1986; then to Jack- 
sonville, Fla., from Nov. IS, 
1966 to March 5, 1967, and to 
Memphis, Tenn., from April 
IS to Aug. 31.1967. 
Ahmed Kadry, director of 
the Egyptian Antiquities De- 
partment, said proceeds from 
the VS. and Canadian show- 
ings will help finance two 
proposed museums in Egypt. 
in association with 
KUWfWtWWOWH 
The College of Musical Arts 
JAZZ WEEK 
PRESENT 
O   SI   Y   q   2 
G    Y    R    A 
for 2 shows at 7 p.m. & 9:30 p.m., Saturday. April 12, 1986 
In Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center 
Tickets: $7, $9, $12 with valid ID 
$9, $11, $14 General Admission 
Tickets can be purchased at the Kobacker Box Office 
Doors Open at 6:30 p.m. and 9:00 p.m. for the respective shows 
,   invites you to redeem your Spyro Gyra ticket 
■"■• . for a 10% discount on your Aspen tab 
the night of the show. 
% 
THE DAYTON 
CONTEMPORARY DANCE 
COMPANY 
FRIDAY, APRIL 4, 1986 
8 p.m. 
KOBACKER HALL 
Bowling Green State University 
Tickets: $3, $5, $7 for Adults 
Senior Citizens and Non-BGSU 
students 1/2 price 
BGSU students FREE with valid ID 
T 
An Artist Series Event 
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Awards going to art with an ethnic twist 
by Cathy Hoehn 
Friday reportei 
Today is the last chance to submit 
entries for the Bloch/Heskett Ethnic 
Arts Award. 
This competition was established by 
Emerita Margit Heskett, a professor of 
Ethnic Studies. Professor Heskett was 
inspired to start this program in honor 
of her mother, Flora Bloch, who was 
interested in the arts. 
The purpose of this competition is to 
encourage students to submit ethnic or 
folk oriented projects and to get stu- 
dents interested in their own ethnic 
background. The projects can be in any 
field that reflects one's ethnicity. Some 
of these fields include architecture, art, 
cuisine, costume, philosophy, music, 
literature and poetry. 
The projects will be judged by a 
selected committee who have some 
expertise in the fields of the submitted 
projects. All projects will be judged on 
the basis of their ethnic/folk content, 
creativity, originality and the overall 
quality of the work. Awards of up to 
'It's (the award) not for 
minority groups only. 
Everyone has an ethnic 
background.' 
—Jane Ridnour 
$250 cash will be presented at a recep- 
tion held for all the participants. The 
date for this year's award ceremony, 
traditionally sponsored by Professor 
Heskett, has not yet been set. 
The Bloch/Heskett Ethnic Art Award 
(previously called the Flora Bloch Eth- 
nic Art Award) is in Its eighth year of 
existence. According to Jane Ridnour, 
secretary of Robert Perry, chair of the 
ethnic art award committee, many 
original and creative projects have 
been completed in past years, but the 
number of participants has been lim- 
ited. "There hasn't been as much par- 
ticipation as we'd like to see," she 
stated. 
The competition is open to all full- 
time undergraduates in good standing, 
who have had at least one semester of 
an ethnic-oriented course. The contest 
is not limited to any particular major 
or any specific ethnic group. 
Ridnour said in the past students 
believed that the competition was re- 
stricted to only a select group of people. 
"It's not for minority groups only," 
she said. "Everyone has an ethnic 
background" 
is sponsoring a 
Roommate of Year Contest 
Do you have the best roommate on 
campus? Then show him or her by 
writing an essay extolling their vir- 
tues. Essays are to be no longer than 
350 words, typed and double-spaced. 
Entries should be submitted to the 
UAO office, 3rd floor, Student Union 
by 5 p.m., April 8. Entries will be 
judged April 10 and the winner will 
be announced April-15. The winner 
will receive a Si5 gift from Sundance 
and a framed certificate from UAO. 
a 
oaent   ass° 
Applications for 1986-87 WSA Board 
positions are being accepted from 
Mon., April 7 until Wed., April 16. 
Forms can be obtained from Jeff 
Grilliot at 16 Williams Hall. 
American & International Students 
are welcome to apply!! 
ON RESERVE 
AT KINKD'S. 
Now you can provide your students with 
an alternative co the library reserve 
Put your course materials on reserve at 
Kinko's. and give your students the option 
of obtaining their own individual copy to 
study. 
Make a reservation for your students this 
term. 
kinko's 
Croat copies.Grtat people. 
325 E. Woosler SI. 
(Across from Taco Bell) 
354-3977 
UNIVERSITY VILLAGE 
& UNIVERSITY COURTS 
APARTMENTS 
Comer of Clough & Mercer (Behind Wendy's) 
THE MOST CONVENIENT LOCATION IN TOWN! CLOSE TO REC CENTER, MOVIE THEATRES, 
INTRAMURAL FIELDS, FRATERNITY ROW, BANK, FAST FOODS. AND ICE ARENA 
'Gas heat, hot water and cooking 
included. Tenant pays electric only 
(small monthly electric bill) 
'Spacious 2 bdrm. opts, furnished 
•*ost dependable, 24 hr maintenance 
'In house laundry centers 
'Plenty of storage area 
'Now accepting applications for 
summer and next fall 
Rental Office located in Amherst Village 
1520 Clough    Phone 352-0164 
(Behind Wendy's) 
Office Hrs. 
9-5    Mon-Fri 
10-2    Sat 
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ASA ATA ASA ATA ASA ATA ASA ATA ASA ATA ASA ATA ASA ATA ASA ATA ASA ATA ASA 
TONIGHT Happy Hours 4-9 
at Uptown 
o*t»*o*ote>*e>*a*eit 
"Show off your tan" 
IWWXtWWWW) >«to*oto*o*o*«to*< 
*** ^ * 
n Win * * * 
A Compact Disk Player 
by techniques 
$1     raffle tickets on sale now     $1 
All proceeds: American Lung Assoc./Arthritis Foundation 
ASA ATA ASA ATA ASA ATA A2A ATA ASA ATA ASA ATA AgA ATA AgA ATA ASA ATA ASA 
WINTHROP TERRACE 
NOW RENTING FOR 
SUMMER AND FALL OCCUPANCY 
Hurry — Don't Miss Out!! 
Apartments Going Fast!! 
3 Locations 
* Palmer Avenue 
* South Summit St. 
* Napoleon Road 
* One and two bedroom apartments, furnished and unfurnished 
* Heat, Water, Cable, and Trash removal all included 
* On Site management 
* Full time Maintainance 
* Swimming Pools 
* Close to Grocery Stores, Shopping, and Banks 
Office: 400 Napoleon Rd.      352-9135      9-5 weekdays, evenings by appointment 
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Students not 'sari' for native garb 
by Traccy Batdotf 
Friday reporter 
Paisley and pastels, contrary 
to popular belief, aren't the rave 
everywhere. 
According to Stephen Cernko- 
vich, associate professor of so- 
ciology at the University, 
foreign students want to be ac- 
cepted into a new society, while 
still retaining their identity by 
dressing in their native garb. 
"Many foreign students are torn 
when they enter a new culture," 
be said. 
"Some people from other 
countries see 'Dynasty' and 
think that we all dress in reveal- 
ing clothing," Douglas Daye, 
director of International Stud- 
ies, said. In India and in Islamic 
countries, be said, women must 
"cover up," and not wear 
shorts, short skirts, American 
summer wear or other "reveal- 
ing" clothes. 
These "cover-ups," Daye ex- 
plained, come in the form of 
''hoods," which are worn by 
Moslem or Malaysian women, 
who are of the Islam religion. He 
points out that a woman could be 
of the Islamic religion, but not 
wear the "hood." 
"It doesn't mean that one per- 
son is more religious than the 
other. It's a matter of personal 
choice and variation, Daye 
said. 
"Most students here have 
their own style," said Hsu 
Songman, graduate student of 
chemistry. After coining to the 
University in August IMS from 
Taiwan. Songman said be dis- 
covered that American students 
have more freedom in their style 
of dress than students in Tai- 
wan. "They (Taiwan students) 
have the desire to try different 
styles of clothing, but they are 
more concerned about what peo- 
ple will think of them," be said. 
Daye said that he agrees. 
"Americans do tend to be very 
versatile and very individual in 
their dress." 
"Here, students are a bit more 
informal than back home." Na- 
lin Perera. graduate assistant in 
math, said. Perera said that in 
his country of Sri Lanka, the 
most popular form of dress for 
women Is the Indian sari. Blue jeans predominate for men. 
"The biggest difference," he 
said, "is that the women do not 
Friday/Dave Kielmeyer 
Khatijah Abu Bahar, freshman prebusiness major from Malaysia, 
sports a "Baju Kurung." The outfit is the traditional Muslim garb for 
women. 
"Anti-Apartheid Struggle 
to Free South Africa" 
Presentation by Themba Pinga of 
the African National Congress (ANC) 
Fri., April 4, 2:30 p.m. 
Ohio Suite, Union 
National Divestment Protest Day in 
remembrance of Dr. M.L. King's assassination 
Sponsored by: BSU & African People's Association 
♦SUBIMY* 
Sandwiches & Sal.ids 
109 N. Main. BG 
PHONE 332-8391 
With this coupon . . . 
Buy Any Two Foot long Subs 
or Two Largo Salads 
and receive a 
FREE 
2 LITER 
BOTTLE 
OF POP 
CHOOSE FROM: 
Classic Co**. Sprit* or Diet Coke 
OH*r .xpir.i 4/10/86 or Whil. Supplies Lot! 
-COUPON- 
The Statue oi Libert; Fund 
wear make-up to go to classes 
like women students do here." 
Perera said that make-up is 
saved for special occasions such 
as weddings or parties. 
Li Yungzhi, graduate student 
of chemistry, said that in his 
country of China students dress 
much the same as American 
students. "There is much influ- 
ence from films and television 
shows from the U.S.," he said. 
He also said that young people 
are influenced by big city fash- 
ions, such as fashions from Hong 
Kong. 
"Sometimes you can't distin- 
guish between foreign and 
American students," said Daye. 
He explained that when he went 
to Thailand, there was a young 
University student dressed in a 
black leather Jacket and jeans. 
Daye said he thought he was 
American until he began to 
speak with the young man, and 
found out he was from Ger- 
many. 
"It's a culture shock, not be- 
ing able to read people from the 
way they dress," said Daye. 
"Although foreign students miss 
their own styles of dress, they 
have adjusted extremeley 
well." 
"I have a lot of respect for the 
foreign students who come to a 
conservative college and keep 
their national way of dress,' 
Slavica Begovic, sophomore so- 
ciology major said. "They have 
a lot more guts than I do." 
It t Li 'OQUJCM'lSf 
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Sister Pat makes waves for peace 
by Diane Docis 
Friday reporter 
Sister Pat Schnapp 
Billboard's 
Top Tens 
The following are Billboard's 
hot record hits as they appear in 
next week's issue of Billboard 
magazine. Copyright 1986, Bill- 
board Publications, Inc. Re- 
printed with permission. 
HOT SINGLES 
l."Rock Me Amadeus" Falco 
2."Kiss" Prince & The Revo- 
lution 
3."Manic Monday" Bangles 
4."R.O.C.K. in the US.A." 
John Cougar Mellencamp 
5. "What You Need" INXS 
6."Addicted to Love" Robert 
Palmer 
7."Let's Go All the Way" Sly 
Fox 
8."West End Girls" Pet Shop 
Boys 
9."Harlem Shuffle" The Roll- 
ing Stones 
I0."Tender Love" Force 
M.D.'s 
TOPLP's 
l."Whitney Houston" Whitney 
Houston 
2."Heart" Heart 
3."Promise" Sade 
4."Scarecrow" John Cougar 
Mellencamp 
5."Falco3"Falco 
6."The Ultimate Sin" Ony 
Osboume 
7."Brothers in Arms" Dire 
Straits 
8." 'Pretty in Pink' Sound- 
track" 
9."Welcome to the Real 
World" Mr. Mister 
10. "The Broadway Album" 
Barbra Streisand 
COUNTRY SINGLES 
l."She and I" Alabama 
2. "Cajun Moon" Ricky Skaggs 
3. "We've Got a Good Fire 
Coin'" Don Williams 
4. "You're Something Special 
to Me" George Strait 
5."Now and Forever" Anne 
Murray 
6."Once in a Blue Moon" Earl 
Thomas Conley 
7."Feelin' the Feelln"' The 
Bellamy Bros. 
8."I Had a Beautiful Time" 
Merle Haggard 
9."l«8riUndy Travis 
10. "Grandpa" The Judds 
ADULT   CONTEMPORARY 
SINGLES 
l."Overjoyed" Stevie Wonder 
J.'Tender   Love"   Force 
M.D.'i. 
S.'These Dreams" Heart 
4."Secret   Lovers"   AtlanUc 
Starr 
5."Nikita" Elton John 
6."I Think It's Love" Jer- 
maine Jackson 
7."Whisper in the Dark" Di- 
onne Warwick 
8. "Now and Forever" Anne 
9/Take Me Home" Phil Col- 
lins 
10."Greatest Love of All" 
Whitney Houston 
Friday/Joe Phelan 
Sister Pat Schnapp's work for interna- 
tional peace has taken her across the nation 
and around the world - from the sidewalks 
of Toledo to the streets of New York City and 
to cemeteries in the Soviet Union. 
"As a nun, I believe I have a special 
obligation to try to further Christ's mission 
of peace," the English doctoral candidate 
explained. She first became involved in the 
peace movement when she came to Bowling 
Green six and a half years ago. As a campus 
minister at St. Thomas More, she was the 
liaison to the Social Justice Committee. 
Acting as the group's adviser, she studied 
various peace and justice topics and became 
convinced that the arms race is the most 
serious moral issue in the United States. 
She said her interest increased as she 
watched the arms race between the super- 
powers escalate. "I wanted and needed to do 
everything I could to make my contribution 
to disarmament," Schnapp said. "Mainly I 
encourage consciousness-raising through 
lectures, debates, and letter-writing." 
Schnapp also participates in demonstra- 
tions. Last May she went to Washington D.C. 
to take part in Peace Pentecost. The annual 
demonstration is sponsored by Sojourners, a 
Christian organization which works for 
peace and justice. 
Along with about 200 others, Schnapp 
Kyedin front of the White House on part of 
sidewalk which is off-limits to the public. 
She was arrested, fined and released. 
At the Peace Pentecost the year before, 
however, Schnapp had to spend the night in 
jail as well as pay a fine. She was arrested 
with the group when they refused to leave 
the Capitol rotunda where they were sitting 
and praying. 
Schnapp was also part of one of the largest 
peace demonstrations in the United States 
tour years ago when she joined more than a 
million other protestors in New York City. 
In Toledo, Schnapp is involved in local 
protests such as monthly demonstrations 
near Portside, sponsored by the Northwest 
Ohio Nuclear Freeze Organization. At the 
Federal Building, 224 Summit St., she re- 
cently protested against President Reagan's 
request for aid to the Nicaraguan contras. 
The Roman Catholic nun said she views 
marches and civil disobediance as a way to 
reach out to people, to make them aware of 
the importance of the issue. "Demonstra- 
tions are a non-violent protest against our 
nation's military policies," she said. "We 
were willing to be arrested to make a strong 
statement on our opposition to the arms 
race." 
Schnapp is a member of the Social Justice 
Committee in her religious order, the Sisters 
of Mercy. She is planning a "witness for 
peace" demonstration for the order to be 
field in August in Cincinnati. 
It was with another Sister of Mercy that 
Schnapp travelled to the Soviet Union in 
May, 1984. They joined SO other people on a 
two-week trip which the nation-wide Baptist 
Peace Fellowship arranged to learn about 
the Russian Peace Movement. 
Schnapp joined the inter-faith group to 
examine the perception of the Soviets she 
felt many people in the United States had. 
"Americans have a negative stereotype of 
Russians and the media support that image 
through films. TV shows and even commer- 
cials, she said. "They present Russians as 
either objects of mockery or venemous 
enemies. I didn't see any venemous ene- 
mies," she asserted. 
In fact, Schnapp said, despite a certain 
reserve the Soviets displayed, the people 
were friendly and helpful even though they 
knew they were speaking to Americans. 
Using interpreters in the touring group, 
Schnapp said she learned that "peace" is a 
magic word in Russia. "The Russian people 
are not the Russian government," she ex- 
plained. "They're held hostage to their 
government's policies just as we are; 
they're associated with the policies because 
they're Russian. But the people want 
peace." 
Schnapp said Russians have a greater 
awareness of the ravages of war as a result 
of World War H. "Their terror and sense of 
the possibility of another war is much 
deeper than Americans'. Most of us haven't 
closely experienced war. Russia lost 20 
million people," Schnapp noted. "Virtually 
every family member lost a member. Even 
children know of an uncle or a grandfather 
or a grandmother who was killed." 
World War n victims are buried in mass 
graves in the Soviet Union. Schnapp visited 
one about 30 miles from Minsk. At the 
cemetery's entrance, people buy flowers to 
put on the graves or near the Wall of Sorrow, 
a monument on which all the nanus of the 
villages destroyed by the Axis are written. A 
poem is also carved into the wall. 
Schnapp copied the poem and keeps it in a 
diary she kept during the trip. 
Before you make 
a long distance commitment, 
make sure you know 
what you're getting into. 
If Fletcher Christian and Captain Bligh had known 
what being stuck in the same boat would mean, chances 
are neither would have set foot aboard. 
And if you're stuck in the same boat with a long 
distance company that doesn't give you all the services 
you need, it's easy to harbor mutinous thoughts. 
But when you pick AT&T as your long distance 
company, you know you're in for smooth sailing. You'll 
get trouble-free, reliable service. Immediate long 
distance connections—even at the busiest hours. And 
long distance operators to assist you with immediate 
credit for wrong numbers and collect calling. 
And you'll get discounts off our Day Rate on your 
state-to-state calls. With savings of over 50% during 
weekends until 5pm Sundays, or nights from 11pm to 
8am, Sunday through Friday. And 40% discounts eve- 
nings between 5pm and 11pm, Sunday through Friday. 
So when you're asked to choose a long distance 
company, sign aboard with AT&T. With AT&T Long 
Distance Service, you'll never be left stranded. Just call 
1 800 222-0300 for more information or to 
choose AT&T. Reach out and touch someone* 
©AttT 1986 
AT&T 
The right choice. 
THE COPY SHOP 
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Complete Typesetting Service 
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0  MAGIC  Of   Oft.   PAINT- 
ING (THUI 
2.00 
•B ANOTHER WORLO 
m ONE i IF f TO 11 vf 
B MOVIE (MON-THUI 
B     EVENING     AT      POPS 
(MON) 
B  BEYOND   WAR   SPACE- 
BRIDGE (TUB! 
B   STING     THE   CONTRO- 
VERSY OF FBI UNOERCOV 
ER Off RATIONS (WEDI 
B SURVIVAL (THUI 
ESPN) COLLEGE   FOOTBALL 
(MON) 
(TMCI MOVIE (WED. FRI) 
2:06 
(TMC) MOVIE (MON) 
2:30 
fit CAPITOL (MON-THUI 
B MOVtE (FRI) 
B FLINTSTONES 
0 RIVER TOWN (FRI) 
(ESPN)   TOP  RANK   BOXING 
(FRII 
(ESPNI AUSTRALIAN RULES 
FOOTBALL (THUI 
(TMC) MOVIE (TUE. THU) 
3:00 
B      8)      GUIDING      LIGHT 
(MON-THU) 
Q CORONATION STREET 
0 SANTA BARBARA 
0 GCNCRAL HOSPITAL 
© WOOOV WOOOPECKER 
B NATIONAL FOLK FESTI- 
VAL (FRI) 
B      COOKING      MEXICAN 
IMON) 
B    SOUARE     FOOT    GAR- 
DENING (TUEI 
B ALOHA CHINA (WE D) 
B     COMPUTER     CHRONI- 
CLES (THU) 
(ISPN)   HYDROPLANE   RAC- 
ING (WEOI 
MB 
O  B  U S    OREN   TENNIS 
CONTINUES (FRI) 
8 DO IT FOR YOURSELF 
FOCUS  FftM  FESTIVAL 
ITUE. WEO) 
B      PORKY      PIG      AND 
FRIENDS 
B SECRET CITY 
4O0 
0 BM DIVORCE COURT 
■ HOUSE CALLS 
0 LOVE BOAT 
B TRANSFORMERS 
B B SESAME STREET (R) 
B 8 THUNDERCATS CJ 
(ESPN)    COLLEGE    BASKET 
BALL IFRI) 
IESPN) WORLD CUP SKIING 
IMON) 
(TMC)   MOVIE   (MON.   WED- 
FRII 
406 
(TMCI MOVIE (TUE) 
4 30 
§B PEOPLE S COURT 
NOW (FRI) 
ELEPHANT      SHOW 
(MON) 
SVIO KIDS (TUEI 
WONDER8TRUCK 
(WED) 
tWHAT'S NEW' (THUI 
HE   MAN    ANO    MAS- 
TERS Of THE UNIVERSE 
©MASK   Q 
§0 I   JOE 
(ESPNI    ROLLER     DERBY 
(THUI 
BOO 
8 BBENSON 
COURTSHIP Of EDDIE S 
FATHER (Mil 
B VIDEO HITS IMON   THUI 
I MAUDE 
01   JOE 
SB MISTER AUGERS (Rl 
SCOOBYOOO 
LITTLE  HOUSE  ON   THE 
PRAIRIE 
(ESPNI SURFING (MONI 
(ESPN) FISHIN   HOLE (TUE) 
6 30 
O JEFFERSONS 
NIWS 
_  THREE S COMPANY 
JM'A'S'H 
3-2-1 CONTACT Q 
S BRADY BUNCH 
READING     RAINBOW 
(FRO 
B   OHIO   BUSINESS   OUT- 
LOOK (MON) 
ION THE LINE (TUE) 
ART BEAT (WEDI 
FWOAV 
APRl 4. 1686 
6:00 
§BB NEWS 
PERFECT MATCH 
MACNEK     I     LEHRER 
NEWSHOUP. 
I STAR TREK 
i DIFF RENT STROKES 
I PLAY 8RIDGE 
(ESPN) LPGA GOLF CONTIN- 
UES 
(TMCI MOVIE ••'> The 
Buddy S.i'fi HBB4I Richard 
OiyiuH SUHO Serandon Ro- 
manic compkn^XH eneue wnm 
• tcnafy Do* tergal* a gadget m 
ventor end would be ami** M ■ 
i"tun lor hr* tmgU mother    PC 
0 
MO 
B OSS NEWS 
B NBC NEWS 
B ABC NEWS Q 
0 HAPPY DAYS 
B BUSINESS REPORT 
7:00 
I CSS NEWS 
COUNTRY WEST GUMII 
Vattv Mar- Botb**' The DoubN 
EMMBaM BD 
(WHEEL Of FORTUNE 
ENTERTAINMENT    TO- 
NIGHT Miffv** with i— Aoftfffl 
Siona* 
JNEWLYWEO GAME 
BUSINESS REPORT 
BEST   Of   SATURDAY 
NIGHT LIVE 
IM'A'S-H 
MAC NEK     /     LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
(ISPN) SPORTSCENTER 
7:30 
B <* M MAGAZINE acta 
Mart Harfnon a ahop <" Naw 
Vont City thai aa4> akaaawna •« 
otopt. OoMM HI-" Chal Barnard 
on matme u«a o* laflowara 
(NEVER THE TWAIN 
JEOPARDY 
& 
I TAXI 
PM     MAGAZINE     MM 
0V"c>'» Coi   hraraon    art aMbo- 
-ata    rAddor    grama   rAwad   -1111 
aMcvoncguna 
B WftO. WK.O WORLD OF 
ANIMALS 
t BENNY Hfti. 
THREE'S COMPANY 
IESPN) BASEBALLS GREAT 
1ST HITS 1971 AA-SUrGama 
BOO 
B 0 TWHIGHT ZONE T«o 
■torrti a Daatn Row >rwn«t» IPa- 
tar CoyOMl thma« ha a dr—ming 
an eap»»ifl tfQm IJuM Mipanaa- 
JOfmaoni MM mro tna MM* In 
tiara© 
(TYCOON 
RIPTIOE   Tha   "ci.da  00*. 
WCkla   Moarara   CIWI  10  daoda 
arho a tha Drama banmd iha R© 
MMAefncy 
B WEBSTER Wabttar haapa 
Katnama daal anitt tha daatn ol 
har mothat   IH1 g 
# B WASHINGTON 
WEEK IN RE VIE WC? 
1OUNSMOKE 
MOVIE   ** ■:     Tha Bab* 
MM   MV80I Pan> OAa Aatat 
W."tam   Snatnar     Art   apparantr, 
charrrwtg  Dabyfiiar   -liirti at aa   a 
farrHhr   and  aaoaorta   aach   mam- 
Da* a naada and vulnaiabaviraa 
IEVNI      MAJOR      LEAGUE 
BASEBALL PREVIEW 
(TMC) MOVIE   * * Tha LaM 
Martiad CoupW In Amanca' 
11880) Gaorrpt SaeN NauAa 
Wood Won«>a davaaap ror a hap 
pdv marred cotaTN aa tha* watch 
a   aaammghf   andlaaa   parada   of 
frianda   haaOV>q 'Or   drvorca CCMI 
R 
MO 
B MR    BELVEDERE  Maraha 
diKouagaa har davghtar 110m 
trying owl for tha chaanaadmg 
aouad   « ;; 
B) 0 WALL STREET WEEK 
A V«4>0ra Nir/iNiia Guaat 
PSR P'ccnai achfo and p-b 
liana. Mvoarai Bral 
BOO 
0 0 DALLAS Clayton and 
Ray iry 10 convtnea Jack to »a- 
mfi « Dataa Angalica anrvaa " 
tha Umtad Siataa i^dar an *■ 
tumadnama Q 
0 KNIGHT RIDER Mi "a* 
aojuaraa oH with a woman wno 
uaaa tha powa> «* voodoo to vsn 
man mio rombwa IPottponad 
bom an aanw data I In aiatao 
0 MR SUNSHINE PM a 
landlady tonweaa hm 10 aaft an 
atnaciiva woman out on a data 
0 GREAT PERFORM- 
ANCES To iha Uflhihowaa 
Aoaamary »»m aiara m mi ad 
apiatron of VaflVMa VVooat • noval 
about a 3ninh "am.i, a aummar 
hobdav balora tha owtOraak of 
World War I IRI Q 
0 MOVIE * * '1 Ghoat Si© 
ry H96II Frad Aata>a John 
Hovaaman Myaianoua daatha ba 
01" 10 datrman tha >ar*a of a 
•ma* cntia ol aNMrt* man who 
ahaia a SO-yaw old aaaat 
0 DOCTOR WHO 
(ESPN) TOP RANK BOXING 
:>»—. "-•' *: 11 KOa) ** 
V*io« Oauto 18 1 S KOal n a 
(umor rrMMawaeoht bovt athad 
uMd iar 10 'Ovnda Irva bom Al 
■anirc Ct.  N J 
MO 
B JOE BASH tea and WMba 
tduabb* whan may fmd a DaQ of 
caah >n a daad woman a apart 
mant  g 
IOO0 
0 0 FALCON CREST Anoa 
la mar«aa Paior to avoid proaacw- 
i-on   Jordan rafuaaa to coniahra 
wrlh har tharapy   '} 
O  NATIONAL   /   JOURNAL 
B MIAMI VICE CBM wifi 
daatn aojjada attampt to aaaaaa>- 
"ata an miluaniial Latin Amar<an 
poat vT».n"a tha Untiad Siataa » 
B FALL GUY Con and two pro 
wraatlara iiaoa down a cown 
larfarting ba* firmpar  g 
• NEWS 
(TMC) MOVIE * • Paanha I 
Tha Spawn** II98U INM 
0 Nad Siava MarachiA A caraatar 
of mutant Fab oooa tha product 
of U S oowarnmani ganabc ano> 
noarmg aapanmanto <a accrdan- 
tady rataaaad itaor a CaraMMan a» 
cation raaon   R 
10 SO 
I BOSOM BUDDIES 
EUROPEAN TELEVrSON 
SERVICE 
11:00 
OOBB0NEWS 
B DARK SHADOWS 
B TWILIGHT ZONE 
0 WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
0   SNEAK   PREVIEWS   M- 
bay  lyont and  M-chaai   Madvad 
noat an mformativa looa at what a 
naw at tha monaa 
HtOO 
B ENTERTAINMENT TO- 
NIGHT lotarv** wuh 'ha Roftng 
Stonaa 
B GOOD ROCK IN* TONITE 
Th-a Mtaw From Iha Mchaaa 
apacia* IMIUH vadaoa ey Oawd 
80am John Taylor OMD Oa-nd 
Laa Roth liida Rrtftard Roaat 
Damay Bd)y Ocaan Qwaan Tma 
Turnar Madonna Hway Lawna and 
Machaaf J Foa. 
B MOVIE * * Sha a Draaaad 
To K- 11678) Eiaanor Park* 
Jaaa-ca Waha* A aanaa of mur- 
da>a mara tha ravaon pf •pvdral 
too 'aahron modaaa who aathar to 
Grodat mvaasat group Kaanna 6 
daaWavaa  Inaiarap 
tNIOHTLINE 
MURDER    MOST    ENG- 
LISH 
B MOVIE *** Tha N.ght 
Thai Panacbad Arnanca' (18761 
V< Meow Pawl Sbanar Mdaona 
of Amarcano bahynavg 10 a 1638 
radro broadcaai ol Tha War C" 
Tha WorbH •• atamad BV» ba> 
-av-ifl that Amanca a> lavdar at 
taca D, Mariiana 
IHNNYHftJ. 
NATURE Thai papWatavt ol 
manna Ma that ftounahaa m aha 
aopecai aaanda of PaMw tndwdaa 
achooN ol ayavbah 81) g 
IISPNI SPORTBCENT1R 
I14B 
(TMC) MOVIE **• Tha 
Brothar From Anothar Pianat 
(1984) Joo Morton Carry (d 
warda A gantb) aat-aaanaaa<ai 
with myaircal haalng powart 
landa m Naw Tora Mrtor and am- 
barta on an odyaaay ifwoufh Har- 
MB 
12:00 
B    MOVIE    * • 't       Thaat 
119791 Da-id Hammrnga  Chantai 
Contoun 
(IY1 ON HOU.YWOOO 
COMEDY CLASSICS 
(ESPN) AUSTRALIAN RULES 
IKIOTBAU. 
12:3© 
B FRIDAY NIGHT VIDEOS 
Moan Mmdy Cohn Kan FaytdB 
Vidaoa by WNmay Howaaon 
( Tha Graaiaat lo»a of Ad | 
Rooart Pbbnar I Adcactad to 
Lova 1 iha Roamg Stonaa I Mar- 
lam Shuffla ) Janat Jaokaon 
1 What Hava Vow Oona *» Ma 
lataiy' ). John Tavaar I I Do 
What (Do I inatarao 
0 COM80Y TONIGHT 
Guaata Frank* Paca Bob Somar 
by   Proetai  6  Bargman   St-  Tr. 
,   Bfl 
SATUROAV 
AMR. 6. 1888 
12O0 
B MOVIE ft* H Morrw Al 
i> 000 "e*t    116721 luddy Eb 
tan   C-JC Conner* 
0 WHAT'S NEWT (R) 
0 POLE POSITION 
B MR   T 
0 WEEKS NO SPECIAL Tha 
Jokaa on Mr idtia A caavar 
achoohaachai iftchard Sandaral 
turna ma labBta on a paa of prac 
«* Kbara iGaorg OMan KC 
Marian  (Rig 
I MCLAUGHLIN GROUP 
MOVtE *   Tha Baaai From 
Tha  Hauntad Ca*a     H8S9I M> 
thaaiForaai Shada Carol 
0    MOVIE    **'■>      Tariana 
Fight   For   Ha     119591  Gordon 
Scott  Eva Brant 
0 LAP OUftTING 
(E8PNI  TENNIS  WCT  Champ, 
onahap aami.inaht *va bom Allan 
(TMCI    MOV*    * Hj       Movtng 
ViOUtona     i)9l5l  John Murray 
r 
12 so 
WONDCRSTRUCK IRI 
WILD KINGDOM 
SPIDER-MAN  ANO   HIS 
AMAZING FRIENOS 
0     AMERICAN      BAND- 
STAND (aaiutad   Var-ty I  Un 
CMr   iha  Irdhranca Anrma»  ) 
CtAiura DM) I Mova Away I 
Aobart Palmar a Addciad 10 
Lova   wdao 
(ROD AND REEL 
VTCTORY GARDEN iSaa 
aon Pramajra) Laungion iMaaa 1 
Gavdana n addad 10 iha roaaar of 
lagranat Vntorv Gavdana jan Wa 
aon raporta bom iha aoutham 
gaygpn 
1:00 
t CALGARY WINNERS 
STAR GAMES Catabnty 
aporta competition laaturmg caai 
rrkarnbara bom FaKon Oaat 
and St* Iha Baavar Cohoala 
Bruca Jannar Pamala Sua Mart- 
IRI 
!? I WHAT'S COOKING FRUGAL GOURMET Jaf 
rMcuaaea 8898 brown 
aoup 11 oca and praparaa othar 
aoupa without addrfionai maat 
IRI 
1:30 
(DATELINE ONTARIO 
BUDDIES  Two boy*  ahara 
one  movee  away  and  both   are 
f aceO w.th M-r. r-g good b va   Q 
(AMERICA'S TOP TEN 
THIS   OLD   HOUSE   Bob 
Vda towra Matm>   rayaawa of Iha 
Tampa home a maaonry won and 
0 SPORTSWEEKEND 
achaduaad World Indoor Lawn 
Bowing Champeonehe?e ham 
Eraajand 
JWALTON8 
DUKES OF HAZZARD 
BOOYWATCH   (Premaerel 
Amarrcai    praoctupation     with 
""""■■■   and   datbng    oraah-datt 
dangars  obaarty hatarda  tha roaa 
01 aaattaa Guam Rap Barnay 
Fiant lOMaaa) rj 
0 THIS OLD HOUSE Corv 
verting an att< nto a bedroom 
and bath  (Rig 
■8PNI PQA GOLF Greet* 
Graanaboro Open thad 'ound aya 
bom Greenaboro  NC 
2:30 
0  CBS   SPORTS   SPECIAL 
Maahaaob Korea enow Jumping ir. 
■national     bom     Tampa      Fie 
(Taped! 
0 VICTORY GARDEN See 
aon Ptamevel Laamgton IMaaa l 
Gerdene •■ addad » aha looiar ol 
regeonaj Vrctory Gardana Am Wa- 
aon   reporia   bom   aha  aOaViam 
B SACK RAIN: CAUSES. 
PREVENTION AND TREAT- 
MENT 
3:00 
0    BABE     WINKELMAN S 
GOOO FISHING 
0 PSA BOWLING S130 000 
Far  Lanea  Open  aye   bom   Faa 
lane*   Woodlewn   n   Battanore 
0 TONIGHT H001 JBhrwyy 
Caraon ScltadubM eomecba" 
Vabov    SmvnoN     aetor    Charan 
0 MOVIE   * ■■>    Daughiar Of 
Or    JJhyT    118871   John   Age. 
OavwTaaMt 
B MOVIE  * *    Steven* lnva> 
■rpm        (16781     "Oberl     Vaufhn 
Chnatopnav Laa 
B OREAT OUTDOORS Am 
Tabor caacuaeea baokpavAng gear 
and outdoor photogFaphy aquae- 
mant goea ywndaurhng and ea- 
amrnaa gfacia" rampayj near Craca- 
go 18) g 
(TMC) MOVtE #RV| 
BhBTwraok (1976) Robert Lo- 
gan   Mai. JawaaHrHOaapn 
2:00 
B MOVTE ***    FoyrFaam- 
ara    (16771 Beau Bjadeej  Robert 
Md 
B CATS AND DOGS '.11-g a 
dog with a gold orown pat xaut 
ancapokcaaa g 
B MOVIE **>* Search 
11672) Hagh OBr.an Efta 
Sornmer 
B AUSTIN CITY LIMITS 
Legende ol 6hatgraaa w.th 6d 
Monroe Ralpb Stanbty Am and 
Jaeaa     and   Mac   Waieman      an 
MO 
B MASTERS GOLF TOUR- 
NAMENT PREVIEW 
B NBC SPORTS SPECIAL 
MaaV league player, compete m 
iha P<ua Hut AA-Sia> Sohbaa 
Game ave bom longboat Kay 
Fat 
B   JAPAN:    THE    CHANG- 
ING TRADITION 
B    MOVTE    •**       reado-a 
119891 veneeee Radgrava Jaasr. 
Robarda 
(TMC) MOVaf **') Tha For 
mala 119801 Marion Brando 
GaorgaC  Scott 
4 OO 
B    MOViE     a a       Manaatera 
Are Looee    11976) Tom Skerriti 
Stave Fort eat 
B     SPORTS      SATURDAY 
Scheduled   jemee    Bonaauehav 
Smrth    va     Mate   Wawvat   at   a 
haavywaighi  bout   acheduatd lor 
10'Oundtlrva bom Latham  NV 
John Madden raportt on tha etete 
of the National Footbai League 
B TONY BROWNS JOUR- 
NAL 
B OCE AN US 
4: JO 
B LPGA GOLF Nabvaco Onah 
Shore Open mad-round ave bom 
Miaaion H#a Country Oub n Ran 
choM-ege Caaf 
B WIOE WORLD OF 
SPORTS Schadutad U S Ama- 
teur 8oamg Charnponafvpa ave 
bom Beaumont Tea aeme-dey 
covoraga o> the Grand National 
Staepaachaaa bom Aetuea. Eng- 
land 
B MAGIC Of Oft PAINT- 
ING 
B OCEAN US 
(ESPN) HORSE  RACING 'lam 
ngo Siakaa lor   ! .•• ...i  thor 
oughbreda kva bom M<am> 
MO 
B NATURE Thra aapeoraMWi of 
marno ale  that  fio**-ehee  n ma 
troa-ca) laiandi of Palaw incfcrdaa 
achrxaa of ladyheh (Rig 
B STAR SEARCH Gueei  Cat 
BKraghi  bi aiarao  IRI 
CATS AND DOGS Fata aa 
therapy   for   aidarty   hoeprtel   'ea. 
den 1 a  home denial care lor doga 
0 
8:30 
B SNEAK PREVIEWS Jaf 
bay Lyona and MethoM Madved 
boat an irilermatrve loot at -hat a 
new it memoven 
ESPN) WORLD CUP SKIING 
Woman a giant elbtom bom 
Water v*a Vtaev N M (Rl 
(TMC) MOVTE ** UtiM.ee 
IIBBll P.obe.1 Haya Brooke 
Adama 
EVENING 
B   B   SOLID   GOLD  A pro- 
gram   •eaiurmg   1.1   aonga   bom 
moviee mokiNa peHermencda by 
ma Pomat* S>eteia I Neuaon 
Dance kern 'Beverly Hate 
Cop"). Re* SpiigheM I Don 1 
Wak Away bom Hard M 
Hold l and Survvor (Eva df aha 
Tigar bom Rooky HI I (Part 1 
of 21 mater eo IRI 
B MASTERPIECE TH€- 
ATRE By tha Savord CWvbjd 
Sr Marm lace* a auppori of the 
kngt   eel   to   arma   anadea   hai 
■ aett ayrth Par 
bament  (Part 2 of Bi g 
I IT'S A LIVING 
HERITAGE CONVERSA- 
TIONS WITH SILL MOVERS 
Voaef Hanm •wuehaan, proloa- 
aor of Jawath haiaory and d-octor 
of Wat Cenaar bar lereel and Jawtah 
StuoVaa at Coharabat uWyareaty 
aecuataa the Bfafa me Taanud 
early Chr^t.anty and aha Avert Of 
letomrc landa 
■8PN) AUTO RACING NAS- 
CAR 1 ate Modal Sponaman Race 
bomBrraaol  Tarat  1 Taped- 
730 
B    SMALL   WONDER   v« 
doplaya   har   maecatxe   niength 
whan a naaghborhood but. threat 
ene Jartva and hat baandt 
B DON CHERRY'S GRAPE 
VINE Gueei   Ox* Beddoaa 
B    SMALL    WONDER    The 
Lfnvaont 'un mto a law probaama 
whan tha Departmeni of Chadien 
Sanncae demende met tha famey 
adopt. v«*. 
0 FTV Mubrcai guaat Awto- 
gtaph TekaolN of Shtda f 1 
Glamoroua life and Chat Prea- 
«y 1 Jaanouaa Rook 
(TMCI MOVtE * * 'y fLeHbja 
119401 Davd Nrvan Obyw da Ha- 
vaMnd An amateur thref mokat 
tporl of Scotland Void and late m 
lova with one of h.a nciavta 
natcae 
MO 
(ALMANACK 
NHL     HOCKEY    Buffalo 
Sabraa    at    Mentraa*   CeratrAene 
'Lrvel 
0 CRAZY LBLE A FOX Harry 
taket on the eeom*>gty taofa uak 
of axatmg tha per aon who • «ad e 
dog owned by ana of hai ton 1 
naejhbort V* TaytMok. Itabef 
Senior d gueet atar 
0 GIMME A aWEAKI Net 
won«a thai Katat e raoani da- 
praeaon may kaad to a euroda at 
tempt  inattvae 
0 CHARLEY HANNAH A 
itteeiw.ee cop (Robert Cdntaat 
who kale a youth wtaei puraung 
tome cop near 1 aeek a redemptein 
by laamg at a wayward chad 
(Shane Conradl g 
0 AUSTIN CITY LIMITS 
HeWwey   Houee Boutda.   10 
B'mnoham and (varybodv 
Man Mieaakae are parto-med 
by boaenne Caah Lacy J DoHon 
Gfal Oenee Emmytou Harrra Pam 
Roee and MaryAnn Kanrtady bi 
ttarao 
« FLAMINGO ROAD 
MOVIE Meade 01 The 
Heart A Boya Town Story 
11986) Art Camay Ceiey 
Sramatiko Be.no lorcad to rowa 
bom Boya Town can t davwvah a 
dadtcatad oravti 1 deero 10 help e 
teen egar whoea brobon home 
hat lefl lam hoaiile and rebeaVoue 
0 NATIONAL TRACTOR 
PULL  1888 
S30 
0 FACTS Of LIRE The g-lt 
and Mra Garrait return bom mae 
eummer vecehone 10 bnd ihat 
(dnaa EdCfee haa baan da- 
aaoyadbyf'e Inetereo fflig 
(ESPN) OUTDOOR LIFE 
MO 
0MOVtE*** Snampoo 
11976) Wertan Beany Juke 
Chneiet A Bevarh, Hale he- atytat 
t.-H 10 juggkt wtafvng cuttng 
and one 'omance too many 
0 MOVIE * * V) fa.) 
dvahaok (I6SOI Bel Murray 
Chevy Cheee The demented 
groundMeepar of e award coun 
by ckA> wegaa war aganai the 
gophera what a waetthy breah 
newcomer rttihta with an old 
guerdmemoer IRI 
B GOLDEN GIRLS Dorothy 
Roaa and aUancha take turna ddo 
parang    Blanche a 
I .tar I      lb! 
IBBh 
CBC N( 
ABC NE 
MYSTT1 
6:00 
NEWS 
EWS 
EWSp 
8 ERYI       Chtrtert   B 
CaMKdtt       Gregory    Appktytrd a 
cor pee -e found at Amer can bua> 
neatman   Joeh   rJarraat   country 
home (Pan 3 ol 81 g 
B TED KNIGHT SHOW The 
Ruth    lamdy    movee    to    Marn 
County wiera Henry bacomet an 
ecktor of a weakly nawapaper 
(STAR TREK 
ALL CREATURES OREAT 
AND SMALL II 
MO f BCSS NEWS 
THIS WEEK  IN PARLIA- 
MENT 
J NBC NEWS 
PUTTINON THE HITS 
CHECKING IT OUT 
(I8PNI SPORTSCENTER 
7:00 
iBMUPPETS 
REAL FISHING 
HEE   HAW Guaeit   Loute 
Mandre-    Slave  Wanner    Bobby 
Vnton  '" itereo IRI 
MM 
B MOVIE * • M ' Diva Bomb- 
er 119411 Errollkmn Frad Mac 
Murray A Navy doctor laama up 
■nth a fkgnt mewuctor to tackle 
the rnackcal probkam of pdol 
Maebowt wtach « BBMMt| BM 
B MOVIE *•"> The Bkmda 
BombaheN 1) 9131 Jean HarMw 
laa Tracy Romance pMva an e«- 
ooriant part m tha hacM kfe of a 
Mar 
tESPN) FISHIN HOLE 
(TMC) MOVIE * v| Movavg 
Viofahona (188S) John Murray 
Jennifer Tdy Scetierbremed atu- 
dania comoeva wv* avapt dnvng 
tchool n tout tor a 10 create may- 
ham on and off ma road PG-13 
0 
MO 
B ALL '8 FORGIVEN N- 
coattte 1 ob eel a on wdh a lormar 
boyframd prevantt har bom pur 
aumg othar Pjtatjaajajaajg 
0 LOVE BOAT Tha crew 
leerna that Jube t baMar (Peencai 
Kloua) >■ iha ahe> a naw orwee * 
rector, two man drete aa woman 
totpyononemanewde Doc 
■omanoaa tavarat wornan Guaat 
Mart nctwda Patty Duha. Ban 
Convy and EnaMpart Hvyektr- 
dtnch  IRig 
0 VEECK / A MAN FOR 
ANY SEASON Mary Francat 
VdOCk narratee rfa« portrait of 
oaeebed emrepreneu' and .-move- 
10OO 
0 REMINGTON STEELE 
Stae-j . daiaatroua data evuh a 
wealthy chent oauM reeuH n iha 
loee of tha oaaactnej agency m 
ttarao (Rt 
»TWK,IOHT ZONE 
FRONTLINE Th* loot at 
Sonora 1 I BBS guber natonei abac - 
BM focuaaa on me Mtxtn pohn 
cat eyetem a compataitatt and the 
populace a groewng unraat be 
cauee of eta gad eatction baud :; 
(ESPNI BASEBALL'S GREAT 
EST HITS 1987 World Senoe 
10:30 
B TWftlOHT ZONE 
(TMa   MOV)(    eat Cot* 
Mn«r ■ Daughter (IBBOlS-ee. 
Spaoek Tommy Lee Jonoe Baeed 
on loreita lyrvt 1 euteMography 
A gai bom a poor famey m rural 
Kentucky marnaa a man who en 
gevktrt her nee to atardom n the 
muaa: mduetry PG 
11:00 
"(NEWS 
'AND FRIENOS 
HAPPENING 
NOW1I When me gang a kmg- 
time enemy - now a health m 
apacior - anrvaa to look ova* 
Rob 1 Piece ne ihreatene 10 caaee 
ittdoort 
B WITNESS TO WAR OR 
CHARLIE CLEMENTS Thai 
ttory of one men 1 odVaaey of 
conaconca agoke at why 12 
year, after hn refueef 10 By m 
v*t"«m Or Charke Cktmentt 
tpant a year Vedtng tha people of 
erar-avnElSarvador g 
■BPNI SPORTSCENTR 
11  IB 
B     MOVIE     *•". Between 
Heaven And Het II9SBI Robert 
Weonar Terry Moore The war 
la ache ■ a young Southerner to 
pdga hra feaow man more chari 
tab*, 
11:20 
I NEWS 
ABC NEWS rg 
11:30 
B   MOVIE   ***      Tha  Mart 
Who Loved Cai Denting   11973) 
8u«i Htynceae. Sarah Meat   An 
outlaw fade at love enth the toat 
aia-vivar of a bam fat gang robbed 
and muei  outwd  rae  cohort,  to 
eneureher abCapa 
B  MOVIE   * * '1      A  Mnule 
To   Prey     A    Second    To   0*e 
11MB) Ale. Cord  Arthur Kenne- 
dy     The   termo"*   governor   of 
Naw Mexo ohert amnaaty to a 
gunman enth  a barge bouniy on 
rva head 
B SATUROAV NIGHT LIVE 
Hoei Pee wee Merman Muecal 
gueeta Queen Ida and the Bon 
Tamp* Zvdeco Band  IRI 
f WRESTLING 
MOVIE •** Beneath 
The Paantt Of The Apat H9I0) 
jemee FtanedCue Kan Hunter 
VVhAa eeerchmg for a tabow eaito 
nau* a man date overt a mutant 
underground eocvty arhrch wor 
arvpa Oat atoma; pomb 
B AUSTIN CITY LIMITS 
Heffway   Houae Boutck-   to 
6amingham and EvaryDodV 
Makae Maitaea are pertormed 
by Roeenne Caah Lacy J Oaiton 
GM Oenee Emmytou Harm Pam 
Roaa  and  MaryAnn Kennedy   In 
11:36 
8 STAR SEARCH 
1140 
B NIGHT AT THE RACES 
ESPNI WRESTLING 
12:30 
B MOVIE   * * 4     Ghotl Sto- 
ry     119811   Fred  Aaiaee    John 
Houeemen 
12 36 
0 SOUL TRAIN 
(TMCI   MOVIE   **      UiAiwa 
11B8D    Robert    Haya      Brooke 
Adama 
100 
B ROMANTIC ROCK V-leot 
By Tine Turnar. Corey Hart 
Tnompeon Twin* FhaCobne Mr 
Muter John Parr Odwt (otter 
TheBeettee Heeri JiAanLennon 
Slave* Wonder Survrvor 
0 HART TO HART 
1:30 
I NEWS 
LIFESTYLES Of THE 
RICH AND FAMOUS: THE 
WORLD'S BEST Vrarn 10 the 
world a beet hoteN rettaurenie 
and retort* with appaartneet by 
Char JoenCobna JohnFortythe 
Morgan faa chad John McEnroe 
Donna Matt. Paul Newman Rogtt 
Moore Brooke Sh-Pd* and Loret- 
IbSeM 
IESPN) ROLLER DERBY 
Mo 
0 0 SUNDAY MORNING 
SchavAAtd a report on U S •Sova- 
ai reittioni proN* of compoaer 
DavtdBaa 
I TOLEDO SINGS GOSPEL 
WORLO TOMORROW 
SE SAME STREET (Rl O 
CATHEDRAL Of PRAISE 
JAMES KENNEDY 
MISTER ROGERS (R) 
(ESPN)  AUTO  RACING NAS 
CAR Late Modal Sponaman Rao* 
bom Bnetol Term Ml 
MO 
MINORITY REPORTS 
KENNETH COPELAND 
BOUNTTfUL BLESSING 
R*ADtNG RAINBOW Ley 
Tornhn narraiaa Gregory The 
remote    Eeter LaVar    Burton 
hndt out aome nieretting tact* 
about the eating habm of an. 
maM ■«■:; 
1O0O 
I SWITCHBACK 
DAY OF DISCOVERY 
MOVA 
TELEPHONE AUCTION 
DETROIT ROUND UP 
WHO AMERICA 
10 30 
I NORTHCOAST 
I ONE ON ONE 
LO  QUE   ESTA  PASAN I 
DO 
I 
1 FANTASTIC  FUN FESTI- 
VAL 
B PRE SEN TI 
ESPNI FISHIN' HOLE 
(TMC) MOVIE * * ■ 1     The Hm 
er    Rot       116641    Tommy    lea 
Jone*  Martha Pwmpton 
11:00 
I MUSIC. MUSIC. MUSIC 
COMMENT 
WORSHIP    FOR   SHUT- 
INS 
I KIDS INCORPORATED 
RRIOE    OP    PLACE 
BUILDING  THE   AMERICAN 
DREAM 
B   GREATEST   AMERICAN 
HERO 
(WRESTLING 
TONY BROWN S JOUR- 
NAL 
11  30 
0 0 PACE THE NATION 
■ WESTERN GARDENER 
B SUNDAY MASS 
B  THIS WEEK   WITH   DA- 
VIDBRINKLEYC3 
S MARKET TO MARKET 
(ESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
! 
12 00 
B      STREETS      OF      SAN 
FRANCISCO 
B MEETING PLACE The Rev 
Davd   Monroe  ofhoatet   at   **r 
nee* bom Holy Roeery Cathedral 
in Vancouver 
JIM A BIG GIRL NOW 
HIGH SCHOOL QUIZ 
OLD    FRIENDS        NEW 
FRIENDS 
B  MOVIE   •**      The Berk 
•art  01  Broadway     119491  'red 
Aliaea Ganger Roger* 
8   FAME  Abet   commg down 
with a tevere caee of aiag* lught 
ChTit      t oi" aider*       laa. ng      |he 
■Choc*   In itereo 
B NOVA A protae ol Or Ed 
w*fd Teeat iha fether ol the 
Hydrogen Bomb accUanvad aa e 
acientitic ganv* and aho cabad 
one of the moat dangaiou* *Cran 
lillt n the country IRI g 
(ESPNI TENNIS WCT Champ. 
ontlvp Final kv* bom Atlanta 
12:30 
§ IT TAKES TWO 
MEET THE PRESS 
ABC NEWS SPECIAL 
Se. Vic-enp. end Vahral 
Chano."g image* ABC New. 
cevreepondani Car ore Smpaon e. 
anwe* iha u*a ol *aa and vro 
fence m the entertammenl ndut 
B ADAM SMITH'S MONEY 
WORLD 
(TMCI MOVIE  *• Thelait 
Mtmed     Coupe*     in     America 
(19801    George    Segal     Nattba 
Wood 
1:O0 
0  0   NBA   BASKETBALL 
Soaion    CaHrct   ei    Pheadtlpfe* 
76*r* ILrvel 
0  COUNTRY   CANADA  An 
eaammatK>n of the pkght of <mmi 
grant     termer,     who     moved     to 
Man-lobe and found reality thdn 1 
match the- dream* 
«CAN YOU BE THINNER? 
0 WASHINGTON 
WEEK INREVIEWtg 
0 MOVIE •• - Ighl-ig 
Back 119801 Robari UVch Art 
Carney 
1 SO 
0 HYMN SING Setaclion* e> 
etude Hey'Hett Anybody l.aten 
rng Oh' There • a Little Wheel 
ATurrwi m My Heart and 
When the Ron la Ceaed Up Yon 
dar 
B    BABE     WINKELMAN S 
GOOO FISHING 
WORLD CUP SKIING 
WALL STREET WEEK 
A   Vuppw   NeweNlier      Guaat 
PSR Prophet    ectto and pub 
kahar Merger*! Brd 
2O0 
0     SPORTSWEEKEND 
Scheduled    Saver   Broom   Man* 
Wond  Curling  Champejnthrp  f. 
naM  bom Toronto  (Lwal 
WALTONS 
OK HEART 
MOV*    **   l       Boavwj 
Boang    |1««SI Ton, Curl,*   j*. 
ry_Lewi* 
0 GREAT PERFORM- 
ANCES To me liphthouae 
Roatmary Men 1 ttar* at Mat ad- 
aptet on of Vegaaa Wood 1 novel 
apout a Bntiah famay t *urnmer 
hotdey before ma outbreak of 
World War 1 iflig 
(ESPNI PGA GOLF Greater 
Greenaboro Open Fnei Round we 
bom Greenaboro N C 
2:30 
0    MOVIE    ***      Tha  Ida 
And Trrnaa Of Judge Roy Bean 
I197ji     Paul     Newman      Ave 
Gardner 
(TMC) MOV* * * Crack... 
(18841 Donald Sutherland Jack 
Warden 
3:00 
0   NSC   SPORTS   SPECIAL 
The Tievevo Connection   Anatyat 
La* Travavo cNonac*** god * evo- 
lution w in * lour of th* court* at 
Si   Andt*wa  Scotland 
0 OHIO CITIZENS FAMILY 
CONCERT 
0   MOVIE   •• ':       Iha Black 
Bed       tigrsi     George     Segal 
St*ph*n* Aud>*n 
3 30 
O   B   NBA   BASKETBALL 
lo*  Angel**   later,  at   Houeton 
Rocketa ILrvel 
400 
0 LPGA GOLF Naptco Dm*h 
Shore Open final round bom Met 
earn Hra* Country Oub m Rtncho 
Meag* C*kf ILrvel 
0 MOVIE***- ivtnhoe 
(19531 Robert Taylor Ebabath 
Toykjt 
0   MOV*   * • •      Sunday m 
Naw  York     .19641 Ckfl Robert 
•on  Jan* Fonda 
0 CAPTTOl JOURNAL 
(TMCI     MOV*     ***        Tha 
Brahopi     Wit*        ii946i     Cary 
Grant  lorettavoung 
4:30 
0 MCLAUGHLIN GROUP 
afSPNI  AUTO  RACING NAS 
CAR VeNrdab) SOO bom Bmiol 
Ten"    'Taped 1 
600 
0 OURRELL IN RUSSIA A 
foot at the c*p*rctrfk* and fobow 
ng the bu**>*n wotf ■• the Darvm 
•ky Raearv* 
0 0 LIFESTYLES Of THE 
RICH ANO FAMOUS <•• 
turad the McGuve S-tte-t loma 
Greene ii» Waggoner and Lit* 
Wholerfcii • lout of Portohno Hafy 
wdhLor*lleSw.t IRI 
B FIRING LINE 
6 30 
0 VEAR IN MOTION Van 
cou.e- t cenienm*! .. cerebrated 
through ihe rxturet of • group of 
pnotogiapnart who chronKttd a 
year n th* c.ty a ide and culiur* 
EVENING 
600 
00 NEWS 
THE PRISONER 
FAME   Widespread  .and*) 
10 bee E-t edgy m nereo 
0 PLACIDO OOMINGO 
SINGS ZARZUELA1 Ten popu 
i*r itr/vM* tonga *• pariormed 
by lenor PiacrdO Oommgo and 
Jo*a lamayo* AMofogaa da 1* 
Imiuei* troupe 1 th.* ahow taped 
■1 New York a Meckaon Squv* 
Garden ... 196S Ho*t Rrraido 
IAdni*B>an  m *ter*o 
i WONDER WOMAN 
STAR TREK 
SHAKESPEARE     HOUR 
M***ur*   to.    Meaaur*       Out* 
Vmceniio  catguiaek fHmaed  aa  e 
b.*r    to   obtorv*   fvt   puritanrcw 
deputy Angafo a *ClrOn* at V«n 
nt * fuHV    Kate Netvgan   Kenneth 
Coday      Irm    Prgott Smith    and 
John McEnary tie   tPerl I of 3» 
(TMCI    MOVTE     **       Si*t 
H984I 6urt Reynold* Cendxe 
Bergen An e> con a attempt to 
avenge rw* p.,von buddy a muroa. 
(-•ng* h.m face 10-fece wth Fieri 
da mobttart in aiweo   R g 
a 30 
{ CBS NEWS 
HOTLINE 
NBC NEWS 
7 00 
80 60 MINUTES 
FRAGGLE ROCK Wembley 
Olh, ,1 he 
I Cd 
0v 
era
eaperrence 
had thought •• wouM pa g 
0 FATHERS Ah SONS 
IPramejrel Meri-i Otae" tteri ** 
Buddy itndeu • man who be 
com** involved in m* come: *d 
venture* of rva ton *r>d the boy a 
bamctj Torvght Buddy take* tv» 
ton (Jaton late) 10 a wreiitmg 
match 
B OISNEV SUNDAY FAOV 
* I Man A cab carver t eco 
denial encounter wdh an ekon gat 
make* ram imparnou* to m*«y 
O SHAKESPEARE HOUR 
King law T*k*n n by lay, 
proieeteiion* of filial royahy Kino 
leer lM<h*M Hordem) abcbcaiH 
hrt thron* and disown* Ccedeke 
Giouceate. * aatgmmete aon tr<a. 
hav. mio bakaymg », ha-  want* 
10*i* him   (Peri   1 of 4) 
0 AT THE MOVIES Sched 
ubtd Roger (bert and Gene Swai 
tkacu*. MoaYwood. undarratdd 
actora 
0 FAME Wideapread vtndu 
■am at the tchool cauta* everyone 
m be a txi edgy m ttereo 
0 SHAKESPEARE HOUR 
Maaaur* '. Maatui* Altar r* 
BXbng Angeto 1 propt-uiron „ 
bad* con*pa-*t with the ctsgutatd 
Duke of Vienna end Angeto t 
tpurnad fiancee to act hen and 
tave Claudro (Part 2 ol 31 
ESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
7:30 
fi BEACHCOMBERS Dutai 
■efatd with the parwruji mterprete- 
taon that Rake * od pa*mano 
give* fh* new* loaowing her take- 
over of the n. wapepe- rha rack,- 
lart et Moth, 1 Reach cav* her * 
taata of har own madkon* (Rig 
0 PUNKV BREWSTER 
Punky rmageva* that tha and har 
bond* at IMI n 1 my*to„ou, 
cava iParl I of 2Mn»tereo g 
BLORNE GREENE S NEW 
WILDERNESS 
(ESPNI NHL HOCKEY Weeh 
•ngton Cat-ialt at PiyaiOeiphui Fi». 
•r* ILrvel 
M       M •00 B B MURDER. SHE 
WROTE <*t».ie lacki** a bat- 
fkng murder my*|*ry at * chanty 
lanrv* tournwnani Denn., Cob, 
van Johnson wd Doug McKeon 
fluaet atar g 
B ONE  FOR THE POT Ac, 
I 
OPEN: 
*ton. Thure. 6"«m-9pm 
Fri. 6»am-IOpm 
Set. 7am-1 Opm 
Sun. 8em-9pm 
anaaka. 
352-0123 
(■wttoVerayijBM) 
Saturday   Special 
Steak & Shrimp S5.95 
B.BO Chicken & Rib combo S5.49 
Includes all you can 0.11 
soup  salad and ciescii Buifoi 
plus choice ol potato 
Call ut about our 
Dally Special* 352-0123 
^few Dimensions in 
Financial Technology 
%\ 
si 
Let us serve 
your banking needs. 
Bowling Green Locations: 
100S. Main St. 
327 S. Main St. 
1098 N. Main St. 
J!buL %i l^lcunml   jaY"'fc^f\TPTT'CTi 
wwm Saturday and Sunday 8 a.m. -1 p.m. Breakfast Buffet 
All you can eat for only $3.59 
• The Best in Town • 
Across from Harshman Quad 
Kit«lill'j 
-: MR fi:.1«-<) 
I s(,:10-l(l 
(FAIK jAgXfpy) 
Spring Brook donn't haw* to end 
In Florida 
—Kaap th* foaling allva 
* Weaving* 
*  Lumlnlzlngs 
* Highlightings 
143 I. Wooit.r 
Behind Flnd.rs 
3S2-HAIR 
Klotz 
Flower 
Farms 
For  your 
Cut  Flower &  Green 
Plant needs. 
906 Napoleon 353-8381 
Come See Our 
Fine selection of 
*Seiko 
* Pulsar 
*14kt gold chains 
* earrings 
*Sorority jewelry 
Check our 30-40% Off Sale 
(On Saltcled Hint) 
Dill jewelers 
129 S. Main   342-4770 
Located in OPEN PANTRY 
Open 7 Days a Week till Midnight 
MOD. - Than. VCR Rental & 2 Free Tape* 
only'8.99 
No membership required 
352-8723 
21 Locations In NW Ohio 
-i* pot"** identic* 
trso*ii *"« create confusion at a 
poth pan. *«•" «ecl» anvei be 
•ewg rumse* to be 1h* knr* re- 
oo*ni el a wetM. 'ortur* toned 
,t in* S-e* roakwtl .n N.egae 
on I'M Lake Oni 
ID   AMAZING   STORIES  K 
n>o'»     sicept      Jan*     <Pa«n« 
ffi 0 NATURE A took et now 
tr* rr.r-ibi.rg aspen adapts .It** 
to M t«a ecosystems of woouS 
reo>ont  f.r-ed *< Canada  m sta 
© GEO A TICKET TO THE 
VVORlO • . Ml (o Centra a-*i 
South Amar.cen countries Lauren 
Mutton C"aws Mam and M*« 
Care report on tango dancing m 
Argent.ne a Ma* tfurn cornpeti. 
•on «i Tr-vded tr* ran I»MI o* 
Cosie ■.-. a oasrrbea <n if* Donwn 
..a- ««pu(H< and I'Wga* ait t>a* 
•^"(■"Coton'Oia 
© •UTTIN ON TM« HITS 
l* synced ••no>iien« o* Jam*-* 
fsaWatl \ 'ha Word It Out 
O'f Stte<tt Money tor Nothing 
end Reck 5o"igfoad • CereOrefe 
•owin 
fTMCI MOVIE * * . Th. «„ 
-    Bet 1984*    Tommy    lot 
«on.i Marina Pkmpton Pooled 
»"— s»-.>nu trurteen veeri m pru 
gn a "•*• returns to fus horn* 
*u"U in. Mi.nvs.pp. and strug 
g*s to 'orm a re«ltions><rp win 
in. ileugnt* I* never ana*.    PC 
« 30 
W ALlHIO HIICHCOCK 
PRESENTS A st-uogwig M 
I.MV—%   .i    >*   thai   seemingly 
Oinmwt     megrcW     powers       H 
0 WHAT S HAPPENING 
NOWM «... haacM lot 
»oub* .men ii i d>KOvs*ad rnat 
n.s ial.il g-"h«Ad Happens to be 
mi os-it,!! * Mi'. 
90O 
O • MOVIE NoOooVi 
Cruld Pr.m*r.> Mario Thomas 
"a, Beta Bawd on a Hi* siory 
Atlev >■»•* <i' r-iMuiionskjation 
(Ti.sftaonos.1 and <4 KMCIOM 
tnaep*s a Meisechuteiti wom 
a"   Kiwmpnt   own   «  Metm*  ol 
-*nl* .».*»»   Q 
fj MOVIE B>.r». •*** Ma 
dan- P-.f*>.i la*. 0>mawav 
lou-s Jouraen Th. heed o" a 
prostitution nouie that cat.it to 
th. rvondi most po—ai'ui "•" 
•.na» ha* lucrative erne*. *oo*d 
■ted t>r '<*■  i**i»   Qfu"ai UIIM 
C MOVIE •• : Blu. Tht^t 
da> i'9B3 "o* Sch..«ar Mat 
ccam MtOcnvaa A lot AngaWt 
ooK. haMopI* pah o"n an hi 
UK*t an .(Ofnmtal m*ta>y w 
poioptw tuppoMdtv planned tar 
gta m c.»ih«n ciowd conwol Q 
G S MASTERPIECE THE- 
ATRE     8.  in. S*cd D..-JM 
Tn.   a.ng t   lolkMn«>    l>»   IO   hnd 
tomaon. who can wl*l. hant 
pot* the coMcted RoyaMi tavar 
hom ill each, at Ainatcol. lo 
Oric-d iPati3ot9ig 
C MOVIE • '• Tn.itlandO* 
l^-ng HOHO. 119681 John Ath 
•> »>»nt Te*ioi A iruach l.am 
ni.ttigai.ng plan I and animal 
mutation* dua to atomic letlmg 
dnxoveit a human mutation 
■ START CW SOMETHING 
■IG P'oi.wt oi An- Margtw 
Me. Connor t Jameton Partf 
Sutan ".„n..*>■ tianrt S-nan* and 
tint PrnWv  IRI 
10 oo 
8CBC NEWSQ 
NANNY A lamav s cmh, ion 
Qrmgt KOUOWI to 8arba>a at the 
ti*i to cope *.ih me chad * cad- 
• ati'impd    lain**     and     modern 
ffi WASHINGTON REPORT 
(S MYSTERY) Cha.te.1 8 
Caoion (aagorv AppWrvad i 
larpte it Icoxid i Ameticen Dun 
neuman jpth Oanafl t Country 
nom. iPan )0>6>Q 
ITMCI MOVIE » *   I 
Tightrope »984i CUM [ait 
*ood '-■—-.- H..>x.i Whaa 
"..tt'jatiig a te>*i o* g>>ti> tai 
mutderi a tough New Otleent 
coo oHco«a>t that ha hat much f> 
common enlh the &«*■ he it pur 
w-ng   R  ^ 
10 26 
O VENTURE 
1030 
03 KENNETH COPE LAND 
IES*NI  AUTO RACING CAP.T 
Dana   ?00   dom   Phoenn     An/ 
iTapaoi 
11 OO 
IOOOBNCWS 
GREAT   PERFORM- 
ANCES       *o   tn.    iignihovte 
ni)t."a>> Harm ttart *i th* ad- 
aptation o* V.girtia Wool't novel 
aboui  a  Butith  Iam4v •  •wmmar 
tto»-ia.   Detare the   outmeaa   of 
Wor-jWar i  i»»3 
0      TALES      FROM      THE 
OARKSIOE   A  «xet   8 vaaf-oM 
not to corwnce hat parenti that 
lematiao i^omiara m*   jtimg m 
■>i   bedroom    Guati   nar     Greg 
Mueevtv 
Qt PRIOE OF PLACE: 
BUILDING THE AMERICAN 
DREAM a toot ei the a>ch.wC' 
i-«ai IIV>M o* the i>wera>tv of 
Vfo-tha vata and tha Loyola Lav* 
School a Lot Aw gem campus 
G-etit »ian» Gthnr Chanea 
jenefct  Stanley Tigarman Q 
11:20 
O ARC NEWS Q 
II 30 
0 AT   THE   MOVIES Sched 
urad  «oge. loeri and Gene Sa»e» 
Mcuat   Hcevrkood t   undafaied 
actora 
O  MOVIE   **      Murder  Mo- 
tet I19'6I Mobyn Mian Dare* 
lianca A woman aeeka IO dn 
cover the identity of her l.ance a 
murderer 
0 MOVIE * a T-r-j for low 
■ng 11*71) Mat Farror Joanna 
SNmk.ua Three vary cMNram 
rypei ol aHori lake place m an 
JII- aiuceo m Pprn invorving thrae 
very ikflereni type* o* men 
0 ENTERTAINMENT THIS 
WEEK   An  .nierv«v*  w-th  Bane 
DBM 
• »0* MY PEOPLE 
II 3S 
O MOVIE Miracle Ol Tha 
Mean A loya Town Story 
H986I     Ait     Carney      Caaey 
Sramawiio Bang lorced to 'alee 
horn Boys Town can I dmwwin a 
dedcated P-HII a daaee io NMp a 
teen-ager ■those broken home 
has Oft lw« notiaa and isbaarous 
12:00 
O ENTERTAINMENT  THIS 
WEEK   Rona  Bareil   ».,,« 
ecia Hooari Oi*h 
09 70O CLUS 
rtSPNISPORTSCENTER 
1TMC)    MOVil    ****>      The 
Thed Man     H949I  Jotaph Col 
ten Orson VVotet 
s. 
MONOAT 
APR1 7. IBM 
BOO 
f0QD NEWS 
PERFECT MATCH 
MACNEIL     /     LEHFtER 
NEWSMOUR 
O STAR TREK 
fflOIFF  RENT STROKES 
Q ADAM SMITH'S MONEY 
WORLD 
lISPNt SPORTSLOOK 
(TMCI    MOVIE     •*       Jesus 
•I9'9l Brien Oeacon   R.vka Noi 
man    Tha   "la   of   me     Kmg  ol 
■ nigs from hn eahr yeas at 
the ton of a poor cwpenia lo ran 
.«.iiigat.ii« oi me 'afcgous and to 
ca" revoKitron that led io las 
dseth by cruciliuon    0 
6:30 
BCBS NEWS 
A NBC NEWS 
W ABC NEWS Q 
© HAPPY DAYS 
■ BUSINESS REPORT 
IESPHI OUTDOOR LIFE 
7:00 
CSS NEWS 
COUNTRY CANADA An 
eiammaiion rjt the pkghi ol enm. 
giant lamwi who movad to 
Manitoba end round isakty d»dn t 
mate" thon disamt 
< WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
ENTERTAINMENT    TO- 
NIGHT      Intavow      with      aCIOr 
JonnStamot 
SNEWLYWEDGAME 
BUSINESS REPORT 
BEST    o*    SATURDAY 
NIGHT LIVE 
IM'A'S'H 
MACNEIL     /     LEHRER 
NEWS HOUR 
M9PHI SPORTSCENTER 
7:30 
O MM.   BAAOAXINE C»ymp< 
hopehtrt   skaias Hack Ftenta and 
Tony   Jonas    r--W*     Josl   Hart 
men   tnpieii who ae on the Ja 
Say City pokes fOtCS   A.»0y GrM.ir, 
and Ron Hovaad on th. set of the 
TV movie Rati/n lo Mayberry 
O AIRWAVES Jean » unable 
10 keep her negat.v. op-vont 
about a pieywight she daaAas to 
hasa* whan daughta 7oa begmi 
aatmghrm 
I JEOPARDY 
TAXI 
IPM MAGAZINE Andy Gril 
'■th ovj Ron Howard on tha aai Of 
the TV mow. Return toMawber 
nj the Nst m a saos ot Isaiurss 
onAusuaka 
O WK.D. WILD WORLD OF 
ANIMALS 
« BENNY HU 
THREE'S COMPANY 
HSPNl INSIDE BASEBALL 
800 
O   •   SCARECROW   AND 
MRS   KING 
O OANGCR BAY Eowpmeni 
eraakdowni si the Aouarajm co- 
incide with hurrod prapaat>oni 
lor a ttate mat by the president of 
Orns Q 
I YOU AGAIN! m aiaeo Q 
CHIlORt N OF THE BRO- 
KENHEARTED 
• •> PRIDE OF PLACE: 
BUILDING THE AMERICAN 
DREAM 'M look ei riouiii 
bum ss ccrmplei serf port-all by 
thee deagnai ewefadas VV>a«ni 
Rsrufotph Haatt a San S-maon 
and George Booth ■ Cranbroak 
asiets Guam Peia I ■ term en 
Susans Torre Q 
GUNSMOKE 
MOVKf •** MoreAma 
•can Graffiti '1979) Ron How- 
ard Paul LaMet A group of hrgh 
school IViandt saperrences tha 
cnafa>noas o> adullhood m a srnafl 
town durng the soo* upheaval of 
■he 1960s 
IE9PNI COLLEGE BASEBALL 
M<chrgan el Mmnesota (Lrva) 
(mo   M o v 11   * * i»     ■ i ... 
lonely Guy 119B4I Slew. Malm 
Chaies Grodtn AfHjr he) gytfiand 
rsevss nun a young man i aces a 
kmaty iita and writes a best-sssang 
boca mat sarvoa st ■ goda lor 
otna lone som. men    R 
0:30 
O  HANGIN    IN Nate helps a 
dying •■ client cops with hrs en 
I: 
H 
mment   demrse    Rosenne t   pur 
Chaaa of en sngegament rmg up- 
set t Mat MtQ 
• VALERIE Tha cheftan enter- 
»arn the-   mother   when they   lean 
that the ii be spanckng her wed 
dmg snmvarsary alone In stereo 
9:00 
■ • KATE ft A. HE KM 
lakes cooking lessons from a lor 
mar Ktrees ILrndoa* Wagnarl 
with a meddling mofhw i Barbaa 
Berne) 
O WAYNE  AND SHUSTER 
i«r ' ' i ...,*,,      HI:; 
0     MOVIE The    Ann,hrletor 
(Premrael Mark Lindsay Chap 
men Susan Biakaf* A rovrnaMt 
Rasa lor hrs Me «yt*an he laarna 
frsihand of an aken plot to 
transform human bangs mto ro 
bot Makasrs  :; 
• MOV* My Two Lovas 
(Premrael Maaita "at*, Lynn 
Redgrave A w>OOw s rsiationsntp 
with another woman essumas di- 
menoont of satuSf mlrmacy and 
foroM har lo confront ha breei. 
uaMy IViawar Oitcranon 
Admsedig 
• • AMERICAN PLAY- 
HOUSE The Little Ssta An 
afnwsnt hrgh school een«r whose 
friends «e a,ivanrle drNrnouents 
mn a panful Ismey aaoet 
when she leans io (rust a probe 
ton off-car lc*ow.ng her aien 
John Savage and Trecy Poaan 
sta g 
• MOVIE ftft The Pr-sona 
Of Zends 119791 Pew Saner* 
fa. Sonvnar A confusion ol 
•deniiirsi leads io eKanaiery 
comx and dangarous oiuatront 
for iwotook-afkas - akmgsnda 
commona - m the myihtce) lend 
of Rumania 
•:30 
O  S   NEWHART  Gaorge rs 
pleasantry swrpr-sad erhan a >-*<i 
mg  actress   takse  an  miaast   m 
O    FRONT     PAGE    CHAL- 
LENGE tg 
(TMC)       MOVIE       ftftft* 
Wuthamg Hsvghts 119391 leu 
lence OWier Merle Oboron 
Based on Cmrfy Oronte i rlssan 
nova) of (he doornad love sffs. 
betwasn tha spMad oaugltter of a 
mntfe-claes Vorksnee lamrly and 
tne gypsy who grows up wrth ha 
I0O0 
O   ■   CAGNEY   a.   LACEY 
Cagnay and Lacay mvasiigaie the 
murda    o*    a    ssemtngty   good 
heated Cembodien retugse 
O NATIONAL / JOURNAL 
ONEWS 
10 30 
O BOSOM BUDOIES 
ll;00 
QOeVeHEDNFWS 
•B OARK SHADOWS 
D TWllIGMT ZONE 
m WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
(S   SACK    PAIN     CAUSES. 
PREVENTION   ANO  TREAT- 
MENT 
ttSPM ARM WRESTLING 
Maror league besebat) tesmi 
compete 
11 30 
O ENTERTAINMENT TO- 
NIGHT interview with actor 
JohnSiamos 
O MOVIE *** The 
Jofcas i'96'i Mrchaa) Caw 
lord Okva Reed frustrated by 
tha. unretogmred rjrakance two 
brothaa p*ot to siaal the crown 
stoats horn iho Tower of London 
0 REMINGTON STEELE 
StaMs and Laura bacome surro- 
gate paents io sn mfeni rjurmg 
an ■nvettigalion mvorvmg un 
darwoild ligures and a 
pruHighta   IRI 
■ BEST OF CARSON from 
Esbruay 198S actor Bat Convy 
end comedujn Rod •*«• pn host 
Johnn, Caton In stareo IRI 
NK1HTLINE 
MURDER MOST ENG- 
LISH 
0 MOVIE ** My None 
Ceaed Bruce M978) Bruce le 
Chrntma Cheung A mane) aii 
•■pat end a secret agent pom 
lorces to break up a gang of 
■mugcaa. 
©BENNY HBU. 
s» MASTERPIECE THE- 
ATRE Bleak HOuM Tha 'aw 
suit of Jarndyce vs Jandvca 
dags on ihrough generetiont and 
i the local pomt of thu Charles 
Dickens work In episode one 
Either Summer ton n surnrnonad 
to London whaa aha meets R-ch 
ad Canon, end Ada Clare, the 
prmcrpars of tha case 0<ana Rrgg 
and Oenftoim E«K>tt star   'Pat   I 
of Big 
IE9PN) SPORTSCENTER 
(TtdCI MOVIE * * vi Frsi 
born M9S4I Tai Gar P.ia 
We»a Daap>ia her sons wan- 
mot a dvorcad woman becomes 
involved with a chaming though 
latently smisiw drrfior who utti 
miter,   tears   the   femey   apari 
PG-13 g 
12:00 
0     STREETS      OF      SAN 
FRANCISCO 
I EYE ON HOLLYWOOD 
COMEDY CLASSICS 
IESPHI WORLO  CUP SKIING 
Woman s SiOom from WataviHe 
VaBsv  N H   IRI 
12:30 
0 LATE NIGHT WITH OA- 
VlO LETTERMAN Scheduled 
drector Meos Forman M itaeo 
0 COMEDY TONIGHT 
Guam John tsnannno John 
Mulrooney Rich Aveas Don Gav 
•n. jw> Mvars  '■) 
12:40 
0 MOVIE * N   'Hash/ Hab- 
its   (19771 Gksnda Jackson  Mo) 
maMacoun 
I 
r 
TOO 
HAWAII FIVE-O 
JIMMY SWAGGART 
MOVIE     Meacie Ot   Tha 
Heart     A    Boys    Town    Story 
19811 An Carney Casey 
Samasiko 
(E9PNI NFL SUPERSTARS 
Protaad Ma* CurM tormar hna- 
backa lor the Beftenere Cons 
1:1S 
(TMC) MOVIE  **    AlsyCat 
H984lKamMani  Rob-Horn 
1 SO 
0NEWS 
IESPNI      MARK       SOSIN'S 
SALT WATER JOURNAL 
ZOO 
tNlGHTWATCH 
NEWS 
tESPN) SPORTSLOOK 
2.SO 
0 NrGHTWATCH 
(ESPHI SPORTSCENTER 
2:4S 
(TMCI MOVIE   * •     Pasnha II 
The    Spawning       ()991l    Tr«- 
ONoi  Sieve Maracnuk 
3:00 
aSPRI INSIDE BASEBALL 
3:30 
rEBPN) TOP RANK BOXING 
Oavey Moore 114 2 11 ROM «• 
Victor Oawcbo II) 6 "Oil n a 
luruor midrJewiigrit Bout ached 
uled for 10 rounds horn Attanlrc 
Crty   N J  IRI 
TUESDAY 
APMa. IBC4 
DAYTIME SPORTS 
•.30 
IESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
• 00 
IESPNI     PGA     GOLF    Graatar 
Greensboro   Open    Thed   Round 
hom Greensboro N C  <RI 
HiSO 
IESPNI SPORTSLOOK 
12 30 
IESPNI INSIDE BASEBALL 
1:00 
(ESPNi 1980 MAJOR 
LEAGUE BASE BALL PRE 
VIEW 
2:00 
(ESPNI COLLEGE   BASEBALL 
Michigan st kAnnasots (RI 
BrOO 
IESPNI FISHIN   HOLE 
DAYTIME MOVIES 
6:00 
rtTstCI** Jesus H97BI8rian 
Deacon Rn«a Noanan 
7:00 
(TMC) *aa   LovaMoOLaawa 
Me      11966)  Dorrs  Day.   Jamas 
Cegney 
• OO 
0      **     Tha Great Mans 
Whtakars     (19711   Dean   Jones 
Cindy Eebacnar 
•:30 
(TUCI   • * "I       A  Ouasiron  Ol 
Honor''119821 Ben Geuaa Rab- 
at Vaughn 
12:00 
(TMO * * *   How Swaat li is* 
119681  Oebt-e  ReynoM.   Jamaa 
Garner 
123D 
0      ** V)      To Ore  In Pa.t 
119881     louit     Jourden      Kurt 
Kiuega 
•TJOO 
(TMC) ** i That Chernpron 
sh« Season (IB82I sVuca Darn 
Stacy Kaach 
4:0O 
(TVCI *** Tha VlPs 
(19831 Et.iab.th Tsytor. ».t*0 
Burton 
EVENING 
•too 
§00 NEWS 
PERFECT MATCH 
MACNEIL     /     LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
STAR TREK 
DIFF RENT STROKES 
OCEANUS 
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK 
(TMC) MOVIE  * * *    Lowe Ma 
O Leave Mo   (19661 Ooro Day 
James Cagnay    A moBsta  mm 
iras the anger ha mads famous 
but   becomet   enraged   whan   he 
can t control har  In etaeo 
8 SO 
0 CBS NEWS 
0 NBC NEWS 
0 ABC NEWS Q 
0 HAPPY DAYS 
0 BUSINESS REPORT 
(ESPN)     WORLO      CLASS 
WOMEN 
7:00 
(CSS NEWS 
GZOWSKI ICO   » iepr.se 
of   rmawaws    conduct.d   earher 
thrS Season 
iwtv 
I 
NIGi 
R.cM 
I WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
ENTERTAINMENT    TO- 
HT    Interview    *•*    actor 
i hard Dean Anderson 
I NEWLYWED GAME 
I BUSINESS REPORT 
BEST    OF     SATURDAY 
NIGH I LIVE 
fra'ATM 
MACNEIL      /     LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
7: SO 
0  P.M.   MAGAZINE country 
stngers   the  Judda    a men  who 
stufft anmafs as a hoMy   Praxe 
Cnartas  mp lo Pram Springs  CeV 
forrse  ■  H TaA 
0 ETS YOUR NICKEL 
0 JEOPAROY 
m   TAXI 
0   PM   MAGAZINE   Prnce 
Chalet     trrp   to   Pom   Sprmgs 
COM   an AMuaken beach carr-- 
«j 
0 WILD. WILD WORLD OF 
ANIMALS 
S BENNY HILL 
THREE'S COMPANY 
(ESPNI •ASESALLS GREAT- 
EST HITS Tha 70 a 
B:00 
O    0    MORNINGSTAR    / 
EVENINGSTAR 
O FIFTH ESTATE The annual 
nugreiion  of   gray   whalas   ham 
Maoco to rha Sanng Sea a ob- 
served from  a vantage pomt  on 
Vancouwa isksnd 
0  A-TEAM  The A Teem rour 
nays to South Amarca m teach 
of   a  kidnapped  piycr-itnir    IR| 
0 WHO'S THE BOSS' 
Torty a tarma Qasebea mm ch* 
lenget i-» to a game g 
0 0 NOVA An examination of 
UNrCEf efforts to immunae CM- 
dhsn .n Thr/d World countrot 
agontt prsvaniabfe daaawa   (Rl 
i GUNSMOKE 
NBA   BASKETBALL  De- 
tiort P*ton» at Ptwaosfphia 78aa 
BjesV) 
•ESPNI AUTO RACING NAS 
CAR Vaaswdafe 600 horn Brmoi 
Tartn  |R| 
(TMC) MOVIE •> • The Wild 
In* 119841 Chroictshar Psnn. 
Eric SloU With the ttat of school 
rust aound the coma e gwup of 
taan egat spenda the last weak 
of aurnma m a" out hedonistic r» 
vekry  In siaso   R g 
B:30 
0    PERFECT    STRANGERS 
P 
• OO 
| MARY Q I0N 
CRr. 
HUN J TER Hunta t robbed of 
the onfy proof knkmg ZIAOH to 
the murda of tha blond woman 
(Pa i 2ol2)inaiaoo 
0 MOONLIGHTING Medde 
end Oevid t search lor a tManoas- 
man a pwtona phone drectory 
gats them m uoubk* wah the law 
(Rig 
0 0 FRONTLINE Th* essm 
■nation ol ihe ruc*c>et process at 
wort takes cameras 'or the hrtt 
time mto a Wisconsin courl i »• 
room to observe how a defend 
ant s gmli or innocence n decid- 
ed g 
0 MOVIE a a a The Great 
Waldo Peppa M976I Robat 
Redtord So Svenson A Irusaat- 
ad American hghta p.iot bacornes 
a banstormmg sluni man n Ins 
mast lor action duwg World Wo 
• 30 
0 0  FIXE Y  SQUARE Akii 
* assgnad a bodyguad sfta re 
cawing s death threat durmg a tri- 
al 
10:00 
0  0  EQUALIZER A  young 
■oporta (seta carton that hta new 
iwogrvbor it up to no good 
O  NATIONAL   /   JOURNAL 
0 STINGRAY Slngrsy decov* 
as s poVtrca) c ova up bang or 
chosireted by the pokce   m its. 
OO 
I SPENSER: FOR HIRE Q 
0 PAPER CURTAIN «.. 
thor John innng naratae that •■ 
ammation of the 19S2 McCarrov. 
Wahar Act wtaoh onpowat ma 
government lo deny entry waas to 
■orognat based on the. por-nca 
bsOaf s iota vowed Ceneden nt- 
lu.. wrrta Ferlsy Mowet M.., 
can awthoi Carfoa Fuentea 
IESPN) BASEBALL'S GREAT- 
EST HITS Tha 70 s 
(TMCI MOV it * • ', That 
Chemp-mtfvp Season 119821 
B-uce Dan Stacy Kaach i.va 
lor met high school batkettai 
atandouti gatha for a disturbing 
reunion with tha coach who ■*, 
ancad therr kves   R 
10:30 
0NEWS 
11:00 
QO 00 0 NEWS 
0 DARK SHADOWS 
0 TVVt-iOHT ZONE 
0 WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
0 ON THE LINE 
(EfPN)     INSIDE     THE     PGA 
TOUR 
11:30 
0    ENTERTAINMENT    TO- 
NIGHT    interview    with    actor 
Richard Dean Andersen 
O   MOVIE    #•     The   Forty. 
Eight  Hour Mas     119701  Darren 
MeGewm  Wehem Wrndom  A pri- 
vate   detectrve   intervenes   ,n   a 
draacty ihree-odad khra o*ta* 
0    SIMON    A    SIMON   Tha 
Sanona  act  as  bodyguada  to a 
bknd woman who was at the ate 
of s gangland siayrng (Rl 
0  BEST OF  CARSON From 
M»ch   1986    entertonar  Buddy 
Hackatt   t-igs.  Porn LaSaAs and 
acior   John larrocsastte sun  host 
Johnny Cason  In stereo  (Rl 
I NIGH TUNE 
MURDER    MOST   ENG- 
LISH 
0 MOVIE • v, The Bade And 
Tha Baas II9681 Gaorge Gobs' 
M itn Gawnor A proud man reacts 
a gsi wnh a shady past but leta 
tees for ha agon 
t BENNY HtLL 
MASTERPIECE      THE 
A THE      Bleak   HowM''   Either i 
guackan   aaai   her  to  run  BeMk 
House  Lady Oootook takes an *v 
rsr.it •'■ the deem of a myataroua 
Law-writa  iPai2oieig 
IESPN) SPORTSCENTIR 
12 OO 
0      STREETS      OF      SAN 
FRANCISCO 
I EYE ON HOLLYWOOD 
COMEDY CLASSICS 
*8P#» TOP RANK BOXING 
Dave. Moore 1142 11 KOel vs 
Victor Claudto ill 6 KOst « a 
nawor midaawaghi bout sched- 
uled lor 10 rounds horn Atlantic 
Cry N J IR) 
(TMC)     MOVIE     aee       How 
Swaat it la'   H96B1 Oebb* Key 
noMa   JemesGarna 
12:30 
0 LATE  NIGHT WITH  DA- 
VID LETTERMAN SchacMad 
actor Randy Ouod in itaeo 
0     COMEDY      TONIGHT 
Guests   Joe Oefcon  Caor Srskmd 
Bob     Sornerby      Mac     Woetar 
Stave Shaft sr tRi 
12:40 
0   MAOlGAN   Scotland   -ad 
cafes   upon   Madrgsn   to   neb  an 
Arnaican crook  who hat  set up 
Shop m London IN) 
1:00 
{HAWAII FIVE-O 
JIMMY SWAGGART 
MOVIE  * •    V.gn island 
119691 John Cassavetes   V.gnie 
Masks* 
1:30 
0NEVVS 
2:00 
I NrGHTWATCH 
NEWS 
IESPNI SPORTSLOOK 
(TMC) MOVIE • * * 'i     Worn 
an In Lowe    (I9?0) Glands Jack 
eon Alan Betei 
2:30 
0 NIGH T WAT f .1 
IESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
3:O0 
IESPN) COLLEGE  BASEBALL 
Mcnrgen et Mnnesota (Rl 
4 10 
tTMC)     MOVIE     **       Lisito 
rnarwa      HB7SI   Roger    Oaney 
Sas Kettamen 
I 
DAYTIME MOVIES 
6 0© 
rTMCl   •* '        Rahw>i     H940I 
OawdNiven  0>-v.a n> Hsv«a"d 
7:30 
(TMC)      **'i Someihmg 
Wicked tha> Way Comes   (1983) 
JesonRobads  Joneihen Pryce 
BOO 
0   **'.    in Saach Of Grego 
<y    ll9l0lJuk.Chr.it*   Mrcheel 
Ssrratm 
• 30 
(TMC)  ** '.     The last Maned 
Couple     m     America        MWOl 
George Segal  Natake Wood 
11:30 
(TMCI  • a,    o, Goo-, y^ o.^ 
H984I George Burns   Ted Wast 
IliM 
0     • •     Armored Commend 
lIMUHowadKaM   TineLowse 
1:30 
(TTaK)  * •     Pokca Academy  2 
Than   fast   Alignment      H986I 
Sieve Guitenbag  Bubba Smrrh 
3:00 
fTMCl  • •     Rng Of The Mo-n 
ton     (1981)   Harry  Hamkn    Jo- 
seph Bottoms 
4:30 
(TMCI *•)     Ratflaa    IIS40) 
David N.ven Okwui da HawAand 
EVENING 
800 
(00 NEWS 
PERFECT MATCH 
MACNEIL     /     LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
~| STAK TMEK 
I DIFF RENT STROKES 
' CRIME  FB.E TOPK   nctima 
ol armes  Guests mchrde Nar men 
Early   dwirm atlarnay of Oanva 
and Moon. Voung esacutiwa d 
recto- ol the Netronel Orgavaatien 
lor Victim Aserstancs 
(E8PNI SPOftTSLOOK 
<TMCt MOVat * * •)     The mi 
Married     Couple     In     America 
11980)    George    Sega      Net** 
Wood  Worr.es ckrvsfop lor . hap. 
pay mar ad couple as they watch 
a   looming*,   endkasa   oaada   ol 
hands heedrng lor dhrorco courl 
rvi v 
6:30 
0 CBS NEWS 
0 NBC NEWS 
0 ASC NEWS O 
0 HAPPY DAYS 
0 BUSINESS REPORT 
(ESPN)     INSIDE     THE     PGA 
TOUR 
7:00 
I CBS NEWS 
I DATELINE ONTARIO 
I WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
_)    ENTERTAINMENT    TO- 
NIGHT mtavaw .,m Jut- An 
draws 
I NEWLYWED GAME 
BUSINESS REPORT 
BEST    OF    SATUROAY 
NIGHT LIVE 
IM»A»B*H 
MACNEIL     /     LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
IESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
7:30 
0    P.M.     MAGAZINE    Ron 
Mowad tabs about hrs now mow- 
8
a       Gung  HO       me   hrstory   of 
sporit tentat   a men who was 
■trended lor '6 days ai aaa 
O STANLEY CUP 
PLAYOFFS   D-noon   Sanvnnal 
.Staimg trme 4 leniat-re I 
JEOPARDY 
TAXI 
PM MAGAZINE A look at 
Auatraka i game show Use 
Knock Owl a man who was 
stranded lor 76 cla.i at aaa 
0 WHO. WHO WORLD OF 
ANIMALS 
« BENNY HILL 
THREE S COMPANY 
IESPNI      STANLEY      CUP 
PLAYOFFS   Oms-on   Semifm* 
ILrvel I Gam. s suboci lo black- 
out and aianmg time <t tamative I 
BOO 
0 0 FAST TIMES Lmda and 
Barbaa try io set up a double 
dete wrth two ofda man 
0 HIGHWAY TO HEAVEN 
Mat returns to the pokce force lo 
help a reeaw cop who shot a 
teen-ager carrying •" uneoacted 
gun  daa w>m n-i gurft   In itaeo 
<Rig 
0     MACGYVER     MscGyvar 
travels lo Wyommg lo hafp a 
Irand and h>t wiN dr- for orl  IR) 
0 0 FLASHPOINT: ISRA- 
EL AND THE PALESTINI- 
ANS An Mem.nai.on ol the Is 
reel- Peleti.n.en d-spute over 
ownattwp o* the Jordan River t 
Wast Bank included partisan 
•wns and point COuniapont com 
meniery by CceumbtS Unrvasrty 
Pcatrca) Scranca Prolassor Rasfud 
Khafcd and laaak Knaasai mem- 
baEhudOfcmat g 
0GUNSMOKE 
0 MOVIE »•»• Net 
work 119761 Feye Dunewav 
Wekam Hotdan An agrg t«..< 
Sron newsman   whose ratings a. 
Sieedrh,   Hrpprng     «   turned   into B 
•entmg prophet of ihe enweves by 
a catty tamo, programming *■ 
fTMCl MOVIE *• i Some 
ihrng Wrckad Tn.i Way Comas 
119831 Jason Robads Jonethen 
Pryce  Two boys OVscova ihe ta 
r tying secret undalymQ   *   mylte 
rrous canrvai whore lantaaas ae 
lurlated    but  only   'or   a  horrrpia 
prrca   m tiaeo     PG 
B in 
O 0 TOUGH COOKIES Ckff 
goes ad out to 'ma the parson 
who  robbed  §n  stdaty   craupfe s 
candy store 
• 00 
0 0   MOVIE     A Case C" 
Doadry force    (Prenvorel Rrchard 
Oanna   John  Shea   Based on a 
1
   true   llory     Mspeod   by    a    young 
biac* women s appeal 'atha 
and-son lowyars launch a three 
yea probe mto the snootrng 
death oi her husband by police of 
■rears g 
0 BLACKE'S MAGIC The 
Biackit saach tar a 10-ton stat 
ue thai  wat tioum from a Man 
hetIan museum   (Rl 
0 DYNASTY A-..,, make* an 
effort to nop Bieke t attempt to 
take ova Cofbyco : J 
0 MOVIE ** Th. legacy 
(19791 Kerhoine Ross Sam El 
koti The promise of a lags tee 
lures a pa* ol American achitecli 
to a laebodrng Enghth manaron 
where they meet a mange group 
of guests and dscower tha terrify 
mg reason behmd thor mvtetnwt 
10:00 
0 ST ELSEWHERE Aut 
chienda s '.ght agamst canca 
■ekes a lurn lor the worae Mort^ 
ton spends Ihe night with a worn 
an lor ihe '-st tana fence No 
wife i death  (Rl 
0 HOTEL Boy twee a new se- 
curity officer Peia t offaed the 
chance to rnsnege a London ho- 
taf Guest itat .nciude lots f ae 
ne and John Mas g 
■ NEWS 
TMO MOVIE *• PoMe 
Academy 2 The. F.si Asargn- 
mant (19661 Stave Guttenberg 
Bubba Smrih Wnan vervdssram 
bagms lo run rampant euthornos 
racrmt me motley pohce academy 
graduates as a leat-dtch clean uc 
affort   PG-13  g 
10:3O 
O  NATIONAL   /   JOURNAL 
0 0 ALLAN BOESAK 
CHOC-SI NO FOR JUSTICE 
Jamas (»i Jones narrates ihrs 
profile of Allan Boesak a rnrnstHr 
who has become a memr hcjure m 
the avuggte agonat aparthoid m 
South Ah,ce IR) 
0 BOSOM BUDOIES 
(ESPN) NBA TODAY 
11:00 
0000 NEWS 
0 DARK SHADOWS 
0 TWILIGHT ZONE 
0 WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
0 ART BEAT 
(ESPNI NFL FILMS PRE- 
SENTS Future sura 
11:30 
0   ENTERTAINMENT    TO- 
NIGHT  Inlavrew w.th Juka An 
rfrrrw, 
TJ. HOOKER hygh-school 
stwdsnta Wan that drmkmg and 
•rwsig don t ma whan two of 
the. buddos da m an auto acci- 
dent  (Rl 
0 BEST OF CARSON From 
'abruary 1986 actraaa AnrU 
Moms tom.c actor Steve lands. 
bag and wita Lewte Griuad 
rom host Johnny Carton In nar 
ao (R) 
fN-OHTVINE 
AMERICAN     PLAY- 
HOUSE       Hugh*       Joom   Ro- 
tarda and Jack Dodaon na m 
ifsa humorous  drama by Eugene 
0 Ne* set m e seedy hot a durmg 
the uie >920a g 
0 MOVIE * • bj Apache Uo 
namg 11966) Rory Cafhoun Cor 
mne Cafval An Irtcaan uprrsing 
completes lha plant of a corrupt 
itags-kna orhcsal tor a gokj hast 
(BENNY HILL 
MASTERPIECE      THE- 
ATRE       Bleak   House      Nemo a 
II ue identity and auddtn death are 
probed   by   Mr     TuA.nghan     . 
surprise proposal is given lo Eilh 
a   Mitt Fbte vokepses  IPart 3 of 
Big 
(ESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
TMCI MOVIE • ' i Creature 
(19861 Klaus Kmeki Stan iva 
Aha landmg cm one of Safuf n a 
moons memoai of an American 
research team ae tteaed by a 
mysta-Oua hta form  In itaeo    R 
IftsOO 
0     STREETS      OF      SAN 
FRANCISCO 
0 MOVIE  9**1     One Touch 
01 Venus     (19601 Ava Garona 
Robert Waka 
I EYE ON HOLLYWOOO 
COMEDY CLASSICS 
(ESPNI FISHIN' HOLE 
12:30 
0 LATE NIGHT WITH DA- 
VID LETTERMAN Scheduted 
Tom Staack In stereo 
0 COMEDY TONIGHT 
Guests Oa.nl Naitw Mac* 
Warfaid Scott isRoae MAe 
McOonatd  SuaKosnaky  (R) 
12:40 
0 MOVIE**''      The satmg 
01 Randy Webster    I1BS1I Hat 
HoOrook OiueCata 
1:00 
§ HAWAII FIVE-O 
JIMMY SWAGGART 
MOVIE   **     A  Buael  For 
Joey     I1B661  Gaorge  Raft    Ed- 
wad G Robmson 
KBPN)   TENNIS   MAGAZINE 
REPORTS 
1:20 
(TMCI MOVIE * * * *    irVho s 
AtiadO* V-oniaWoorl'    119861 
(kiabeth Teyfor  R<harrj Burton 
1 30 
0NEWS 
IESPNI NBA TODAY 
2:00 
INIGHTWATCH 
NEWS 
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK 
2 30 
0 NrGHTWATCH 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
300 
IESPNI      STANLEY      CUP 
PLAYOFFS   Diwoon   Semtlma 
M 
3:36 
fTMC)    MOVIE    **       ScMiry 
Taylor       119841    David    Atkms 
AlanCaasoH 
§00F 
PERFEC 
AtACF 
NEV 
11 
T>fUREOAY 
APRK 10. I8S8 
Crew--"" ifaM'V bo. mr 
DAYTIME SPORTS 
• 30 
(ESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
• OO 
IESPNI      HORSE      RACING 
WEEKLY 
MO 
(ESPNI NBA TODAY 
10:00 
IESPNI  AUTO RACING  CART 
Dana 200 horn Phoonu   Aw  iRl 
II 30 
IESPN) SPORTSLOOK 
12:30 
l(SPM)     STANLEY     CUP 
PLAYOFFS   Divrsmn   SemrfmP 
HI 
3:30 
KSPN1    BODY8UIL0ING   Mr 
Unrvase Compel.iron horn Swe 
den  (R| 
S:30 
IE9PN)   TENNIS   MAGAZINE 
REPORTS 
OAYTIME MOVIES 
6:20 
(TMCI**    K-g 01 The Moun- 
tain    MfBII Harry Homkn   Jo- 
seph Bottom t 
7:00 
(TMCI  * * '*      The Buddy Sys 
ism      (I9B4I   Rchad   Dreyfuss 
Susan Saandon 
BOO 
0 **'i Saeni N.ghr lQnefy 
Nght 11989) Ikryd Bridges 
Shrrtay Jonas 
9 30 
(TMCI    * * '1        The    Iormula 
11960) Maion Brando. Gaorge C 
Scott 
11 SO 
<Ta*0 • '-»     Movmg Volaiions 
H986I John Murray. 
12:30 
0 *** Chart* Bubble. 
11968) A«MM Fmney Lite Minna 
h 
1:00 
(TMC) ** mwsrble Svangka 
H976I Robat fo.worth Stefan* 
Powars 
2:30 
(TMO ** v, The Rrwor Rat 
119841 Tomm, Lee Jones Ma 
rtwPfcmpton 
4 OS 
(TMCI    ***■.,       Rchsrd    in 
M966)   Laurence   Okwar    John 
Oat-ad 
8:00 
I NEWS 
I ECT MATCH 
M NE8.     /     LEHRER 
WSHOUR 
I STAR TREK 
I DIFF RENT STROKES 
I OCEANU8 
IESPNI SPORTSLOOK 
8:30 
0 CBS NEWS 
0 NBC NEWS 
0 ABC NEWS Q 
0 HAPPY DAYS 
0 BUSINESS REPORT 
IESPN)   FISHING  Arthur   Srmt* 
King F.th   Wehoo   Oolpfwn  Tex, 
narnant  (R) 
(TMCI MOVIE *'i Mowing 
ViolHons (19861 John Murray 
Jennrfa Toy Scatlerbremed tlu 
dams cornbrne with mept drunng 
school imtiuctort to creel* may 
hem   on and off the roed    PG 13 
g 
7:00 
ICBS NEWS 
FACTS  OF  LIFE  The gala 
and Mrs   Goreti encounta some 
drthcuttras   as    they   prepare   to 
ft the. new boutroue  IRI g 
WHEEL Of FORTUNE 
ENTERTAINMENT    TO- 
NIGHT   mtaview   win   Rrchad 
Otarnbalan 
I NEWLYWED GAME 
BUSINESS REPORT 
BEST    OF    SATURDAY 
NIGHT LIVE 
*A"S*H 
MACNI it      /     LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
IESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
7:30 
0PM    MAGAZINE prevaw 
01 upcoming muoc* events m the 
Cleveland aee Hew men canoe 
club a took at Austrake s game 
ahow II s a Knock Out Stunt 
man Robbo ■ novel 
0 STANLEY CUP 
PLAYOFFS   Chvaon   Semiln* 
Hiwe) I Starting irme « tentative I 
i JEOPARDY 
TAXI 
PM MAGAZINE Jam* lee 
Cmt.i  en A*itrakan man who has 
Over 200 "angeroo* 
O WH.0. WILD WORLO OF 
ANIMALS 
« BENNY HIH 
THREE S COMPANY 
IESPN) SPEED WEEK 
0   20   /   20 Schoduted   John 
Siossei raporti on mcraosad drs 
crnvnalion   and eels ol «o*nce 
fntl homoseiuafe   Q 
CAPrTOL JOURNAL 
NEWS 
MASTERPIECE      THE- 
ATRE     By  the Sword Drytded 
The  imgs  tosowors  try  to  Imd 
i r 
V-. I 
BOO 
10 MAGNUM. P.I. 
COSBY  SHOW m tiaeo 
0 RIPLEV S BELIEVE IT OR 
NOT! A ttetue honoring en 
Amarcen horo who was lata le- 
t**d a t.ator corn that «.< 
meant lor human consumption 
MQ 
0 THIS OLD HOUSE Bob 
V4a lours M.am. revwws ol the 
Tampa homo s niasonry work and 
sola hoi wata systsm begrnnmg 
I'M redwood deck  g 
I GUNSMOKE 
MOVIE      **'-> Toke 
Ooarn 119791       Edward 
Hanmann  Loranio Lamas   An m 
espa*nced coach latea over as 
the   *ei dnch   hope   lor   a   hrgh 
school   wrastlmg   team   with   an 
anoaiestmg record of tosses 
0 ALL CREATURES GREAT 
ANO SMALL II 
(ESPN) FISHIN' HOLE 
(TMCI MOVIE  **  i     The Fa 
mule      (19801    Maton   Brando 
George C   Scott   Wh* mveinget 
mg the murosr ol a cofceegue   a 
vata an cop uncovas s ccrnspescy 
nyofvmg     the     Supprastron     ol    a 
lynthetrc lual formula by in U 
caird    R 
•:30 
0   FAMK.Y   TIES  Ales  goes 
awoboad to prove that he OHJ II 
on share tha  same mtatosts   In 
it--.. (Rig 
0 THIS OLD HOUSE Com 
Dieting, the Tempa home lenova 
irons inciwdmg tha dock and a 
screened enclosure a budget re- 
new g 
• OO 
0 0 SIMON m SIMON 
A J t opponent m tha race lor 
oty couricrlmen >i a suspect m 
tharr Utesl murder mvettigeiion 
0 CHEERS Woody and Mg.1 
tromd ae reunited a despondent 
Iras*,  takes  a   «*>  as  *rvto>  at 
Cheers   In staeO   IRl 
0 THE COLBYS Sab* ckngs 
to the thought that aha can wen 
back Jason Faaon and Jolt return 
horn the. honeymoon n  torn aaa 
0 0 MYSTERYI Cha/ters B 
Caarftcett Fmdng Jock Beevaa 
w*. Chaiat and CeKKott con- 
front Si Cle. who hopes to dt 
cowar sunken trsesura   IPart 4 ol 
Big 
0      MOVIf      ***        Gorky 
Park (1*831 Wesom Hurt lee 
Marvm A Moscow honvode m- 
spactor s investigation ol a buarre 
tr «* murda near a akaievg nr* 
Nads hum to conhcrrrtaiiona with 
tha KGB and a glerba-trotting 
AmaKan buonaaa tycoon 
■BPN) OUTDOOR LIFE 
0:30 
0 NIGHT COURT A vagrant 
hoidmg    Don    Frakkng    hostage 
clams to be an aken horn Saturn 
m itaeo  (Rl 
IESPNI STANLEY CUP 
PLAYOFFS Cmnsmn Seryuhnol 
ll-we) (Game -t suboci to black- 
Out and starting tmie ra leniabva ) 
10:00 
f0 KNOTS LANDING Q 
HfLL STMEET BLUES An 
Aprrl 3rd vwwar pheno-m cam 
Pfagn w* datanrvne whrch ep. 
soda from the 1980-81 season 
will a- at nvs 
port tha cokected >yakai arrva 
from its cache at Arnaacota io 
Oaford (Pan 3 of •) Q 
TMCI MOVIE **'i Tha 
Buddy System H984) Rrchad 
Dreyfuss Susan Saandon Ro 
mantie compkcairons anaua when . 
a loner, boy lagets a gadget m 
vantor and would o. writer aa a 
match lor Iva arngk* motha    PG 
g 
103O 
O   NATIONAL   /   JOURNAL 
0  SNEAK   PREVIEWS  Je| 
•ray Lyons and Michael Meowed 
hoot en •rrtarmatrva look at what s 
new et the mowras  In stereo 
©BOSOM BUDDIES 
11 OO 
0000NEWS 
© OARK SHADOWS 
© WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
0 BODYWATCH (Premorsl 
Amaica s preoccupatron with 
thmn.ii and cketmg crash dot 
dangers  obesity haiada   the role 
01 esacrse Guest Rap Baney 
''in. iD Mail I g 
11:18 
O TWK.IGHT ZONE 
11:30 
O   ENTERTAINMENT    TO- 
NIGHT mtavdw w.m   Rchad 
Chambalan 
SHEWS 
MASTERS      TOURNA 
ME NT HIGHLIGHTS 
0 BEST OF  CARSON 'torn 
February    1986    corrwedtana   (he 
Smothers Brothers  country amger 
lea Greenwood and ect-ets Jam. 
Ga tr jom host Johnny Carson  in 
itaeo  IRl 
"I NIGHTLINE 
) MYSTERYI ■ Adventures ol 
Shatock Holmes II The Red 
Headed league After anaaamg 
a chaitab* aganaat*on i ad Ja 
bar Wason * suaprcsoue whan ha 
ra promraed a lags sum o* money 
lor copymg en aKyr^opod* g 
0 BENNY H8X 
0 MASTERPIECE THE- 
ATRE Blesk House Rrchad 
and Ada a engagement mean 
wnh drsapprovsl horn John Jan 
dyce  Either mesti lady Dedtacl 
I 
tha c IPa 
oiBig 
114S 
0 NIGHT HEAT A crime boss 
puts out a contract on (ha man 
who murdered hn son during a 
iwgh siakes card game (Rl 
0MOV1E**- TheBusta 
Keeion Story (19671 Cronald 
OConnor. Rhonda Fssntotg. Tha 
lamous comedon becomes the 
r*r o of aeent tarns 
12:00 
0      STREETS      OF      SAN 
FRANCISCO 
O MOVIE **H Tha Hal 
With Haoes 119881 Rod Taylor. 
Clauds Codmata 
SEYE ON HOLIYVVOOO 
COMEDY CLASSICS 
(TMCI MOVIE ** H    The Rrw 
*    Rat       119841     Tomm,    lee 
Jones  Maths Prrmpton 
12:30 
0 LATE  NIGHT WITH  0A- 
VID   LETTERMAN   Scheduled 
ec tress Bee Arthur  m stereo 
0     COMEDY      TONIGHT 
Guests   Corson  B   True-son   Paul 
Provenra   leddy Bargeron   Jack 
Simmons  Dan Rosen   (Ri 
MSPNI SPORTSCENTER 
12:86 
0 MOVIE **^     El Condor 
119701 J*n Brown. Leo Van Deaf 
1:00 
8 HAWAII FIVE -O 
JIMMY SWAGGART 
O   MOVIE   **      Waterloo 
(19711  Rod Str-pet    Christopher 
IESPN)   FLY   FISHING   WITH 
JOE HUMPHREYS 
1  30 
■ NEWS 
IESPN)   HORSE    RACING 
WEEKLY 
14© 
(TMC)  MOVIE  * *     Peanha II 
Tha    Spawrrmg       (198U    Trcra 
ONeii  StewaMaachufe 
MO 
O NIGHTWATCH 
IESPNI SPORTSLOOK 
2:18 
0NEWS 
2:30 
IESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
1*40 
0 NIGHTWATCH 
3O0 
(ESPN)      STANLEY      CUP 
PLAYOFFS   Dnwoon   SarnaV*! 
IR) 
3:18 
TMC)    MOVIE    **       in-s** 
Soangktr      (19781    Robert    Foi- 
worth  Stefan* Powe, | 
4:40 
(TMC)  kAOVIE   ***M   'FMh. 
ad ID     U966I Laurence  Cftvwr 
JohnCvaagwd 
*#** 
. ***» 
. . 99* 
. . #9H 
... 9* 
...   9V, 
-     ^0 
-
lu>
^lmurrluiUBr 
"Your Campus 
Long Stem Red Roses 
$10 a dozen 
PHONE 
353-1045 
Cash & Carry 
FALCON HOUSE 
tmMHm an t aiming »»»ksak»i a M 
Look for our 
Birthday 
Celebration Sola 
going on all 
NEXT WEEK. 
Expires 4/11/86 
140 E. Wooster Bowling Green 
Ph. 352-3610 
Downtown Bowling Green 
rucru   OUT iM^^^^iT ^   ^ CHECK    
OUR MANY 
NEW RELEASES 
Wc carry 
both  Beta 
and   VHS 
Tapes 
IIW AHIVAU! 
"GOQNieS 
TRANSYLVANIA 
6-5000 
FRIGHT NKJHT 
ICOMINO SOON: 
Barney's 
Video     | 
Colli-ct 9 stars and gi-t FREE movlo! 
^r        ^ POPCORN g 
with rental of 
any two movies! 
Coming Soon: 
Commando, Yeor ol th. Dragon. Troniyl- 
vonia 6-5000. 
W* nova nwnipM) copios on 
Return  ol the  Jed*.   St.   Elmo'i  Fire, 
Summer Rental, Volunteers. 
Mone.y.ti**e.y PHI movie with VCt rentel 
I all VCt rentalr Si SSI 
Membership Raquired — 110 lor one yeor 
1093 N   Mom SI   SO JSilWI 
Men   Sot   10-4 Svn   111 
Neit to Seraey I Convenient MerT 
•*•> ond rriet or Slow Mm.mvm Prices 
Open 6 30 o m I on every ooy 
m 
